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                    Legendary power to go anywhere—the only cordless Worm Drive saw.
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                iXO™ 4V Max Palm-Sized Screwdriver - 2354-08


                
                    The 2354-08 IXO™ pink 4 V Max palm size screwdriver is lightweight and project ready. At only 1 lb. this tool can be stored easily and ready to tackle any task around the house. Tighten drawer handles or put together furniture with this handy little tool. The 2354-08 is a great addition to any toolbox.
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                iXO™ 4V Max Palm-Sized Screwdriver with Cutter Attachment - 2354-12


                
                    The 2354-12 IXO™ 4 V Max palm-sized screwdriver with cutter attachment is a handy tool for any home. The unique cutter attachment handles tough materials such as denim or plastic packaging. By using the included bit set the 2354-12 can go from one project to the next.
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                10 IN. Drill Press - 3320-01


                
                    For the weekend woodworker who wants greater precision than a handheld drill offers, the 3320 SKIL 10-inch Drill Press with Laser is a solid choice. The X2 2-Beam Laser helps ensure precise hole alignment, while the depth adjustment system lets you drill down consistently every time. Five speeds cut holes cleanly through wood, metal and other materials with the 3320 Drill Press, which accepts larger diameter bits for woodworking and cutting. The work surface tilts from zero to 45 degrees, another plus. And with a limited 3-year warranty, this is a drill press to count on for lots of larger-scale furniture and building projects.
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                16 IN. Scroll Saw - 3335-07


                
                    An ideal addition to any Benchtop workshop, this scroll saw has the right features for the beginning and intermediate woodworker to make intricate cuts and patterns.
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                4 IN. x 36 IN. Belt/Disc Sander - 3376-01


                
                    The new SKIL 3376 4 x 36-inch Belt/Disc Sander is a two-in-one sanding station. DIY woodworkers can use the disk for exacting edge work and the belt for flattening surfaces, creating contours and smoothing inside curves. The adjustable tabletop and belt angle let you sand up to 90 degrees. Sand miter angles with the miter gauge. Belt tracking stays secure with tension spring adjustment. The 3376 Belt/Disc Sander mounts easily to your benchtop with the pre-drilled holes in the base. There's also a dust port for a 2-1/2-inch vacuum hose to help control dust.
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                6 IN. Bench Grinder - 3380-01


                
                    You'll find all kinds of uses for the 3380 Bench Grinder with Light in your home workshop or garage. Smooth roughened chisel edges, drill bits and knives. Grind down welded joints and rivets or polish surfaces. Featuring a 2.1-amp motor, this grinder comes with medium and coarse wheels. There's a convenient LED work light and a tool rest for each wheel for grinding accuracy. Safety features of the 3380 6-inch Bench Grinder include eye shields and a solid cast-iron base with rubber feet that mounts easily to a benchtop.
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                9 IN. Band Saw - 3386-01


                
                    For cutting irregular shapes and ripping lumber into thinner pieces, novice woodworkers will find the new 3386 SKIL 9-inch Band Saw with Light is essential for their workshop. You'll cut through a variety of wood materials with the 6-TPI blade. Make quick angle and height changes with the rack and pinion adjustable table. EZ View Blade Tracking lets you easily align the blade. Other features include a rip fence for straight cuts and a miter gauge for cross cuts. The dust port keeps your work area dust-free, while the LED work light adjusts so that you can see exactly what you're doing.
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                10 IN. Table Saw with Folding Stand - 3410-02


                
                    Ideal for DIY woodworkers looking to tackle bigger projects in and around the house, the 3410 SKIL Table Saw is an essential tool. Rip long boards to width, cross cut smaller pieces, miter or bevel - this powerful table saw features 3-1/2-inch cut height capacity to slice through 4X the material. The 20 x 26-inch cast aluminum table supports your work, and the self-aligning rip fence and EZ View measurement system help you achieve accurate cuts. The 3410 Table Saw sets up fast with the Quick-Mount system on a heavy-duty steel stand.
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                7 IN. Wet Tile Saw - 3540-02


                
                    With more and more homeowners tackling renovations on their own and looking for quality tools on a budget, the SKIL 3540-02 120-Volt 4.2 Amp 7-inch Wet Tile Saw is perfect to use for replacing or installing various tile floors.
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                7 IN. Wet Tile Saw with Hydro Lock System - 3550-02


                
                    Whether you're updating or renovating, adding tile to your kitchen or bathroom is now easier than ever with the SKIL 7-inch Wet Tile Saw (3550). The saw's innovative HydroLock System keeps water splash to a minimum so tiles can be cut in the room where they're being installed. You no longer need to go back and forth to a saw set up in the garage or outside to cut the tiles, so the SKIL tile saw with HydroLock System helps you finish the project faster too! The 3550 works with a 7-inch continuous rim diamond blade, which provides efficient and even cutting. It also comes equipped with a durable rust-resistant aluminum table top and a sliding side extension that can be used to support tiles up to 18 x 18-inch.
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                7.0 Amp Flooring Saw - 3601-02


                
                    With the capabilities of a standard miter and table saws, the compact Skil flooring saw model 3601 allows you to cut flooring right where you're installing. Durable, lightweight and portable, dyers and flooring specialists agree it makes wood floor installation easier and faster.
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                12 IN. Quick Mount Compound Miter Saw with Laser - 3821-01


                
                    This 12 IN. compound miter saw, model 3821, includes a laser, extension rails and a powerful motor that make it an ideal miter saw for any intermediate DIYer or woodworker. Transportable - integrated carrying handles for easy transport. Dust bag helps keep work area clean. Nine positive stops for setting common miter angles.
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                5A Variable Speed Jigsaw - 4295-01


                
                    Expand your woodworking creativity by cutting curves and angles in your projects with our model 4295-01 jigsaw. It has loads of easy to use features and can easily handle aggressive, angled or smooth cuts. The variable trigger speed control lets you control the speed of the cut with a touch of the finger. Switching blades throughout your project is effortless with the tool-less blade changing feature. The sturdy steel foot has an open design and there's even a dust blower to ensure there's always a clear view of the cut line. Unlock your creative side with our SKIL model 4295-01 jigsaw!
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                5.5A Orbital Action Jigsaw - 4395-01


                
                    A unique stable foot design provides more control when starting a cut with this 5.5 Amp orbital cut jigsaw. Use the 4-position orbital cut control to set the type of cut desired: fast or smooth.
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                6A Orbital Action Laser Jigsaw - 4495-02


                
                    If power and precision are important in your woodworking projects, then this jigsaw is for you. The 4-position orbital cut control lets you set the type of cut desired, from fast to smooth. Cut lines will be on point with the built-in laser guide. A unique stable foot design provides more control when starting a cut so ragged cuts are a thing of the past. So go ahead, take your projects to the next level with the help of our 6.0 Amp orbital action laser jigsaw, model 4495-02.
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                13A 7-1/4 IN. Circular saw - 5080-01


                
                    From cutting shelving to mitering trim, the SKIL 5080 7-1/4 inch circular saw is a great entry-level saw for the home workshop. The 13 amp motor has the power and performance that you need, and the improved dust blower keeps line of cut free from sawdust for accurate cuts. An adjustable bevel up to 51 degrees, with positive stop at 45 degrees, let's you make a wider variety of cuts. Blade changes are easy with the spindle lock and blade wrench stored on tool. The 5080 includes an 18 tooth carbide blade.
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                7-1/4 IN. Corded Circular Saw - 5180-01


                
                    Need a more powerful circular saw for weekend or DIY projects? The Skil 5180 14 Amp 7-1/4 IN. circular saw slices through 2 x 4s and cuts plywood down to size. The integrated dust blower keeps the line of cut sawdust free so you can get the job done easily and accurately. The 51 degree bevel, with positive stop at 45 degree, gives you a wider variety of angle and miter cuts. At 7.2 Lbs., it's lighter than its predecessor, and has been updated with a spindle lock for easier blades changes using the on-tool wrench. The 5180 includes a 24 tooth carbide blade.
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                7-1/4 IN. Corded Circular Saw with Laser - 5280-01


                
                    For the more experienced user who needs a powerful circular saw with advanced features SKIL 5280 7-1/4 inch circular saw is the saw for the job. The 15 amp motor has the power and performance you need to quickly cut lumber and sheet goods for a room addition, deck and more. The single-beam laser guides cuts more accurately while the integrated dust blower keeps the line of cut sawdust free. The 51 degree bevel, with positive stop at 45 degrees, gives a variety of cut options, while blades changes are easier with spindle lock and on-tool wrench. The 5280 includes a 24 tooth blade and a carrying bag.
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                6.5A 3/8 IN. Corded Drill - 6277-02


                
                    With plenty of power, this 6.5 Amp 3/8 In. variable speed drill is ideal for the heavy-duty DIYer. Complete drilling and driving tasks quickly with features like a keyless chuck to make fast bit changes. The variable speed trigger, which Skil invented, lets you control the drilling speed easy for more precise results. There's even a built-in level to make every job is finished accurately. Bottom line, this is a great drill that an experienced DIYer will love.
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                1/2 IN. Drill - 6335-02


                
                    For big projects, the 6335-02 Corded Drill from SKIL gives you the power, durability and versatility to tackle just about any demanding drilling and driving job. The 7-amp motor gives serious DIY'ers the power to bore through hard and soft woods and other materials. Hold steady with the side-assist handle. The variable speed trigger accelerates smoothly from low to high speeds, while the 2-finger trigger with lock-on option gives you even more control. The 6335-02 Corded Drill also features a built-in level and keyless chuck, which takes ½-inch bits for the toughest jobs.
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                1/2 IN. Hammer Drill - 6445-04


                
                    This powerful 7 Amp 1/2 In. corded drill model 6445 is the ideal tool for tough applications. The 1/2 In. keyed chuck accepts larger diameter bits designed for woodworking and cutting while the side-assist handle provides more support when needed.
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                1/4 Sheet Sander with Pressure Control - 7292-02


                
                    The SKIL Sheet Palm Sander is the perfect tool for faster stock removal and smooth results when you're putting the finishing touch on your project. The pressure control indicator lets you know when the right amount of pressure is applied and warns you when there's too much. The pad brake eliminates gouging. Micro-filtration captures and contains fine dust particles to keep your work surface cleaner. A sealed switch keeps dust out of the tool for a long life. The dust canister is clear, removing the guess work of figuring out when to empty it.
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                Octo Multi-Finishing Sander - 7302-02


                
                    The innovative pressure control OCTO™ model 7302 is the newest sander in the pressure control family. The pressure control indicator illuminates when the right amount of pressure is applied for best sanding results. In. addition, 8 sanding profile attachments to fit virtually any application are included.
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                3x18 IN. 6.0A Belt Sander - 7510-01


                
                    With 6.0 A of power, this belt sander sands practically any type of wood surface. The pressure control indicator illuminates when the right amount of pressure is applied for best sanding results. Plus, the belt stays centered on the 3 IN. belt sander with our patented auto track belt alignment.
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                7.5 Amp Variable Speed Reciprocating Saw - 9206-02


                
                    With a powerful 7.5 Amp motor, this variable speed reciprocating saw model 9206-02 can handle tough applications while minimizing user fatigue with its vibration reducing counter balance.
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                9.0 Amp Variable Speed Reciprocating Saw - 9216-01


                
                    With a powerful 9 Amp motor, this variable speed reciprocating saw model 9216 can handle tough applications while minimizing user fatigue with its vibration reducing counter balance.
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                9.5 Amp Orbital Reciprocating Saw - 9225-01


                
                    The blade's orbital cutting action on this reciprocating saw model 9225 cuts through wood quickly and easily. The pivoting shoe automatically adjusts to the material's surface for more stability while cutting and vibration control gearing reduces user fatigue during prolonged use.
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                4-1/2 IN. Angle Grinder - 9295-01


                
                    Compact 4-1/2 IN. angle grinder designed with innovative features to grind, sand, and sharpen a variety of materials. Powerful 6.0 amp motor. Unique in-handle wrench storage.
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                4-1/2 IN. Paddle Switch Angle Grinder - 9296-01


                
                    Pros and do-it-yourselfers alike with appreciate the features in our new paddle switch grinder, model 9296-01. The non-locking paddle switch turns off automatically when released for added safety; a must-have feature on job sites. The 9296-01 grinder has plenty of power in the 7.5 Amp motor, a heavy-duty, all metal gear housing yet it weighs less than 5 lbs.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Lithium 2.0Ah 12V Battery with PWR ASSIST™ Mobile Charging - BY500101


                
                    The Industry's Most Innovative Battery.
 SKIL's patented, industry-leading PWRCORE 12™ Lithium Battery contains an innovative temperature management system that results in both longer run time and extended battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery cool , all so you can power through any project.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Lithium 4.0Ah 12V Battery with PWR ASSIST™ Mobile Charging - BY519801


                
                    The Industry's Most Innovative Battery.
 SKIL's industry-leading PWRCORE 12™ Lithium Batteries contain an innovative temperature management system that results in both longer run time and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery functioning at its best, all so you can power through any project.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit (2 batteries, PWR JUMP™ charger) - CB736701


                
                    Two Tools To Cover Your Home Project Needs.
 
 Be ready to take on your next home or DIY project with SKIL's ultimate cordless drill set: the PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Drill Driver and 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver. Use the drill driver for both light and heavy-duty DIY tasks around the house, and the cordless impact driver for loosening large bolts and driving screws through tougher materials. Both feature a digital brushless motor for durability and compact drill power. And with PWRCORE 12™ patented battery innovation backing both tools, these power drills are ready to tackle your next project.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 5-Tool Combo Kit - CB736801


                
                    5-Tool Kit From SKIL PWRCORE 12™.
 Get the everyday essentials you need to OWN your home, all in one convenient tool kit to help you cover your DIY to-do list. This kit includes five SKIL PWRCORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V 1/4 Inch Hex Cordless Impact Driver, Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool, 12V Area Light and 12V Bluetooth Speaker.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver & Laser Measurer Kit - CB737501


                
                    Compact and Packed with Power.
 
 From light to heavy-duty DIY projects, the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your go-to power tool. The brushless motor provides durability and compact power. With PWRCORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power drill is ready to tackle your next project.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver & 12 IN. Digital Level Kit - CB737601


                
                    Compact and Packed with Power.
 
 From light to heavy-duty DIY projects, the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your go-to power tool. The brushless motor provides durability and compact power. With PWRCORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power drill is ready to tackle your next project.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit (standard charger) - CB738401


                
                    Two Tools To Cover Your Home Project Needs.
 
 Be ready to take on your next home or DIY project with SKIL's ultimate cordless drill set: the PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Drill Driver and 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver. Use the drill driver for both light and heavy-duty DIY tasks around the house, and the cordless impact driver for loosening large bolts and driving screws through tougher materials. Both feature a digital brushless motor for durability and compact drill power. And with PWRCORE 12™ patented battery innovation backing both tools, these power drills are ready to tackle your next project.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit (2 batteries) - CB738501


                
                    Two Tools To Cover Your Home Project Needs.
 
 Be ready to take on your next home or DIY project with SKIL's ultimate cordless drill set: the PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Drill Driver and 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver. Use the drill driver for both light and heavy-duty DIY tasks around the house, and the cordless impact driver for loosening large bolts and driving screws through tougher materials. Both feature a digital brushless motor for durability and compact drill power. And with PWRCORE 12™ patented battery innovation backing both tools, these power drills are ready to tackle your next project.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Drill Driver & Multi-Tool Kit - CB738601


                
                    Two Tools To Help You OWN Your Home
 
 When it comes to DIY projects around the house, this power tool kit has you covered across a wide variety of at-home needs: the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Drill Driver and Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool. The compact Drill Driver gives you the power to take on anything from light to heavy-duty projects, and helps you save time on bit changes with the Hybrid Chuck™. The Oscillating Multipurpose Tool has many uses from cutting to sanding, and features 6-Speed Auto Sensing™ to instantly adjust speed by project. Plus, both tools feature a compact brushless motor and PWRCORE 12™ lithium battery technology.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3-Tool Combo Kit: Drill Driver, Multi-Tool & Area Light - CB738701


                
                    3-Tool Kit From SKIL PWRCORE 12™.
 
 With these three essential tools within reach, you've got the power to tackle that next home project. This kit includes three SKIL PWRCORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool and 12V Area Light.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3-Tool Combo Kit (2 batteries) - CB738801


                
                    3-Tool Kit From SKIL PWRCORE 12™. 
 Two compact brushless power tools give you the power to OWN your home, and one easy-to-pack portable speaker lets you rock out along the way! This kit includes three SKIL PWRCORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool and 12V Bluetooth Speaker.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 4-Tool Combo Kit - CB738901


                
                    4-Tool Kit From SKIL PWRCORE 12™.
 
 Drill through tough surfaces, sand and cut on the go, light up your workspace and turn up your favorite tunes with this all-in-one power tool combo kit. This kit includes four SKIL PWRCORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool, 12V Area Light and 12V Bluetooth Speaker.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver, Tool Only - DL529001


                
                    Compact and Packed with Power.
 
 From light to heavy-duty DIY projects, the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your go-to power tool. The brushless motor provides durability and compact power. With PWRCORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power drill is ready to tackle your next project.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Cordless Drill Driver Kit - DL529002


                
                    Compact and Packed with Power.
 From light to heavy-duty jobs, the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver Kit is your go-to power tool. The brushless motor provides durability and compact power. With PWRCORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power drill is ready to tackle your next job.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver Kit with Standard Charger - DL529003


                
                    Compact and Packed with Power. 
 From light to heavy-duty DIY projects, the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your go-to power tool. The brushless motor provides durability and compact power. With PWRCORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power drill is ready to tackle your next project.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 IN. Hex Impact Driver, Tool Only - ID574401


                
                    You've Got The Power.
 Power meets precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver. This cordless impact driver can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials. And with all this power harnessed in a compact and lightweight tool, you can complete your projects with confidence.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 IN. Hex Impact Driver Kit - ID574402


                
                    You've Got The Power.
 
 Power meets precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver. This cordless impact driver can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials. And with all this power harnessed in a compact and lightweight tool, you can complete your projects with confidence.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 IN. Hex Impact Driver - ID574403


                
                    You've Got The Power.
 
 Power meets precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver. This cordless impact driver can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials. And with all this power harnessed in a compact and lightweight tool, you can complete your projects with confidence.
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                Self-leveling 360 Degree Red Cross Line Laser - LL932201


                
                    The SKIL Self-Leveling 360-Degree Cross-Line Laser projects a bright, continuous, horizontal line around an entire room, up to 65 ft. in diameter, making it easy to hang pictures at the same precise height, install chair rail molding or a wallpaper accent, and more. In addition to the 360° continuous level line, it can project plumb cross lines to accurately guide a range of DIY projects.
 
 The laser level tool automatically levels, and features intuitive indicators that let you know when your lines aren't level. The integrated, rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery has a micro-USB port for charge-and-go convenience, plus green, yellow, and red LED indicators to let you know the current level of charge. The included adjustable tripod makes it a snap to position the laser lines exactly where you want them.
 
 And for projects where you might not want your lines to be level or plumb, like specialty paint treatments or diagonal tile work, the SKIL Self-Leveling Cross Line Laser has a locking mode that lets you position the projected lines at any angle you choose.
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                Self-leveling Red Cross Line Laser - LL932301


                
                    The SKIL Self-Leveling Red Cross Line Laser Level is a compact tool that makes it simple to align multiple pictures, shelves, or cabinets and install banisters, trim, and more. Its bright red horizontal and vertical lines have a laser distance up to 50 ft. The tool automatically levels, and intuitive indicators let you know when your lines aren't level. 
 
 The integrated, rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery has a micro-USB port for charge-and-go convenience, plus green, yellow, and red LED indicators to let you know the current level of charge. The multifunctional clamp can be attached to the top or the bottom of the tool for easy positioning on a ladder, table, and lots of other surfaces.
 
 And for projects where you might not want your lines to be level or plumb, like specialty paint treatments, the SKIL Self-Leveling Cross Line Laser has a locking mode that lets you position the projected lines at any angle you choose.
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                Self-leveling Green Cross Line Laser with Measuring Marks - LL932401


                
                    The SKIL Self-Leveling Green Cross Line Laser Level is a compact tool that makes it simple to install projects like cabinets, trim, and chair rails. For jobs that require even spacing, like painting stripes or hanging multiple items, this is the tool you need! Projected Measuring Marks cross the horizontal and vertical lines at regular intervals, and make it easy to accurately place wallpaper, paint treatments, shelves, pictures, and more. Changing the spacing intervals is easy—just move the tool closer or farther away.
 
 
 
 The tool automatically levels, and features intuitive indicators that let you know when you're not level. Its bright green lines offer superior visibility, and the horizontal, vertical, and cross lines can have a laser distance up to 65 ft. 
 
 
 
 The integrated, rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery has a micro-USB port for charge-and-go convenience, plus green, yellow, and red LED indicators to let you know the current level of charge. The multifunctional clamp can be used on the top or the bottom of the tool for easy positioning on a ladder, table, and lots of other surfaces.
 
 
 
 And for projects where you might not want your lines to be level or plumb, like specialty paint treatments, the SKIL Self-Leveling Cross Line Laser has a locking mode that lets you position the projected lines at any angle you choose.
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                12 IN. Digital Level - LV941801


                
                    The SKIL 12 IN. digital level is compact, easy to use, and packed with features, so it's perfect for hanging pictures, putting up shelves, and lots of other DIY projects around the house. The high-contrast blue vials are highly accurate and easy to see. The digital LCD screen is backlit, so you can read it from any perspective, and adjusts to the correct orientation however you hold it. 
 
 Arrows and optional audible tones guide you to the perfect angle, and the Hold feature allows you to freeze the value of one angle so you can check it against another. The Memory feature lets you store 10 values and reference them later. A magnetic edge makes the level especially easy to use one-handed.
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                24 IN. Digital Level - LV941901


                
                    The SKIL 24 IN. digital level is easy to use and packed with features. Its longer length makes it ideal for leveling across several pictures, putting up wider shelves, installing cabinets and lots of other DIY projects around the house. The high-contrast blue vials are highly accurate and easy to see. The digital LCD screen is backlit, so you can read it from any perspective, and adjusts to the correct orientation however you hold it. 
 
 Arrows and optional audible tones guide you to the perfect angle, and the Hold feature allows you to freeze the value of one angle so you can check it against another. The Memory feature lets you store 10 values and reference them later. A magnetic edge makes the level especially easy to use one-handed.
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                100 FT. Laser Distance Measurer & Level - ME981901


                
                    This handy 2-in-1 laser level tool includes a digital measuring tool and a digital level, so you can easily and accurately tackle all your DIY projects. From leveling pictures to calculating square footage for your next painting job, the SKIL Laser Measuring Tool & Digital Level has you covered.
 
 The laser measuring function gives you three ways to measure up to 100 ft. The leveling function gives you real-time arrow guidance with an audible tone when you hit 0°, 45°, or 90°. A memory button saves your readings for handy reference.
 
 The integrated, rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery has a micro-USB port for charge-and-go convenience, and the large LCD display and user-friendly interface make it simple. The advanced features of this laser level tool empower you to tackle all your projects and even measure around large furniture or cabinets.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool, Tool Only - OS592701


                
                    The Only Oscillating Tool You'll Need 
 Grout remover, detail sander, or drywall cutter; the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V Multi-Tool is ready to help you tackle just about any project. Not only does this adaptable multipurpose tool save money and space from one-time-use tools, but also features 6-Speed Auto Sensing for on-the-spot speed adjustments based on your project! The big win: a brushless motor that delivers compact power for any situation.
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                PWR CORE 12™ PWR JUMP™ charger - QC535701


                
                    Industry Leading Quick Charging
 
  PWRJUMP™ innovation charges the battery up to 25% in just 5 minutes, providing enough power for up to 100 screws (based on 2.0Ah battery). Just press the button on the charger and LED lights indicate when your battery is jumped.
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                Router Table (1 feather board) - RAS800


                
                    The RAS800 comes pre-assembled with an integrated accessory storage bag and a laminated MDF top. The self-contained structure provides storage for necessary parts like the fence and router bits. Included with the RAS800 are a guard, feather board, miter gauge and bit inserts. An efficient folding design means the table comes pre-assembled with minimal setup needed and legs fold for storage. Stability plus convenience makes this a great router table for any DIYer.
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                Router Table (2 feather boards) - RAS900


                
                    The RAS900 come pre-assembled with an integrated accessory storage bag and a laminated MDF top. The self-contained structure provides storage for necessary parts like the fence and router bits. Included with the RAS900 is a guard, feather board, miter gauge and bit inserts; along with a tall fence with adjustable laminated MDF faces; dual feather boards, a starter pin and guard for support when routing curved work pieces; a bit height gauge for easier bit setup and cutting precision, and additional accessory storage compartments. The RAS900 has a quick-release router mount that attaches and detaches in seconds. An efficient folding design means the table comes pre-assembled with minimal setup needed and legs fold for storage. Stability plus convenience makes this a great router table for any DIYer.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Bluetooth 12V Speaker, Speaker Only - RO502601


                
                    One System, Multiple Uses.
 
 Whether you're working in the garage or heading on the road, the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ 12V Bluetooth Speaker delivers premium sound wherever you go. Get improved bass sound with dual passive radiators, connect with convenience using multiple inputs, and enjoy a portable speaker powered by the same innovative PWRCORE 12™ lithium battery technology as your tools, with longer run time and battery life.
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                Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver with Circuit Sensor™ Technology - SD561201


                
                    Your Go-to Power Screwdriver
 
 SKIL's Circuit Sensor Technology is a patented innovation that detects live wires in outlets, switches, cords, and fixtures from up to one inch away. Simply hold the cordless screwdriver near the source of electricity and press the detection button. If the circuit is live, the red light illuminates and an alert sounds. With this feature, you'll always know where live circuits are located before getting started on your project.
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                Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver - SD561801


                
                    Every Home Needs a Screwdriver Like This
 It may be a small drill, but the SKIL Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver's power and features are mighty! The two-finger trigger makes getting started easy, and an integrated lithium-ion battery is ready when you are . The LED work light illuminates dark spaces so you're always hitting the right marks.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver Kit - DL527502


                
                    A Power Drill That Gets The Job Done. Tightening screws? Done. Assembling new furniture? Done. Drilling through wood, plastic or metal surfaces? Done, done and done. The SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is the power drill you want for any home project. This power drill comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver Kit with PWR CORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium Battery - DL527503


                
                    A Power Drill That Gets The Job Done. Tightening screws? Done. Assembling new furniture? Done. Drilling through wood, plastic or metal surfaces? Done, done and done. The SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is the power drill you want for any home project. This power drill comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium Battery and 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver, Tool Only - DL527501


                
                    A Power Drill That Gets The Job Done. Tightening screws? Done. Assembling new furniture? Done. Drilling through wood, plastic or metal surfaces? Done, done and done. The SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is the power drill you want for any home project. 
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 6-1/2 IN. CIRCULAR SAW, TOOL ONLY - CR540601


                
                    A Circular Saw That Works As Hard As You Do. With the SKIL 20V 6-1/2 Inch Circular Saw, you can make accurate and quick cuts through wood. Enhancements such as LED illumination, quick depth adjustment, and a saw line guide ensure this will be your go-to saw for years to come.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 6-1/2 IN. Circular Saw Kit with PWR Core 20™ 5.0Ah Lithium Battery - CR540603


                
                    The Go-To Cordless Circular Saw. Make precise, fast and efficient cuts through wood with the SKIL 20V 6-1/2 Inch Cordless Circular Saw. From building new shelves to building a new deck, this is the ultimate power tool you want on your side. This cordless 20V circular saw comes with a 5.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery and 20V Charger to keep it powered up longer, so you can get more done.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 6-1/2 IN. Circular Saw Kit - CR540602


                
                    The Go-To Cordless Circular Saw. Make precise, fast and efficient cuts through wood with the SKIL 20V 6-1/2 Inch Cordless Circular Saw. From building new shelves to building a new deck, this is the ultimate power tool you want on your side. This cordless 20V circular saw comes with a 2.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery and 20V Charger to keep it powered up, so you can get more done.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 1/2 IN. Hammer Drill, Tool Only - HD527801


                
                    Your DIY Power Drill for Any Task. With three functions in one, 17+1 torque settings and variable speed control, the SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill is the perfect tool to tackle the job. Versatile enough to go from tightening screws to drilling into tough materials from wood to metal and concrete, this power hammer drill is the ideal tool for a variety of work. 
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 1/2 IN. Hammer Drill Kit - HD527802


                
                    Your DIY Power Drill for Any Task. With three functions in one, 17+1 torque settings and variable speed control, the SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill is the perfect tool to tackle the job. Versatile enough to go from tightening screws to drilling into tough materials from wood to metal and concrete, this power hammer drill is the ideal tool for a variety of work. This hammer drill includes a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 1/2 IN. Hammer Drill Kit with PWR CORE 20™ 5.0Ah Lithium Battery - HD527803


                
                    Your DIY Power Drill for Any Task. With three functions in one, 17+1 torque settings and variable speed control, the SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill is the perfect tool to tackle the job. Versatile enough to go from tightening screws to drilling into tough materials from wood to metal and concrete, this power hammer drill is the ideal tool for a variety of work. This hammer drill includes a high performance PWRCORE 20™ 5.0Ah Lithium Battery and 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 1/4 IN. Hex Impact Driver, Tool Only - ID572701


                
                    Plenty of Torque for Your Toughest Tasks. The SKIL 20V 1/4 Inch Hex Cordless Impact Driver delivers controlled power up to 1,100 inch pounds of torque. This impact drill can tackle thick, dense woods as well as tough jobs driving or tightening large fasteners. 
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 1/4 IN. Hex Impact Driver Kit - ID572702


                
                    Plenty of Torque for Your Toughest Tasks. The SKIL 20V 1/4 Inch Hex Cordless Impact Driver delivers controlled power up to 1,100 inch pounds of torque. This impact drill can tackle thick, dense woods as well as tough jobs driving or tightening large fasteners. The 20V Impact Driver comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 7/8 IN. Stroke Length Jigsaw, Tool Only - JS820301


                
                    A Wood Saw With Focus On Precision. Customize each cut with the SKIL 20V Cordless Jigsaw. This safe and easy-to-use cordless jigsaw is perfect for first-time DIYers and experienced pros alike. It’s ideal for straight and intricate cuts in softwoods, particleboard, and plywood.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 7/8 IN. Stroke Length Orbital Jigsaw Kit - JS820302


                
                    A Wood Saw With Focus On Precision. Customize each cut with the SKIL 20V Cordless Jigsaw. This safe and easy-to-use cordless jigsaw is perfect for first-time DIYers and experienced pros alike. It’s ideal for straight and intricate cuts in softwoods, particleboard, and plywood. This power saw comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Spotlight, Tool Only - LH552301


                
                    Shine some light on it. Whether you need to brighten a dark work area or just want some extra visibility for precision, the SKIL 20V LED Spotlight can help light the way to get the job done right. Experience high quality lighting for your work space with 2-step illumination control, with 150 and 300 lumens settings to fit different uses. The 104 degree pivoting head helps you shine light where you need it most, plus magnets and a hanging hook provide options for set up. Pair this spotlight with any SKIL 20V power tool!
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Oscillating Multi-Tool, Tool Only - OS593001


                
                    One Oscillating Tool Is All You Need. An all-in-one power tool with limitless project potential, the SKIL 20V Oscillating Multi-tool is what every DIYer’s toolbox needs. Use it for a wide variety of household tasks like removing grout, cutting through drywall, scraping tile during a bathroom remodel, sanding down wood floors and more. With a larger oscillating angle of 3.6 degrees, this tool cuts with precision and efficiency. 
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Oscillating Multi-Tool Kit - OS593002


                
                    One Oscillating Tool Is All You Need. An all-in-one power tool with limitless project potential, the SKIL 20V Oscillating Multi-tool is what every DIYer’s toolbox needs. Use it for a wide variety of household tasks like cutting through drywall, scraping tile during a bathroom remodel, sanding down wood floors and more. With a larger oscillating angle of 3.6 degrees, this tool cuts with precision and efficiency. This multi-tool comes with one PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and 20V Charger so you can get started right away.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V SDS+ Rotary Hammer, Tool Only - RH170201


                
                    The Power Of Three Tools In One. The SKIL 20V Rotary Hammer gives you the function of a hammer drill, drill and screwdriver all in one easy-to-use tool. With its efficient and powerful hammering function, it can quickly hammer through tough materials like brick and stucco. It’s also one of the top hammer drills for concrete.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V SDS+ Rotary Hammer Kit - RH170202


                
                    The Power Of Three Tools In One. The SKIL 20V Rotary Hammer gives you the function of a hammer drill, drill and screwdriver all in one easy-to-use tool. With its efficient and powerful hammering function, it can quickly hammer through tough materials like brick and stucco. It’s also one of the top hammer drills for concrete. Includes a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Compact Reciprocating Saw, Tool Only - RS582901


                
                    The Must-Have, Multi-Purpose DIY Power Saw. Make multiple DIY projects easier with the SKIL 20V Reciprocating Saw, featuring a one inch stroke and up to 3,000 strokes per minute. This cordless electric saw is powerful enough to cut through several materials such as wood, tree branches, fiberglass, metal, plaster, masonry, drywall and even nails. Its exposed blade makes it easy to cut through materials in tight places, and the lightweight design allows easy handling.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Reciprocating Saw Kit - RS582902


                
                    The Must-Have, Multi-Purpose DIY Power Saw. Make multiple DIY projects easier with the SKIL 20V Reciprocating Saw, featuring a one inch stroke and up to 3,000 strokes per minute. This cordless electric saw is powerful enough to cut through several materials such as wood, tree branches, fiberglass, metal, plaster, masonry, drywall and even nails. Its exposed blade makes it easy to cut through materials in tight places, and the lightweight design allows easy handling.
This power saw comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 2.0Ah Lithium Battery - BY519701


                
                    The Power Is In Your Hands. The PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery is backed by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer run time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery cool, and powering through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power up any SKIL 20V power tool!
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 5.0Ah Lithium Battery - BY519603


                
                    The Power Is In Your Hands. The PWRCORE 20™ 5.0Ah Lithium Battery is backed by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer run time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery cool, and powering through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power up any SKIL 20V power tool!
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Charger - SC535801


                
                    Get The Power You Need. When you power up your tools with the SKIL 20V Charger, nothing can stand between you and getting the job done.
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                PWR Assist™ 20 USB Adapter, Tool Only - AD592301


                
                    Your Go-To USB Adapter. The SKIL PWRASSIST™ 20 USB  Adapter connects to any 20V battery. Just attach and power up your electronic devices on the go!
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Handheld Vacuum, Tool Only - VA593601


                
                    Less Mess, Less Stress. Dust, be gone! Use the powerful SKIL 20V Cordless Handheld Vacuum for cleaning up after messy DIY projects, light construction debris and more. And with an easy-to-clean dust container, you can wrap up your project faster with quick clean-up.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 4-1/2 IN. Angle Grinder, Tool Only - AG290201


                
                    An Angle Grinder For Your Household Tasks. Equipped with a motor powerful enough to cut through concrete, stucco and rebar, the SKIL 20V 4-1/2 Inch Angle Grinder is the cordless grinder perfect for multiple jobs. Improved safety features like restart protection and soft start controls make it easy to use no matter your DIY skill level.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 4-1/2 IN. Angle Grinder Kit - AG290202


                
                    An Angle Grinder That Can Tackle Any Task. The SKIL 20V 4-1/2 Inch Angle Grinder is a powerful workhorse that can grind metal and more with user-friendly features including restart protection. Designed cordless for your convenience, this grinder tool comes with a 2.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery and 20V Charger, ensuring you can charge it quickly and make it last longer. 
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit - CB739001


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 2-Tool Combo Kit. Tackle everyday needs to tough DIY projects with the SKIL 20V 2-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten screws, assemble furniture and drill through wood, plastic or metal surfaces with a Cordless Drill Driver. Drill screws faster and loosen stubborn, over-torqued screws with an Impact Driver. This combo kit includes one PWRCORE™ 20 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and one 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 3-Tool Kit: Drill Driver, Impact Driver, PWRAssist™ USB Adapter - CB739101


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 3-Tool Kit. Gear up with SKIL’s power drill combo kit: 20V Cordless 1/2 Inch Drill Driver, 1/4 Inch Impact Driver and PWRASSIST™ USB Charging Adaptor. These go-to power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the home like installing shelves, assembling new furniture, loosening tough bolts, building a deck, powering up electronic devices and more. Plus, with a PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery and a 20V Charger included, you can get started on your project right away!
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 3-Tool Kit: Drill Driver, Impact Driver, PWR ASSIST™ USB Adapter (2 batteries) - CB739201


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 3-Tool Kit. Gear up with SKIL’s power drill combo kit: 20V Cordless 1/2 Inch Drill Driver, 1/4 Inch Impact Driver and PWRASSIST™ USB Charging Adaptor. These go-to power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the home like installing shelves, assembling new furniture, loosening tough bolts, building a deck, powering up electronic devices and more. Plus, with two PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Batteries and a 20V Charger included, you can get started on your project right away!
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 3-Tool Kit; Drill Driver, Circular Saw, PWRAssist™ USB Adapter  - CB739301


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 3-Tool Combo Kit. Your DIY project needs are met with the SKIL 20V 3-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten screws, assemble furniture and drill through wood, plastic or metal surfaces with a Cordless Drill Driver. Cut through 2x4s and plywood with the cordless Circular Saw. Charge your electronic devices with the PWRASSIST™ 20 USB Charging Adapter. This combo kit includes one PWRCORE™ 20 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and one 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 3-Tool Kit: Drill Driver, Reciprocating Saw, PWR ASSIST™ USB Adapter (2 batteries) - CB739401


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 3-Tool Combo Kit. Your DIY project needs are met with the SKIL 20V 3-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten screws, assemble furniture and drill through wood, plastic or metal surfaces with a Cordless Drill Driver. Cut through 2x4s and plywood with the cordless Circular Saw. Charge your electronic devices with the PWRASSIST™ 20 USB Charging Adapter. This combo kit includes one PWRCORE™ 20 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and one 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 3-Tool Kit: Drill Driver, Jigsaw, PWRAssist™ USB Adapter  - CB739501


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 3-Tool Combo Kit. All your DIY project needs are met with the SKIL 20V 3-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten screws, assemble furniture and drill through wood, plastic or metal surfaces with the Cordless Drill Driver. Saw through soft woods and plastic with the Jigsaw. Charge your electronic devices with the PWRASSIST™ 20 USB Charging Adapter. This combo kit includes one PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and one 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 4-Tool Combo Kit; Drill Driver, Impact Driver, Reciprocating Saw, Spot Light - CB739601


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 4-Tool Kit. Gear up with this homeowner-ready combo kit: 20V Cordless 1/2 Inch Drill Driver, 1/4 Inch Impact Driver, 1 Inch Reciprocating Saw and LED Spotlight. These versatile power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the home like installing shelves, loosening tough bolts, assembling new furniture, illuminating dark work spaces, cutting through tough materials during a teardown and more. Plus, with two PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Batteries and a 20V Charger included, you can start your project right away!
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 4-Tool Kit: Drill Driver, Reciprocating Saw, Circular Saw, Spot Light (2 batteries) - CB739701


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 4-Tool Combo Kit. All your DIY project needs are met with the SKIL 20V 4-Tool Combo Kit. Tighten screws and assemble furniture with the Cordless Drill Driver. Cut through tree branches and metal with the Reciprocating Saw. Saw through 2x4s and plywood with the Cordless Circular Saw. Shed light on your work space and dimly lit areas with the LED Spotlight. This combo kit includes two PWRCORE™ 20 2.0Ah Lithium Batteries and one 20V Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 4.0Ah Lithium Battery - BY519601


                
                    The Power Is In Your Hands. The PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium Battery is backed by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer run time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery cool, and powering through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power up any SKIL 20V power tool!
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 2.0Ah Lithium Battery with PWR ASSIST™ Mobile Charging - BY519702


                
                    More Power for More Projects
The PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery is backed by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer run time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery cool and powering through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power up any SKIL 20V power tool!
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V 2.5Ah Lithium Battery - BY519703


                
                    You’ve Got the Power
The PWRCORE 20™ 2.5Ah Lithium Battery is backed by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer run time and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery cool and powering through any project. You can use this lithium battery to power up any SKIL 20V power tool!
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                PWR Core 20™ Brushless 20V  6-1/2 IN. Circular saw Kit - CR5413-1A


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Power Saw Kit. 
Designed for power, efficiency, and performance by the brand that invented the circular saw. This cordless saw set includes everything you need to get started with a Brushless 20V 6-1/2 Circular Saw, a PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery, and an Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger. This cordless saw has a 24-tooth ultra-thin carbide-tipped blade that helps you make quick and accurate wood cuts, and the PWRCORE™ battery ensures a longer run time and battery life on the job so you can power through any project.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Circular Saw, Tool Only - CR541801


                
                    Power and Performance

The SKIL PWRCORE™ 12 Cordless Circular Saw is designed for compact power, efficiency, and performance. Whether you’re cutting through lumber, paneling, or trim, this compact circular saw is portable and easy to control for a variety of cuts—perfect for all of your projects throughout in your home.   
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 5-1/2 IN. Circular Saw Kit - CR541802


                
                    This cordless circular saw set includes everything you need to get started with a Brushless 12V 5-1/2" Circular Saw, a fast-charging PWRCore 12™ Lithium Battery with PWRAssist™ Mobile Charging, and a PWRJUMP™ Charger. The easy-to-handle compact circular saw helps you make quick and accurate wood cuts, and the PWRCore 12™ battery ensures a longer run time and battery life on the job. This circular saw kit is designed for compact power, efficiency, and performance.
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                6.5 Amp 3-1/4 IN. Planer - PL201201


                
                    SKIL 6.5 AMP Wood Planer. 
From flattening to smoothing, a planer could quickly become one of your most useful wood tools. The 3-1/4 Inch Electric Planer is ideal to flatten and create a smooth surface on an otherwise rough piece of lumber, bevel edges and even reclaim old wood.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Auto PWR JUMP™ Charger - QC536001


                
                    Get Powered Up Fast.

Charge any SKIL 20V PWRCORE™ Lithium battery in a flash with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Auto PWRJUMP™ Charger. Less charging time for batteries means less downtime, getting you back to the job faster. When you power up your tools with the SKIL 20V Charger, nothing can stand between you and getting the job done.  
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 3-1/4 IN. Planer Kit - PL5938-1A


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Electric Planer Set. 
The high performance SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 3-1/4 Inch Planer is ideal for creating a smooth surface on an otherwise rough piece of lumber, beveling edges and even reclaiming old wood. It’s also used for leveling wood thickness to your project’s requirements, thus eliminating the need to order boards of custom thickness. The planer kit includes with a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver Kit - DL529302


                
                    Your Versatile Power Drill.
Drive through a variety of surfaces with confidence and precision with the PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 1/2 Inch Drill Driver. This cordless drill’s brushless motor provides power in every drive, and the speed settings provides maximum control for every project. Choose from 17 torque settings and an added drilling mode for just about any application. This Cordless Drill Driver Kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver Kit (standard charger) - DL529303


                
                    Your Multipurpose Power Tool.
For all your home reno projects, drive through a variety of surfaces with confidence and precision with the PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 1/2 Inch Drill Driver. This electric drill’s brushless motor provides power, more run time, and long tool life. Choose from 17 torque settings and an added drilling mode for just about any driving application. This Cordless Drill Driver Kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Standard Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Hammer Drill Kit - HD529402


                
                    3-In-1 Concrete Drill from SKIL PWRCORE 20™.
Take on tough jobs in no time with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill. Perfect for driving into stone, concrete, brick, and mortar, this hammer drill gives you three tools in one, over 17 torque settings, and precision and power for any application. Easy transitions between the hammer drill, concrete drill, and screwdriver modes as well as quick bit changes save you time and keep your work going. This set comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Heavy Duty Hammer Drill Kit - HD5295-1A


                
                    3-In-1 Cordless Hammer Drill.
Take on tough jobs with confidence and precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Heavy Duty Hammer Drill, perfect for drilling holes in brick, mortar, and concrete. Easy transitions between the hammer drill, drill, and screwdriver modes save you time and keep your work going. A side assistant handle provides added grip for the utmost safety and control. This set comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 5.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger, giving you everything you need to get started.
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                PWR Core 20™ Brushless 20V 1/4 IN. Hex Impact Driver Kit - ID573902


                
                    The Power Is In Your Hands.
From renovating kitchen cabinets to building your own swing set, drive through dense woods with confidence and precision with the PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver. This powerful impact drill can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials around your home. Its brushless motor provides power in every drive, and the advanced Control Mode adjusts from low to high speed, sensing when the fastener tightens. This Cordless Impact Driver Kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Jigsaw Kit - JS820202


                
                    Your Portable Precision Saw.
Customize each cut with the SKIL 20V Cordless Jigsaw, ideal for curved and intricate cuts in a variety of materials from particleboard and plywood to metal. This electric saw set comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger—everything you need to tackle your to-do list right away.   
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool Kit - OS592702


                
                    Your Secret Weapon.

This oscillating tool’s brushless motor delivers compact power for just about any project such as scraping, sanding, and cutting into drywall. This adaptable multipurpose tool not only saves money and space, but also features 6-Speed Auto Sensing for on-the-spot speed adjustments based on your project. Plus, with a PWRCORE 12™ Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging and a PWRJUMP™ Charger, you’ll have more power on the job for longer periods of time. That means checking off your to-do list faster!
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V† 7/8 IN. Rotary Hammer Kit - RH1704-1A


                
                    4-Mode Rotary Hammer Drill.
The digital, brushless motor provides the power needed to quickly hammer through tough materials like brick, stucco, and concrete with 0-1400 RPM and 0-4500 IPM. Seamless transitions between hammer drill, drill, chisel, and chisel alignment modes reduce time and increase efficiency, while the PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger keep your SDS hammer drill powered up longer.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 IN. Hex Right Angle Impact Driver, Tool Only - RI574501


                
                    The Ultimate Tool for Hard to Reach Spaces.

Complete projects with confidence with the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V Right Angle Impact Driver. This high-performance right angle drill is perfect for driving just about any hard-to-reach fastener inside cabinets or overhead, and the extended paddle allows you to change your grip based on the project. The 90 degree drill head provides greater access and a wider variety of hard-to-reach applications. Take on the tough projects and drive large fasteners with this cordless impact driver designed for compact power, efficiency, and performance.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 IN. Hex Right Angle Impact Driver Kit - RI574502


                
                    Right Angle Impact Driver Set.

Make challenging projects a breeze with this impact driver set that includes a Brushless 12V Right Angle Impact Driver, a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0 Ah Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging, and a PWRJUMP™ Charger. The cordless impact driver’s compact size and 90-degree drill head is easy to maneuver in hard-to-reach fastening applications, and the extended paddle allows you to operate the tool at various grip points. Take on the toughest materials with this tool.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Reciprocating Saw, Tool Only - RS582801


                
                    Small, But Mighty.
Tackle projects big and small with this compact and powerful cordless reciprocating saw. It’s easy to control when making cuts overhead or working from a ladder, and strong enough to cut through lumber, PVC piping, and metal. This high-performance power saw is perfect for anything from demolition to remodeling, and everything in between.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Compact Reciprocating Saw Kit - RS582802


                
                    PWRCORE 12™ Compact Reciprocating Saw Kit

The SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Reciprocating Saw Kit includes a PWRCORE 12™ Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging and PWRJUMP™ Charger. From tackling repairs to major remodeling and demolition projects, this compact power saw makes accurate cuts in hard-to-reach places and overhead. Its compact, high-performance brushless motor makes this electric hand saw strong enough to cut through lumber, PVC piping, tree branches, and metal.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Random Orbital Sander Kit - SR660302


                
                    Random Orbit Sander Set from SKIL PWRCORE 20™
From refinishing wood furniture to cabinetry rehab projects, the high performance SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Random Orbital Sander can tackle any project requiring ultra-smooth sanding and everything in between. This versatile cordless electric sander vibrates and spins simultaneously, eliminating noticeable swirls and scratches other power sanders may leave behind. The hook-and-loop pad makes it fast and easy to change out sand paper, wasting no time on the job. This orbit sander kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger, providing longer run time and battery life.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Vacuum Kit - VA593602


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Cordless Vacuum Handheld Combo.
Dust management is crucial around the home and workspace, and the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Handheld Vacuum makes cleanup a cinch. Not only is this portable vacuum cordless, mobile, and lightweight, its powerful high-suction capability means you can take on big or small messes. This vacuum set comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger, providing longer run time and battery life.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Drill Driver & Reciprocating Saw Kit - CB742601


                
                    PWRCORE12™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Electric Saw Combo.
SKIL PWRCORE 12™ tools are designed for compact power, efficiency, and performance. Get the power tools you need to take on just about any project with a Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver and Compact Reciprocating Saw, plus a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging and a PWRJUMP™ Charger. The high-performance drill driver is perfect for a variety of projects—from light duty to heavy-duty jobs. The power saw’s pivoting shoe ensures smooth and accurate cuts, whether in hard-to-reach places or at odd angles.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Drill Driver & Circular Saw Kit - CB742701


                
                    2-Tool Kit.

Get the everyday power tools you need, all in one convenient kit to help you cover your to-do list. The high-performance Brushless 12V Drill Driver is perfect for anything from hanging a new gallery wall to heavy-duty projects. Its Hybrid Chuck™ allows you to insert a 1/4 inch hex bit without tightening the chuck for extra convenience on the job. The Brushless 12V Circular Saw helps you make quick and accurate wood cuts. This cordless saw allows you to quickly adjust depth for a greater range of applications and higher efficiency. Together, this compact circular saw and drill set will have you covered for many projects to come.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit - CB742901


                
                    PWRCORE 12™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Impact Driver Combo. 
Use the Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver for a variety of projects—from light to heavy-duty jobs. The cordless Impact Driver can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials. All this power is harnessed in a compact and lightweight design. This Drill Driver and Impact Driver Combo also includes a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging and a PWRJUMP™ Charger, so you can start working right away.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Drill Driver & Right Angle Impact Driver Kit - CB743001


                
                    PWRCORE 12™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Impact Driver Combo.

This cordless drill and impact driver combo kit is what you need to get the job done. This set includes two SKIL PWRCORE 12™ tools designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver and 1/4 Inch Hex Right Angle Impact Driver, plus a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ mobile charging and a PWRJUMP™ Charger. The Drill Driver has a Hybrid Chuck to secure bits with check jaws or lock a 1/4 IN. hex bit without tightening. The 90-degree head of the Right Angle Impact Driver provides access to hard-to reach applications such as inside cabinets and shelves.
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                PWR Core 20™ Brushless 20V Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit - CB743701


                
                    SKIL PWR CORE 20™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Impact Driver Combo 

Use the Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver for a variety of projects—from light to heavy-duty jobs. The cordless Impact Driver can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials. All this power is harnessed in a compact and lightweight design. This Drill Driver and Impact Driver Combo also includes a PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery with PWR ASSIST™ Mobile Charging and a PWR JUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR Core 20™ Brushless 20V Heavy Duty Hammer Drill & Impact Driver Kit - CB743801


                
                    2-Tool Cordless Hammer Drill and Impact Driver Combo.
Take on tough jobs with confidence and precision with this SKIL PWRCORE 20™ drill set. Use the Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Heavy Duty Hammer Drill for drilling holes in brick, mortar, concrete blocks, and even poured concrete. This SDS hammer drill gives you three tools in one with easy transitions between the hammer drill, concrete drill, and screwdriver modes as well as quick bit changes to save you time and keep your work going. The easy-to-handle 20V 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver is perfect for jobs requiring more torque such as drilling larger fasteners through metal and dense or knotty wood. This drill and cordless impact driver combo also includes a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging and a PWRJUMP™ Charger, so you can start working right away.
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                PWR Core 20™ Brushless 20V Drill Driver & Circular Saw Kit - CB743901


                
                    2-Tool Combo: Electric Saw and Cordless Drill with Battery and Charger. 
Tackle your to-do list in no time with this convenient cordless power tools combo kit designed for maximum efficiency and performance. Use the Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver for a variety of projects—from light-duty to heavy-duty renovation jobs. This electric drill’s brushless motor packs high-power in every drive, and the speed settings provide maximum control. The Brushless 20V 6-1/2 Cordless Circular Saw has a 24-tooth ultra-thin carbide-tipped blade that helps you make quick and accurate wood cuts. This set also includes a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium Battery and a PWRJUMP™ Charger, ensuring a longer run time and battery life so you can power through any project without stopping.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/4 IN. Hex Impact Driver, Tool Only - ID573901


                
                    The Power Is In Your Hands.
From renovating kitchen cabinets to building your own swing set, drive through dense woods with confidence and precision with the PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver. This powerful impact drill can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials around your home. Its brushless motor provides power in every drive, and the advanced Control Mode adjusts from low to high speed, sensing when the fastener tightens. This Cordless Impact Driver Kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Heavy Duty Hammer Drill, Tool Only - HD529501


                
                    3-In-1 Concrete Drill from SKIL PWRCORE 20™
Take on tough jobs in no time with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill. Perfect for driving into stone, concrete, brick, and mortar, this hammer drill gives you three functions in one, over 17 torque settings, and precision and power. Easy transitions between the hammer drill, drill, and screwdriver modes as well as quick bit changes save you time and keep your work going. This set comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Jigsaw, Tool Only - JS820201


                
                    Your Portable Precision Saw.
Customize each cut with the SKIL 20V Cordless Jigsaw, ideal for curved and intricate cuts in a variety of materials from particleboard and plywood to metal. This electric saw set comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger—everything you need to tackle your to-do list right away.   
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Random Orbital Sander, Tool Only - SR660301


                
                    Random Orbit Sander Set from SKIL PWRCORE 20™
From refinishing wood furniture to cabinetry rehab projects, the high performance SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Random Orbital Sander can tackle any project requiring ultra-smooth sanding and everything in between. This versatile cordless electric sander vibrates and spins simultaneously, eliminating noticeable swirls and scratches other power sanders may leave behind. The hook-and-loop pad makes it fast and easy to change out sand paper, wasting no time on the job. This orbit sander kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger, providing longer run time and battery life.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Lithium 2.0Ah 12V Battery - BY519901
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                PWR CORE 12™ Charger - SC536501
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                Wall-mount Red Line Laser With Digital Display - LL9325-00


                
                    Level With Accuracy & Ease.
A level and line laser in one compact tool. Use the level for hanging or assembly and use the laser for projects like aligning floor tiles. The laser can be projected on the wall or floor and uses a backlit digital LCD screen, for a clear and easy-to-read display from any perspective.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Bluetooth Speaker, Tool Only - RO5028-00


                
                    Fill your workspace—or a tailgate—with quality sound from the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ portable speaker. Connect your phone wirelessly with Bluetooth, and use the integrated USB to charge other devices. Control the Bass as well as Play/Pause from the speaker. This Bluetooth speaker uses the same innovative battery technology as your SKIL tools.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8 IN. Impact Wrench Kit - IW5744-10


                
                    The PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8 Inch Impact Wrench gives you controlled power in a compact form, with up to 100 foot-pounds torque and up to 3400 IPM for driving tough nuts and bolts. It features a 3/8 inch square anvil with a friction ring for easy socket changes, a variable speed trigger for better control, and a digital brushless motor to maximize power. This Impact Wrench Kit includes a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Impact Wrench Kit - IW5739-1A


                
                    
High-Performance Power for Automotive Projects.
Innovative features like Reverse Control Mode stops rotation and impact in seconds once the fastener is loosened, and 200 foot pounds of torque for fastening and nut-busting, including car lug nuts and caliper bolts with ease. This 1/2 inch Impact Wrench Kit comes with a PWR CORE 20™ 5.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWR JUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Inflator, Tool Only - IF5943-00


                
                    This 12V tire inflator can take on everything from bicycle and car tires to sports balls. Set the pressure up to 160 PSI with the digital gauge, and inflate hands-free. The inflator will shut-off automatically at the preset pressure. The compact, lightweight design also makes it perfect for use in the car as a portable tire inflator for emergencies.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Dual Function Inflator, Tool Only - IF5940-00


                
                    From car tires to soccer balls and air mattresses, this inflator can do it all. Use the high pressure mode with auto shut-off as a hands-free tire inflator or use the high volume mode for large inflatables with up to 160 PSI. The digital brushless motor delivers all the power you need to get the job done without sacrificing portability.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 4-1/2 IN. Angle Grinder Kit - AG2907-1A


                
                    Tackle projects with the powerful PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V Angle Grinder. The digital brushless motor provides extended tool life and the power needed to grind and cut through a variety of materials. The dual function lock-switch prevents accidental start-ups and locks on for prolonged use. Plus you can easily move the guard with a tool-less guard adjustment. Includes 5.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ USB Adapter and PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE™ 20 Brushless 4-1/2 IN. Angle Grinder, Tool Only - AG2907-00
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Impact Wrench Kit - IW573901
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8 IN. Impact Wrench, Tool Only - IW5744-00
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                Multi-Functional Line Laser - 8101-SL


                
                    The Skil 8101-SL multi-functional line laser is an easy-to-use line laser that’s perfect for easy leveling and aligning projects. The Skil multi-function laser also include a variety of handy accessories, including two backlit bubble vials that allow easy level adjustment and adhesive putty for attaching the tool to drywall, wood and other surfaces. A magnet accessory allows the laser to attach to metal objects and surfaces. A protractor ensures precision when the laser is employed for angle or alignment tasks. This manual multi-function laser can help in multiple applications.
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                Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver with Circuit Sensor™ Technology w/ 45 pc. Bit Kit Case - SD561204


                
                    Your Go-to Power Screwdriver
 
 SKIL's Circuit Sensor Technology is a patented innovation that detects live wires in outlets, switches, cords, and fixtures from up to one inch away. Simply hold the cordless screwdriver near the source of electricity and press the detection button. If the circuit is live, the red light illuminates and an alert sounds. With this feature, you'll always know where live circuits are located before getting started on your project.
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                14 Amp Plunge and Fixed Base Corded Router - RT1322-00


                
                    Versatility and Power. This woodworking router allows you to easily switch between fixed- and plunge-base, and has the power of 14 Amps so you can take on more tasks. With soft start technology, the router starts slow and ramps up to provide time to adjust. Plus precise depth adjustments and speed control to maintain optimum RPMs. Ergonomic handles limit vibration and reduce fatigue over long use.
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                7.5 Amp 1/2 IN. Drill - DL181901


                
                    Get the job done with SKIL 7.5A 1/2“ corded drill. High torque and variable speed (0-950-RPM) help you tackle even the most demanding jobs. The heavy-duty 1/2 IN. keyed chuck provides durability in tough applications. A side-assist handle improves safety and increases control, and a horizontal bubble level allows for more accurate drilling.
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                7.5 Amp 1/2 IN. Hammer Drill - HD182001


                
                    A tough job is no match for this powerful 7.5-amp hammer drill. The 2-finger, variable-speed trigger (0-3,000-RPM) has a convenient lock-on feature for increased control during driving and drilling. And the 48,000-BPM provides the power needed for tough applications. The heavy-duty 1/2-in keyed chuck accepts large-diameter bits designed for woodworking and cutting, and a side-assist handle allows for controlled and accurate drilling in any task.
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                5 Amp Jigsaw - JS313101


                
                    With features like the 4-Stage orbital function, speed control and dust blowing function allow the SKIL 5 Amp Jigsaw to deliver precision on a wide range of applications. This saw is ideal for precise, straight and curved cuts across a multitude of materials.
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                6 Amp Jigsaw - JS314901


                
                    Precise and Packed with Features With features like the 4-Stage orbital function, speed control and dust blowing function allow the SKIL 6 Amp jigsaw to deliver precision on a wide range of applications. Tool-free blade changes, angled cutting and Halo Light set this jig saw ahead of the rest.
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                2.8 Amp 5 IN. Random Orbital Sander - SR211601


                
                    Fine Finish without Mess.

This nimble, variable-speed sander has the power and sophistication to deliver fine, swirl-free finishes all while collecting the dust to cut down on mess. It’s ideal for sanding applications on wood, metal and plastic. More About This Product: - 7000-13, 000 OPM- Variable Speed Dial- X-Flow Dust Collection- Vibration Control- Easy to change attachments and sanding sheets.
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                1.2 Amp Multi-Sander - SR232301


                
                    Fine finishing for any surface.

This nimble sander has the power and sophistication to deliver fine finishes on any surface contour all while collecting the dust to cut down on mess. The 3 detail attachments; a thin profile triangular pad extension for hard to reach surfaces, a finger extension for narrow surfaces, and a flexible pad extension to sand curved surfaces, cover all your fine sanding needs. More about this product: - 13,500 OPM; - 4-in-1 sander; - micro-filtration; - low vibration; - easy-to-change attachments.
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                Corded Detail Sander - SR250801


                
                    This versatile tool is a combination detail and finishing sander. Its main pad has a surface area similar to the ¼ sheet sander. This new tool will strengthen our presence in DIY sanding and reaffirm our commitment in the woodworking category.
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                PWR Core 20™ Brushless 20V 6-1/2 IN. Circular Saw, Tool Only - CR541301


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Power Saw Kit. 
Designed for power, efficiency, and performance by the brand that invented the circular saw. This electric saw set includes everything you need to get started with a Brushless 20V 6-1/2 Circular Saw, a PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery, and an Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger. This cordless saw has a 24-tooth ultra-thin carbide-tipped blade that helps you make quick and accurate wood cuts, and the PWRCORE™ battery ensures a longer run time and battery life on the job so you can power through any project.
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                Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver with Pivot Grip w/ Magnetic Bit Storage - SD561802


                
                    Adjustable Screwdriver Grip. Get both straight grip and standard grip in the same cordless screwdriver! The versatile SKIL 4V Pivot Grip Cordless Screwdriver lets you adjust your grip with just a twist, all so you’ll be ready for any project that comes your way. Every Home Needs a Go-To Cordless Screwdriver Like This Our goal is simple: to help you tackle any task around the house. SKIL’s easy-to-use cordless electric screwdrivers give you the power to tighten cabinet hinges, replace wall covers, install shelves, assemble sturdy furniture, and more.
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                PWR Core 40™ Brushless 40V 500CFM Leaf Blower Kit - BL4713-10


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get performance and efficiency in a cordless blower powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery technology keep this cordless blower running longer, while its turbine fan design maximizes performance for up to 500 CFM of clearing power. And heavy leaves and debris are cleared with the Power boost feature. This cordless blower kit includes a 2.5AH PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 500CFM Leaf Blower, Tool Only - BL4713-00


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get performance and efficiency in a cordless blower powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery technology keep this cordless blower running longer, while its turbine fan design maximizes performance for up to 500 CFM of clearing power. And heavy leaves and debris are cleared with the Power boost feature. This cordless blower kit includes a 2.5AH PWRCORE™ lithium battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR Core 40™ Brushless 40V 24 IN. Hedge Trimmer Kit - HT4221-10


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get industry-leading performance in a hedge trimmer powered by SKIL PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. Add more power and durability to your tool shed with a hedge trimmer powered by a digital brushless motor. With dual-action blades for clean and efficient cuts, hardened steel blades for longevity, and a digital brushless motor to keep it running longer without the hassle of gas. This Hedge Trimmer kit includes a 2.5Ah PWRCORE 40™ battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 24 IN. Hedge Trimmer, Tool Only - HT4221-00


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get industry-leading performance in a hedge trimmer powered by SKIL PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. Add more power and durability to your tool shed with a hedge trimmer powered by a digital brushless motor. With dual-action blades for clean and efficient cuts, hardened steel blades for longevity, and a digital brushless motor to keep it running longer without the hassle of gas. This battery Hedge Trimmer includes a 2.5Ah battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR Core 40™ Brushless 40V 14 IN. Chainsaw Kit - CS4555-10


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get power and performance in a cordless chainsaw powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. Industry-leading technology wraps each cell of the PWRCORE 40™ battery for longer run time and battery life. Power through tasks faster with tool-less chain tensioning and auto-lubrication and have peace of mind with the anti-kickback brake. Plus, your battery is ready to go, charging 0-30% in just 15 minutes with Auto PWRJUMP™. This battery chainsaw Kit includes a 2.5AH PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 14 IN. Chainsaw, Tool Only - CS4555-00


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get power and performance in a cordless chainsaw powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. Industry-leading technology wraps each cell of the PWRCORE 40™ battery for longer run time and battery life. Power through tasks faster with tool-less chain tensioning and auto-lubrication and have peace of mind with the anti-kickback brake. Plus, your battery is ready to go, charging 0-30% in just 15 minutes with Auto PWRJUMP™. This battery chainsaw Kit includes a 2.5AH PWRCORE™ lithium battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR Core 40™ Lithium 2.5Ah 40V Battery - BY8705-00


                
                    Get industry-leading performance and the power of gas in PWRCORE 40™ Lithium technology. The PWRCORE 40™ 2.5Ah Lithium Battery uses patented technology with an innovative temperature management system that results in longer run time and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by temperature management material to keep the battery cool and powering on. Use the SKIL 40v battery to power up all SKIL PWRCORE 40™ tools.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Auto PWR Jump™ Charger - SC5364-00


                
                    Industry-leading innovation from SKIL charges faster and more efficiently than ever. Auto PWRJUMP™ charges the battery from zero to 30% in just 15 minutes, and fully charges within 60 minutes (based on 2.5Ah battery). The charger manages each cell in the battery to control temperature and maximize battery life. Fueled by the performance and innovation of the SKIL PWRCORE 40™ System, the Auto PWRJUMP™ 40 Volt Charger will ensure your tools are ready to go.
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                PWR Core 40™ Lithium 5.0Ah 40V Battery - BY8708-00


                
                    Get industry-leading performance and the power of gas in PWRCORE 40™ Lithium. The PWRCORE 40™ 5.0Ah Lithium Battery uses patented technology that results in longer run time and longer battery life. Each cell is surrounded by temperature management material to keep the battery cool and powering on. Use the 40V lithium battery to power up all SKIL 40V tools.
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                PWR Core 40™ Brushless 40V 14 IN. String Trimmer Kit - LT4818-10


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Level up your lawn care game—without the hassle of gas— with a cordless string trimmer built for power and performance. The PWRCORE 40™ Brushless String Trimmer is made for efficiency and ease of use, from trimming to tackling the toughest grass. The Twist Load™ Head makes it easy to load the line, and with Dual-Line Bump Feed you can load more line hassle-free. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery technology gives this cordless string trimmer the power to cut through thick grasses and weeds with ease. String trimmer Kit includes a PWRCORE 40™ 2.5Ah Lithium Battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 14 IN. String Trimmer, Tool Only - LT4818-00


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Level up your lawn care game—without the hassle of gas— with a cordless string trimmer built for power and performance. The PWRCORE 40™ Brushless String Trimmer is made for efficiency and ease of use, from trimming to tackling the toughest grass. The Twist Load™ Head makes it easy to load the line, and with Dual-Line Bump Feed you can load more line hassle-free. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery technology gives this cordless string trimmer the power to cut through thick grasses and weeds with ease. String trimmer Kit includes a PWRCORE 40™ 2.5Ah Lithium Battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR Core 40™ Brushless 40V 20 IN. Mower Kit - PM4910-10


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get industry-leading performance and the power of gas in a cordless mower powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. The digital, brushless motor combined with PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology provides unbelievable power and cutting performance. You’ll have control from start to finish with a push-button start. Your battery will be ready to go, charging 0-30% in 15 minutes with Auto PWRJUMP™ (based on a 2.5Ah battery). And, when the task is complete, the telescoping handle folds down completely allowing for vertical storage. This cordless lawn mower kit includes a 5.0Ah PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery for max run time and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 20 IN. Mower, Tool Only - PM4910-00


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get industry-leading performance and the power of gas in a cordless mower powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. The digital, brushless motor combined with PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology provides unbelievable power and cutting performance. You’ll have control from start to finish with a push-button start. Your battery will be ready to go, charging 0-30% in 30 minutes with Auto PWRJUMP™. And, when the task is complete, the telescoping handle folds down completely allowing for vertical storage. This cordless lawn mower kit includes a 5.0Ah PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery for max run time and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR Core 40™ Brushless 40V 20 IN. Self-Propelled Mower Kit - SM4910-10


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get industry-leading performance and the power of gas in a cordless mower powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. The digital, brushless motor combined with PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology provides unbelievable power and cutting performance. You’ll have control from start to finish with a push-button start and self-propel with a variable speed dial control to pick your pace. Your battery will be ready to go, charging 0-30% in 15 minutes with Auto PWRJUMP™ (based on a 2.5Ah battery). And, when the task is complete, the telescoping handle folds down completely allowing for vertical storage. This electric lawn mower kit includes a 5.0Ah PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery for max run time and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 20 IN. Self-Propelled Mower - SM4910-00


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get industry-leading performance and the power of gas in a cordless mower powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. The digital, brushless motor combined with PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology provides unbelievable power and cutting performance. You’ll have control from start to finish with a push-button start and self-propel with a variable speed dial control to pick your pace. Your battery will be ready to go, charging 0-30% in 30 minutes with Auto PWRJUMP™. And, when the task is complete, the telescoping handle folds down completely allowing for vertical storage. This electric lawn mower kit includes a 5.0Ah PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery for max run time and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 12™ 12V Flood Light, Tool Only - LH5533-00


                
                    Brighten Your Workspace with PWRCORE 12™

The PWRCORE 12™ Flood Light combines the wide area brightness of a spotlight with the portability and compactness of an LED flashlight. Its ultra-thin panel head provides up to 850 lumens for greater visibility while you work. And, with PWRCORE 12™ lithium technology providing longer runtimes and greater battery life, this work light will power through any task alongside you. Use the rotating handle for a variety of positions to hang or stand, or use the keyhole hanger for a wall mount. This light brings powerful brightness to a variety of tasks, like painting the dining room or working in tight spaces.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Flood Light, Tool Only  - LH5534-00


                
                    Brighten Your Workspace with PWRCORE 20™

The power of multiple work lights, now in one convenient and powerful SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Flood Light. With two ultra-bright LED panels to illuminate large work areas with ease. Choose from three settings—high (1800 lumens), low (900 lumens), or single panel (450 lumens)—and easily rotate either panel to direct light. This work light will power through the job with PWRCORE 20™ lithium technology providing longer battery life. Part of the PWRCORE 20™ system. It uses the same batteries as your other SKIL PWRCORE 20™ tools.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Oscillating Multi-tool Kit - OS5937-10


                
                    The Solution for Precision Cutting

From cutting to sanding, scraping to chipping, this oscillating tool can do it all. The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Multi Tool is built for power and performance, and runs on the innovation of SKIL PWRCORE 20™ lithium battery technology for longer battery life. This oscillating tool features the innovative Vibration Reduction System (VRS) which isolates the motor from the body of the tool to reduce vibration transfer and increase comfort, so you can power through hard cuts with ease. Plus—with variable speed control to finesse delicate or tough materials, constant speed technology to keep your grind consistent even through a harder material, and a soft start feature to get you started gently—you’ll have control all the way to the finish.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Oscillating Multi-tool, Tool Only - OS5937-00


                
                    The Solution for Precision Cutting

From cutting to sanding, scraping to chipping, this oscillating tool can do it all. The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Multi Tool is built for power and performance, and runs on the innovation of SKIL PWRCORE 20™ lithium battery technology for longer battery life. This oscillating tool features the innovative Vibration Reduction System (VRS) which isolates the motor from the body of the tool to reduce vibration transfer and increase comfort, so you can power through hard cuts with ease. Plus—with variable speed control to finesse delicate or tough materials, constant speed technology to keep your grind consistent even through a harder material, and a soft start feature to get you started gently—you’ll have control all the way to the finish.
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                65 FT. Laser Measurer with Wheel - ME9821-00


                
                    Convenient Measuring with the Tap of a Button

This compact laser measurement tool can record distances up to 65 feet. Use the intuitive controls to access distance and continuous measuring modes, or to calculate area. Need to measure a curved or uneven surface? Use the wheel measuring mode instead like a laser tape measure. Plus, you can easily toggle between imperial and metric with the press of a button. Now you can measure with ease and convenience with a laser distance measure from SKIL.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Reciprocating Saw Kit - RS5884-1A


                
                    The Power to Cut Through Any Task

SKIL PWRCORE 20™ technology gives this battery powered electric saw power and performance. The PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V Reciprocating Saw efficiently and quickly cuts through wood and tough metal piping. Easily switch between linear and orbital mode, or adjust depth of cut with the pivoting shoe. Counterweights transfer less vibration, helping you work more comfortably. SKIL’s industry leading PWRCORE 20™ battery technology gives this cordless saw longer run time and battery life, so you can power through your task.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Reciprocating Saw - RS5884-00


                
                    The Power to Cut Through Any Task

SKIL PWRCORE 20™ technology gives this battery powered electric saw power and performance. The PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V Reciprocating Saw efficiently and quickly cuts through wood and tough metal piping. Easily switch between linear and orbital mode, or adjust depth of cut with the pivoting shoe. Counterweights transfer less vibration, helping you work more comfortably. SKIL’s industry leading PWRCORE 20™ battery technology gives this cordless saw longer run time and battery life, so you can power through your task.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 4-Tool Combo Kit - CB7440-21


                
                    Start Strong With a 20V Tool Kit

This tool combo kit includes the following PWRCORE 20™ products: Drill Driver, Circular Saw, Oscillating Multi Tool, and Bluetooth Speaker. Includes the power and performance of the SKIL 4.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging, 2.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging, and autoPWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver, Tool Only - DL529301
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                10 AMP Fixed Base Corded Router - RT1323-00


                
                    A Powerful Router for Any Project. 

Speed control dial provides the right speed for the material, and LED lights on the motor base illuminates the work area. Its ergonomic handles and tough die-cast motor housing makes this perfect for routing with both 1/2 inch and 1/4 inch shank router bits.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V† 7/8 IN. Rotary Hammer  - RH170401


                
                    4-Mode Rotary Hammer Drill.
The digital, brushless motor provides the power needed to quickly hammer through tough materials like brick, stucco, and concrete with 0-1400 RPM and 0-4500 IPM. Seamless transitions between hammer drill, drill, chisel, and chisel alignment modes reduce time and increase efficiency, while the PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger keep your SDS hammer drill powered up longer.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 3-1/4 IN. Planer (Tool Only) - PL593801


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Electric Planer Set. 
The high performance SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 3-1/4 Inch Planer is ideal for creating a smooth surface on an otherwise rough piece of lumber, beveling edges and even reclaiming old wood. It’s also used for leveling wood thickness to your project’s requirements, thus eliminating the need to order boards of custom thickness. The planer kit includes with a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Hammer Drill, Tool Only - HD529401
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                Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver with 42 PC Bit Kit - SD5618-03


                
                    The SKIL 4V lithium-ion screwdriver is perfect for DIY projects around the house. Whether it’s putting together ready to assemble furniture (RTA), tightening hinges, or any task that gets thrown your way, the SKIL 4V screwdriver will do just that. The pistol grip handle delivers versatility with a simple twist to fit into tight spaces, while the LED light offers precision in dimly lit areas and the cam screw sleeve provides quick and easy support for furniture assembly. Every home needs a go-to rechargeable screwdriver, and this one checks all the boxes.
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                Self-Leveling 360 Degree Green Cross Line Laser with Tripod - LL9322G-01


                
                    The SKIL Self-Leveling Laser Level projects a bright green, 360-degree continuous horizontal line around an entire room, covering up to 100 ft. in diameter. This laser automatically levels and features intuitive indicators so you know when your lines aren't level. The integrated, rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery has a micro-USB port for charge-and-go convenience, plus green, yellow, and red LED indicators to let you know the current level of charge. The included adjustable tripod makes it a snap to position the laser lines exactly where you want them. And, for projects where you might not want your lines to be level or plumb, like specialty paint treatments or diagonal tile work, the SKIL Self-Leveling Laser Level locking feature allows you to position the projected lines at any angle you choose.
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                PWR Core 12™ Brushless 12V Compact Jigsaw Kit - JS5833A-10


                
                    From the brand who introduced the first handheld saw to power tools comes the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V Compact Jigsaw Kit. This cordless jigsaw with battery and charger is designed to deliver precise wood cutting on a variety of surfaces – whether it’s straight, curved or intricate angle cutting, the SKIL 12V jigsaw will tackle the job at hand. The brushless motor allows for compact power, efficiency and performance, while PWRCORE 12™ lithium-ion battery keeps the tool running 25% longer with 2X the battery life. The 4-Stage Orbital Selection provides high cutting efficiency for different materials, producing up to 3,000 strokes per minute, while the built-in dust blower and Halo LED light provides clear lines for precise cutting. The PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V Jigsaw Kit includes a 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery, PWRASSIST Mobile Charger, PWRJUMP™ Charger (25% battery in as little as 5-minutes), and a Bevel Wrench to adjust the angle of the jigsaw blades.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Compact Jigsaw, Tool Only - JS5833A-00


                
                    From the brand who introduced the first handheld saw to power tools comes the SKIL PWRCORE 12, Brushless 12V Jigsaw Kit. This cordless jigsaw with battery and charger is designed to deliver precise wood cutting on a variety of surfaces – whether it’s straight, curved or intricate angle cutting, the SKIL 12V jigsaw will tackle the job at hand. The brushless motor allows for compact power, efficiency and performance, while PWRCORE 12 lithium-ion battery keeps the tool running 25% longer with 2X the battery life. The 4-Stage Orbital Section provides high cutting efficiency for different materials, producing up to 3,000 strokes per minute, while the built-in dust blower and Halo LED light provides clear lines for precise cutting. The PWRCORE 12 Brushless 12V Jigsaw Kit includes a 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery, PWRASSIST Mobile Charger, PWRJUMP Charger (25% battery in as little as 5-minutes), and a Bevel Wrench to adjust the angle of the jigsaw blades.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Jobsite Blower, Tool Only - JB4712B-00


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless Jobsite Blower is ideal for clearing saw dust, debris, and whatever else your job may throw at you. The Brushless motor provides efficiency, performance, and extends the lifespan of the tool. The 3-speed design provides versatility while clearing debris from ground or overhead, while the variable speed trigger and speed lock provides maximum control while delivering performance up to 110 CFM and 180 mph of air speed.
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                PWR Core 20™ Brushless 20V Drill Driver & Circular Saw Kit - CB7475-1A


                
                    2-Tool Combo: Electric Saw and Cordless Drill with Battery and Charger. 
Tackle your to-do list in no time with this convenient cordless power tools combo kit designed for maximum efficiency and performance. Use the Brushless 20V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver for a variety of projects—from light-duty to heavy-duty renovation jobs. This electric drill’s brushless motor packs high-power in every drive, and the speed settings provide maximum control. The Brushless 20V 6-1/2 Cordless Circular Saw has a 24-tooth ultra-thin carbide-tipped blade that helps you make quick and accurate wood cuts. This set also includes a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium Battery and a PWRJUMP™ Charger, ensuring a longer run time and battery life so you can power through any project without stopping.
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                PWR Core 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Hammer Drill Kit - HD5290A-10


                
                    Take on tough jobs with the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V Hammer Drill Kit. This ½ inch drill is perfect for driving into brick and mortar surfaces and is equipped with an LED light and 17 torque settings + 2 speed settings. The brushless motor allows for compact power, efficiency and performance, while PWRCORE 12™ lithium-ion battery keeps the tool running 25% longer with 2X the battery life. The hammer drill seamlessly transitions between hammer drilling, drilling, and various screwdriver modes utilizing the drill’s quick bit changes, saving you time and keeping the job going. This set includes a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah Lithium-ion Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging, an Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger (25% battery in as little as 5 minutes), Belt Clip, PH2 Bit, and Battery Jacket.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Hammer Drill, Tool Only - HD5290A-00


                
                    Take on tough jobs with the SKIL PWRCORE 12 Brushless 12V Hammer Drill Kit. This ½ inch drill is perfect for driving into brick and mortar surfaces and is equipped with an LED light and 17 torque settings + 2 speed settings. The brushless motor allows for compact power, efficiency and performance, while PWRCORE 12 lithium-ion battery keeps the tool running 25% longer with 2X the battery life. The hammer drill seamlessly transitions between hammer drilling, drilling, and various screwdriver modes utilizing the drill’s quick bit changes, saving you time and keeping the job going. This set includes a PWRCORE 12 2.0Ah Lithium-ion Battery with PWRASSIST Mobile Charging, an Automatic PWRJUMP Charger (25% battery in as little as 5 minutes), Belt Clip, PH2 Bit, and Battery Jacket
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                PWR Core 20™ Brushless 20V 4-Tool Combo Kit with PWR Jump™ Charger - CB7488B-20


                
                    SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 4-Tool Combo Kit includes: 20V ½ IN. cordless drill driver, 20V 6-1/2 IN. cordless circular saw, 20V 1-1/8 IN. cordless reciprocating saw, and a 20V LED Area Light. These versatile power tools can help with a variety of tasks around the house, like installing shelves, loosening tough bolts, assembling new furniture, illuminating dark workspaces, cutting through tough materials during a teardown and more. Plus, with two PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Batteries and a 20V PWRJUMP™ Charger included, you can start your project right away.
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                PWR Core 20™ Brushless 20V 6-Tool Combo Kit - CB7443-21


                
                    The Ultimate 20V Tool Combo Kit

This tool combo kit includes the following PWRCORE 20™products: Drill Driver, Reciprocating Saw, Oscillating Multi Tool, Bluetooth Speaker, Sander, and Spotlight. Includes the power and performance of the SKIL 4.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging, 2.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging, and PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                Self-leveling Green Cross Laser with Clamp - LL9324G-01


                
                    The SKIL Self-Leveling Green Cross Line Laser Level is a compact tool that makes it simple to install projects like cabinets, trim, and chair rails. The tool automatically levels, and it features intuitive indicators that let you know when you're not level. Its bright green lines offer superior visibility, and the horizontal and vertical lines can project to a distance of 65 ft. The integrated, rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery has a micro-USB port for charge-and-go convenience, plus green, yellow, and red LED indicators to let you know the current charge status. The multifunctional clamp can be used on the top or the bottom of the tool for easy positioning on a ladder, table, and lots of other surfaces. And for projects where you might not want your lines to be level or plumb, like specialty paint treatments, the SKIL Self-Leveling Cross Line Laser has a locking mode that lets you position the projected lines at any angle you choose.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3-Tool Combo Kit: Drill Driver, Inflator & Area Light - CB7431-10


                
                    Get the everyday essentials you need to own your home or car, all in one convenient kit to cover your to-do list. This kit includes three SKIL PWRCORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V ½ IN. Cordless Drill Driver, 12V Area Light, and 12V Inflator. Drive through a variety of surfaces with confidence and precision with the PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 1/2 Inch Drill Driver. This electric drill’s brushless motor provides power in every drive, while the variable speed trigger switch provides maximum control for every project. The Inflator features a Digital Pressure Gauge up to 160 PSI. With a High Pressure Mode and Auto Shutoff for hands-free inflating, the compact and lightweight design makes it perfect for use in the car. The LED Area Light features 120-degree pivoting for around the room illumination or emergencies. PWRCORE 12™ Patented Battery Technology keeps the battery running cool and maximizes power for up to 25% longer run time and 2X the battery life. Whether it’s projects around the house, car, or garage, the SKIL 3-Tool combo kit will be your go-to for getting the job done.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Hammer Drill & Impact Driver Kit - CB7487B-11


                
                    Take on tough jobs with confidence and precision with this SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless Drill Set. The easy-to-handle Brushless 20V 1/4-Inch Hex Impact Driver is perfect for jobs requiring more torque, such as drilling larger fasteners through metal or wood. Use the Brushless 20V ½-Inch Hammer Drill for drilling holes in brick, mortar, concrete blocks. This hammer drill gives you three tools in one with easy transitions between the hammer drill, drill, and screwdriver modes, as well as quick bit changes to save you time and keep your job going. PWRCORE 20™ Patented Battery Technology keeps the battery running cool and maximizes power for up to 25% longer run time and 2X the battery life. This cordless drill and impact driver combo kit includes a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium Battery, PWRASSIST™ USB Charging Adapter, Auto PWRJUMP™ Charger, 2 IN. Double-end Bit PH2, PH2 Bit, (2) Belt Clip, and a Soft Bag so you can start working right away.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 4-Tool Combo Kit with PWR JUMP™ Charger - CB7490A-20


                
                    Get the everyday essentials you need to OWN your project, all in one convenient tool kit. This tool set includes four SKIL PWRCORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency, and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2-Inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V 5-1/2 Inch Cordless Circular Saw, Brushless 12V Compact Reciprocating Saw, a 12V Area Light, and a 2.0Ah & 4.0 Lithium-Ion Battery. Drive through a variety of surfaces with confidence and precision with the PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 1/2 Inch Drill Driver. This electric drill’s brushless motor provides power in every drive, while the variable speed trigger switch provides maximum control for every project. Choose from 17 torque settings to take control with the 350 IN. LBS. of torque. The cordless circular saw is equipped with an 18-tooth, thin kerf carbide-tipped blade and durable steel shoe, delivering quick clean cuts, while the integrated dust blower keeps cut lines clean and visible for ultimate precisions. From tackling repairs to major remodeling and demolition projects, the brushless SKIL cordless reciprocating saw makes quick cuts a breeze with its lightweight design, providing compact power and easy overhead use. The high-performance brushless motor makes this electric hand saw strong enough to cut through lumber, PVC piping, tree branches, and metal. The LED Area Light features a 120-degree pivoting head, so you can light any area of your space. For all your tough jobs, the SKIL 4-Tool combo kit will be your go-to for getting the job done.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 6-Tool Combo Kit with Auto PWR JUMP™ Charger - CB7489B-20


                
                    Take on tough jobs with confidence and precision with this SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 6-piece power tool combo kit. This brushless combo kit has you covered for any job, big or small. Drive through a variety of surfaces with confidence and precision with the PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 1/2 Inch Drill Driver. This electric drill’s brushless motor provides power in every drive, and the speed settings provides maximum control for every project. Choose from 17 torque settings and an added drilling mode for just about any application. Utilize the 200 ft. lbs. of torque the impact wrench delivers for fastening and nut-busting the toughest jobs at hand. The brushless jobsite blower’s 3-speed design provides versatility for a wide range of jobs, while the variable speed trigger enables greater control of the 110 CFM of power. The inflator is equipped with a Digital Pressure Gauge to set and view PSI in real time, and Automatic Shut-off allows for hands-free operation. When it comes to dust management, look to the SKIL 20V Handheld Cordless Vacuum to keep your workspace clean. Its compact design makes it easy to use, while its 22oz dust container and high-suction capability make it a must-have. The LED Area light is equipped with a 120° pivoting head, allowing for complete illumination of your jobsite. PWRCORE 20™ Patented Battery Technology keeps the battery running cool and maximizes power for up to 25% longer run time and 2X the battery life.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Single Function Inflator, Tool Only - IF5943B-00


                
                    This 20V tire inflator can take on everything from bicycle and car tires to sports balls. Set the pressure up to 160 PSI with the digital gauge, and inflate hands-free. The inflator will shut-off automatically at the preset pressure. The compact, lightweight design also makes it perfect for use in the car as a portable tire inflator for emergencies.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 5 IN. Random Orbital Sander Kit - SR6604B-10


                
                    Random Orbit Sander from SKIL PWRCORE 20™. From refinishing to rehab projects, the high performance SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Random Orbital Sander can tackle any project requiring ultra-smooth sanding. This versatile cordless electric sander vibrates and spins simultaneously for a smooth finish. The powerful motor is equipped with Variable Speed Control to maximize efficiency at 7,000-11,000 OPM, while the hook-and-loop pad provides quick and easy change of sandpaper grits. With industry leading PWRCORE 20™ lithium battery technology, this tool powers for up to 25% longer run time and 2X battery life of other tools. This orbital sander kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium-Ion Battery, 1 Hour Charger, 3 PC Sanding Paper, and a Dust Box.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 5 IN. Random Orbital Sander, Tool Only - SR6604B-00


                
                    Random Orbit Sander from SKIL PWRCORE 20™. From refinishing to rehab projects, the high performance SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Random Orbital Sander can tackle any project requiring ultra-smooth sanding. This versatile cordless electric sander vibrates and spins simultaneously for a smooth finish. The powerful motor is equipped with Variable Speed Control to maximize efficiency at 7,000-11,000 OPM, while the hook-and-loop pad provides quick and easy change of sandpaper grits. With industry leading PWRCORE 20™ lithium battery technology, this tool powers for up to 25% longer run time and 2X battery life of other tools. This orbital sander kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium-Ion Battery, 1 Hour Charger, 3 PC Sanding Paper, and a Dust Box.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 IN. Hex Impact Driver Kit - ID5744A-10


                
                    You've Got The Power.
 
 Power meets precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 Inch Hex Impact Driver. This cordless impact driver can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials. And with all this power harnessed in a compact and lightweight tool, you can complete your projects with confidence.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 14 IN. String Trimmer & Leaf Blower Combo Kit - CB7478-10


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Level up your lawn care game – without the hassle of gas – with this 14 IN. String Trimmer and Leaf Blower Combo Kit built for power and performance. The PWRCORE 40™ Brushless String Trimmer and Leaf Blower feature a digital brushless motor that is made for efficiency and ease of use, providing longer run times and more power. The leaf blower’s turbine fan design maximizes performance for up to 500 CFM of clearing power while heavy leaves and debris are cleared with the Power boost feature. The patented Twist Load Head on the string trimmer makes it easy to load. Simply insert the line and twist to get started. With the Dual-Line Bump Feed you can load more line hassle-free so you can cut through thick grasses and weeds with ease. Combo Kit includes a PWRCORE 40™ 2.5Ah Lithium Battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                3-1/2 FT. Compact Tripod With Adjustable Aiming Base - LL9000


                
                    The SKIL 3-1/2 ft Compact Tripod with Adjustable Aiming Base features 1/4 IN. Tool Mounting Thread for compatibility with SKIL Lasers. Adjust the height from 22 IN. to 43 IN. with the telescoping legs while selecting a precise height with the 6 IN. height adjustment head. The adjustable head also includes a leveling bubble and lock knob to provide steady and accurate measuring. The SKIL Compact Tripod is lightweight and also collapses to 15 IN., making storage and transportation effortless.
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                PWR CORE 12™ 12V Multi-Cutter, Tool Only - ES4651A-00


                
                    The SKIL 12V PWRCORE 12™ Multi-Cutter slices through tough materials like carpet, cardboard, cloth and leather, while the self-sharpening blade allows for interruption-free use. The battery has an integrated USB port to allow for on-the-go charging of your devices, while the lightweight and ergonomic handle reduces user fatigue. Whether you’re laying new carpet, breaking down boxes, or cutting wrapping paper, this tool ensures a smooth completion of the job at hand.
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                15 Amp 10 IN. Table Saw - TS6307-00


                
                    The SKIL TS6307-00 10" Jobsite Table Saw has a 25-1/2” (64.77cm) Rip Capacity and is equipped with a 15-Amp motor, integrated foldable legs, rack & pinion fence rails, and a dust port elbow to keep your jobsite clean. The 15-Amp motor quickly rips through hardwoods with ease, while the rack & pinion fence rails make fence adjustments fast, smooth, and accurate. With its 0-45° bevel capacity, the quick release lever allows for cuts between two positive stops at 0 and 45 degrees, and its 4x4 cutting capacity allows for swift 90-degree cutting. The integrated foldable legs seamlessly form into a folding stand to provide portability and convenience, while the dust port elbow systematically redirects dust to a container for easy cleanup. The parallel blade alignment allows for ease of blade adjustment along the rip fence and miter slot, for precise accurate cuts. This table saw features a safety anti-restart switch in case of power outages.

This large coated cast aluminum tabletop saw comes equipped with a 10” 24-tooth carbide blade. When using a dado insert, this table saw requires an 8 in. dado blade set.
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                7.5 Amp 1/2 IN. Corded Hammer Drill with 100 Piece Screwdriving & Drilling Bit Set - HD182002


                
                    A tough job is no match for this powerful 7.5-Amp hammer drill. The 2-finger, variable-speed trigger (0-3,000 RPM) has a convenient lock-on feature for increased control during driving and drilling. And the 48,000-BPM provides the power needed for tough applications. The heavy-duty 1/2-in keyed chuck accepts large-diameter bits designed for woodworking and cutting, and a side-assist handle allows for controlled and accurate drilling in any task. This kit also includes a 100 Piece bit set for drilling into surfaces like wood, metal, plastic, and masonry.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Reciprocating Saw Kit - RS5825B-10


                
                    Take on tough jobs with confidence and precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Reciprocating Saw. This cordless reciprocating saw comes equipped with patented technology and innovative features that make it ideal for HVAC/mechanical contractors, electricians, carpenters, framers. The tool features a brushless motor that delivers uncompromised performance while allowing for a compact, lightweight design. The counterbalance gearbox provides vibration dampening to allow for greater precision and control, while the tool free blade change capability provides swift changes on the go. It has a variable speed trigger and a 1” inch stroke that produces up to 3,000 SPM, a pivoting shoe to stabilize your cuts, and a dual LED lighting system to illuminate your work area for safety and convenience. Whether you are cutting through metal, PVC, drywall, wood, or electrical conduit, the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Reciprocating Saw will tackle the job at hand.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Reciprocating Saw, Tool Only - RS5825B-00


                
                    Take on tough jobs with confidence and precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Reciprocating Saw. This cordless reciprocating saw comes equipped with patented technology and innovative features that make it ideal for HVAC/mechanical contractors, electricians, carpenters, framers, plumbers, remodelers, and fire and rescue crews for increased productivity and performance on the jobsite. The tool features a brushless motor that delivers uncompromised performance while allowing for a compact, lightweight design. It has a variable speed trigger and a 1 IN. inch stroke that produces up to 3,000 SPM, a pivoting shoe to stabilize your cuts, and a dual LED lighting system to illuminate your work area for safety and convenience. The counterbalance gearbox provides vibration dampening to allow for greater precision and control, while the tool free blade change capability provides swift changes on the go. Whether you are cutting through metal, PVC, drywall, wood, or electrical conduit, the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Reciprocating Saw will tackle the job at hand.
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                10 IN. Dual Bevel Sliding Miter Saw - MS6305-00


                
                    The 10” dual bevel sliding miter saw is powered by a 15-Amp motor that drives 4,800 RPM, delivering extended power and durability. This miter saw features a horizontal grip handle with a center located safety trigger for left- or right-handed use. The 9 detents on the stainless-steel miter plate and 11 miter locations allows for 50-degree cuts left or right, with 11 positive stop positions at commonly used angles. The tool comes equipped with a cam miter lock knob for repeatable accuracy, durability, and easy adjustments, while the tall sliding fences support 4-1/2” base molding vertically, and 6-1/4” crown molding vertically nested. The LED Shadow Line provides high precision cuts with greater accuracy than traditional lasers, while the lightweight design and built-in carrying handle provide convenience and portability. The quick work clamp quickly secures materials for safer cutting.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V  5-Tool Combo Kit (2 batteries) - CB7368A-20


                
                    5-Tool Kit From SKIL PWRCORE 12™.
 Get the everyday essentials you need to OWN your home, all in one convenient tool kit to help you cover your DIY to-do list. This kit includes five SKIL PWRCORE 12™ products designed for compact power, efficiency and performance: Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver, Brushless 12V 1/4 Inch Hex Cordless Impact Driver, Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool, 12V Area Light and 12V Bluetooth Speaker.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 5-1/2 IN. Circular Saw Kit (standard charger) - CR5418A-10


                
                    Circular Saw Kit.

This cordless circular saw set includes everything you need to get started on your DIY projects with a Brushless 12V 5-1/2 IN. Circular Saw, a fast-charging PWRCORE 12™ Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging, and a charger. The easy-to-handle compact circular saw helps you make quick and accurate wood cuts, and the PWRCORE™ battery ensures a longer run time and battery life on the job. This circular saw kit is designed for compact power, efficiency, and performance.       
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver with Battery and Charger - DL5290A-10


                
                    Compact and Packed with Power. 
 From light to heavy-duty DIY projects, the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver is your go-to power tool. The brushless motor provides durability and compact power. With PWRCORE 12™ patented battery innovation, this power drill is ready to tackle your next project.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V  1/2 IN. Hammer Drill Kit  - HD5278B-11


                
                    Your DIY Power Drill for Any Task. With three functions in one, 17+1 torque settings and variable speed control, the SKIL 20V 1/2 Inch Hammer Drill is the perfect tool to tackle the job. Versatile enough to go from tightening screws to drilling into tough materials from wood to metal and concrete, this power hammer drill is the ideal tool for a variety of work. This hammer drill includes a high performance PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery, 20V Charger, and a 101 PC Accessory Kit for a wide range of drilling and driving applications.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit - CB7429A-10


                
                    PWRCORE 12™ 2-Tool Power Drill and Impact Driver Combo. 
Use the Brushless 12V 1/2 Inch Cordless Drill Driver for a variety of projects—from light to heavy-duty jobs. The cordless Impact Driver can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials. All this power is harnessed in a compact and lightweight design. This Drill Driver and Impact Driver Combo also includes a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery with PWRASSIST™ Mobile Charging and a charger, so you can start working right away.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Impact Wrench, Tool Only - IW5739-00
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                PWR CORE 12™ 12V Mechanical Work Light, Tool Only - LH5537A-00


                
                    Shine light where you need it most. The SKIL PWR CORE 12™ 12V Mechanical Work Light emits up 600 lumens and is equipped with a 180° pivoting head with a 270° left/right swivel for enhanced versatility. Depending on your need, choose between high, low, or strobe from the illumination settings while utilizing the built-in metal hook, rafter hook, and magnets to attach to the hood of a car. The LED lights strobe feature is a handy way of alerting oncoming drivers if you are on the side of the road during an emergency.
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                8 Amp 5 IN. Corded Angle Grinder - AG242001


                
                    Powerful and task efficient. The SKIL 8 Amp Angle Grinder offers a powerful motor that can tackle a variety of tasks. This tool offers a host of user-friendly features, such as a paddle switch and onboard wrench storage. The ergonomic design, soft rubber grip, and 3-position side handle provide more comfort and control, so you can work longer.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 14 IN. String Trimmer & Leaf Blower Combo Kit - CB7478C-11


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Level up your lawn care game – without the hassle of gas – with this 14 IN. String Trimmer and Leaf Blower Combo Kit built for power and performance. The PWRCORE 40™ Brushless String Trimmer and Leaf Blower feature a digital brushless motor that is made for efficiency and ease of use, providing longer run times and more power. The leaf blower’s turbine fan design maximizes performance for up to 500 CFM of clearing power while heavy leaves and debris are cleared with the Power boost feature. The patented Twist Load Head on the string trimmer makes it easy to load. Simply insert the line and twist to get started. With the Dual-Line Bump Feed you can load more line hassle-free so you can cut through thick grasses and weeds with ease. Combo Kit includes a PWRCORE 40™ 2.5Ah Lithium Battery and Charger.
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                15 Amp Heavy Duty Reciprocating Saw - SPT44-10


                
                    The 15 AMP Heavy Duty Reciprocating Saw delivers rugged, dependable performance unlike any reciprocating saw you’ve used before. Patented BUZZKILL™ Technology stops vibration dead in its tracks. The full-frame, linear counterbalance stops vibration at the source, instead of moving it around and shifting it to the user, as other saws do. The 15 Amp motor powers through the most demanding work, while Constant Response™ Electronics sense the load and immediately increase the power when you need it. That means comfortable, controlled cuts that don’t wear on you or your tool. The 15 Amp Heavy Duty Reciprocating Saw joins the performance legend that is SKIL.
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                13 Amp Reciprocating Saw - SPT44A-00


                
                    The SKIL 13 AMP Reciprocating Saw joins the legendary SKIL lineup to outperform any reciprocating saw you’ve tried before. This saw features patented BUZZKILL™ Technology, stopping vibration dead in its tracks and suppressing vibration up to 35% better than the competition. That means comfortable, controlled cuts that won’t wear out you or your tool. You’ll feel the difference with the first pull of the trigger. 13 Amps of SKIL power quickly shreds through even the toughest materials. The variable-speed trigger puts you in control, no matter what you’re cutting.  Grab the new SKIL 13 AMP Reciprocating Saw with BUZZKILL™ Technology that demolishes more than just vibration.
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                Folding Miter Saw Stand - SPT5002-FS


                
                    The SKIL Worm Drive Miter Saw needs a stand that can stand up to any job. Introducing the Miter Saw Folding Stand, made exclusively for the SKIL SPT88 and most major brands. Set-up for the job is quick and easy with tool-less latches to secure the miter saw. Designed for portability, it only weighs 34.6 lbs. Extendable material supports that can extend up to 8 ft. and welded steel tube construction all support a 440 lb. load to complete any job.
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                SPT99T folding stand - SPT5003-FS


                
                    A worm drive table saw needs a stand that can stand up to any job. Made exclusively for the SPT99T 8-1/4 IN. Portable Worm Drive Table Saw, set-up for the job is quick and easy. Tool-less latches quickly secure the table saw and an adjustable leg makes leveling simple. Designed for portability, it only weighs 14 lbs. And folds flat for easy transportation.
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                16 IN. Worm Drive Carpentry Chainsaw - SPT55-11


                
                    Make impossible cuts, possible. Backed by legendary Worm Drive gearing, the 16 IN. Carpentry Chainsaw combines power and durability for extraordinary productivity. Our 15 AMP Dual-Field™ motor keeps cool on the job, letting you tackle even the most difficult jobs. The full house chain provides precision, giving you cleaner, accurate cuts in a fraction of the time. Featuring magnesium built construction, this chainsaw delivers a lightweight design – allowing for maximum control and efficient handling. The impossible is possible with SKIL.
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                12 IN. Dry Cut Saw - SPT62MTC-01


                
                    Nobody has to tell you or your tools to go above and beyond every day. It’s just part of the job. It’s why SKIL built a 12 IN. Dry Cut Saw to cut like a 14 IN. With an impressive 4-1/2 IN. cutting capacity in a compact frame, you can handle big jobs and move easily from shop to site. The powerful 15-amp motor and no load 1,500 RPM cuts faster and cleaner than a chop saw—no deburring needed. And with soft-start, you’ll get a motor that runs smoother and longer for more cuts. Add to that the included SKIL carbide blade, and you’ve got a serious metal machine.
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                12 IN. Dry Cut Saw - SPT62MTC-22


                
                    Nobody has to tell you to go above and beyond every day. It’s just a part of the job. It’s why SKIL built a 12 IN. Dry Cut Saw to cut like a 14 IN. With an impressive 4-1/2 IN. cutting capacity in a compact frame, you can handle big jobs and move easily from shop to site. The powerful 15 Amp motor and no load 1,500 RPM cuts faster and cleaner than a chop saw- no deburring needed. And with soft-start, you’ll get a motor that runs smoother and longer for more cuts. Add to that the included Diablo Cermet-tipped blade, and you’ve got a serious metal machine.
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                14 IN. Abrasive Chop Saw - SPT64MTA-01


                
                    With the legendary strength and grit of a SKIL, this lean, mean chop saw for metal is a powerful ally to have in your corner. Our 14 IN. Abrasive Chop Saw weighs in at 33.9 lbs., so it goes from truck to jobsite and back without adding strain to your day. But being light doesn’t mean it’s any less tough. Designed with stability in mind, the large 11 x 18-1/2 IN. base makes sure that this machine stands its ground through whatever you throw at it. The versatile “D IN. handle gives you comfort and control cut after cut. From the name generations of pros already know, the 14 IN. SKIL Abrasive Chop Saw has your back.
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                7-1/4 IN. Sidewinder™ Skilsaw For Fiber Cement - SPT67FMD-01


                
                    If you’ve ever worked with fiber cement, you know cutting it can be tough on both you and your saw. Now you can power through stacks of fiber cement while the silica dust is funneled away from the tool motor for longer life. This SIDEWINDER™ Skilsaw has a blade guard extension and dust channel to funnel dust into the included vacuum hose to be collected by your jobsite vacuum. We’ve even added sealed motor bearings and a dust resistant switch to help keep this saw running job after job. The unique included no-mar cord sleeve keeps the vacuum hose and power cord from getting in your way. Cut siding and trim straight and clean all day with less fatigue, thanks to the lightweight yet rugged magnesium components. And nothing tops SKIL’s Dual-Field™ Motor and SKIL blade for durability. Big job or small—this SIDEWINDER™ will leave all other circular saws in the dust.
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                7-1/4 IN. Sidewinder™ Skilsaw For Fiber Cement - SPT67FMD-22


                
                    If you’ve ever worked with fiber cement, you know cutting it can be tough on both you and your saw. Now you can power through stacks of fiber cement while the silica dust is funneled away from the tool motor for longer life. This SIDEWINDER™ Skilsaw has a blade guard extension and dust channel to funnel dust into the included vacuum hose to be collected by your jobsite vacuum. We’ve even added sealed motor bearings and a dust resistant switch to help keep this saw running job after job. The unique included no-mar cord sleeve keeps the vacuum hose and power cord from getting in your way. Cut siding and trim straight and clean all day with less fatigue, thanks to the lightweight yet rugged magnesium components. And nothing tops SKIL’s Dual-Field™ Motor and Diablo Hardie Blade™ for durability. Big job or small—this SIDEWINDER™ Skilsaw will leave all other circular saws in the dust.
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                7-1/4 IN. Left Blade Sidewinder™ Skilsaw - SPT67M8-01


                
                    Introducing the only All-Magnesium Left Blade SIDEWINDER™ Skilsaw. Made specifically for our saws and for pros like you, SKIL’s best-in-class 15 Amp Dual-Field™ motor increases cooling and extends tool life. Rugged all-magnesium construction reduces weight and goes even further to dissipate motor heat. See it all: with your blade located on the left, you have improved blade and cut-line visibility for improved accuracy. Plus, with 56° precision beveling capacity, you get the added capacity for a wider variety of cuts. Now you’re set up for all-day success. Count on legendary SKIL durability and performance to get the job done.
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                7-1/4 IN. Lightweight Sidewinder™ Skilsaw - SPT67WL-01


                
                    Introducing one of the lightest pro Skilsaws on the market, the new SKIL SIDEWINDER™ Skilsaw, from the company that invented circular saws. Legendary SKIL Worm Drive inspired technology joins our best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, invented specifically for saws. The combination of the lightweight housing and Dual-Field™ motor lets you power through the toughest days on the jobsite, year after year. Add the 56° precision beveling capacity and true grip to the list of benefits and you’ll be the hero among your peers.
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                7-1/4 IN. Magnesium Sidewinder™ Skilsaw - SPT67WM-22


                
                    Made for trade pros who take true pride in their work, this is the only all magnesium SIDEWINDER™ Skilsaw on the market. The rugged magnesium housing stays strong and keeps the motor cooler, giving you powerful performance for a lifetime. Legendary SKIL Worm Drive inspired technology has been integrated with our best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, invented specifically for saws, for pros, for you. Top it off with the 56° precision beveling capacity and you will be unstoppable. Did we say a Diablo blade is included? Don’t mention it.
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                7-1/4 IN. Magnesium Sidewinder™ Skilsaw with Brake - SPT67WMB-01


                
                    The SKIL SIDEWINDER™ is the only Skilsaw with a convenience brake and all magnesium housing. The electric brake quickly stops the blade so you’re ready for your next cut, making you more productive while the rugged magnesium motor housing keeps the motor cooler to give you powerful performance for a lifetime. Legendary SKIL worm drive inspired technology has been integrated into this SIDEWINDER™ Skilsaw with our best-in-class Dual-Field™ Motor to provide reliability and durability. Top it off with a brake and the 56-degree precision beveling capacity and you will be unstoppable.
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                7-1/4 IN. Magnesium Sidewinder™ Skilsaw with Brake - SPT67WMB-22


                
                    The SKIL SIDEWINDER™ is the only Skilsaw with a convenience brake and all magnesium housing. The electric brake quickly stops the blade so you’re ready for your next cut, making you more productive while the rugged magnesium motor housing keeps the motor cooler to give you powerful performance for a lifetime. Legendary SKIL worm drive inspired technology has been integrated into this SIDEWINDER™ Skilsaw with our best-in-class Dual-Field™ Motor to provide reliability and durability. Top it off with a brake and the 56-degree precision beveling capacity and you will be unstoppable. It also comes with a Diablo blade so it’s ready to work hard, out of the box.
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                16-5/16 IN. Magnesium Worm Drive Skilsaw - SPT70V-11


                
                    This 16-5/16 IN. Worm Drive Skilsaw is the new boss. The biggest worm drive saw on Earth tears through whatever you throw at it. This beast of a saw boasts a 6-1/4 IN. cutting capacity to power through 6x in one easy cut. The magnesium, die-cast foot plate guarantees true, square cuts every time. With lightweight, durable magnesium construction, brass worm drive gearing, and our 15 AMP Dual-Field™ motor, everything about this saw is built to be relentless. The included 16-5/16 IN. SKIL blade makes perfect cuts right out of the box.
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                10-1/4 IN. Magnesium Worm Drive Skilsaw - SPT70WM-01


                
                    If you cut 4x, there's nothing like cutting it in one pass with this 10-1/4 IN. SKIL Worm Drive Skilsaw. No matter what the material, this worm drive Skilsaw is built to be relentless with its 15 Amp dual field motor designed specifically for saws. It keeps the motor cooler, providing increased power and durability for the life of the saw. Only SKIL has it. Increase your productivity on the jobsite by making one clean cut the first time, every time. SKIL. True to the trade since 1924.
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                10-1/4 IN. Magnesium Worm Drive Skilsaw - SPT70WM-22


                
                    If you cut 4x, there's nothing like cutting it in one pass with this 10-1/4 IN. SKIL worm drive Skilsaw. No matter what the material, this worm drive saw is built to be relentless with its 15 Amp dual field motor designed specifically for saws. It keeps the motor cooler, providing increased power and durability for the life of the saw. Only SKIL has it. Increase your productivity on the jobsite by making one clean cut the first time, every time. SKIL. True to the trade since 1924.
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                10-1/4 IN. Magnesium Worm Drive Skilsaw With Twist Lock Plug - SPT70WM-72


                
                    If you cut 4x, there's nothing like cutting it in one pass with this 10-1/4 IN. SKIL Worm Drive Skilsaw. No matter what the material, this worm drive Skilsaw is built to be relentless with its 15 Amp dual field motor designed specifically for saws. It keeps the motor cooler, providing increased power and durability for the life of the saw. Only SKIL has it. Increase your productivity on the jobsite by making one clean cut the first time, every time. SKIL. True to the trade since 1924.
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                10 IN. Portable Worm Drive Table Saw - SPT70WT-01


                
                    We’re bringing something to the table that pros have wanted for a while—the world’s first Worm Drive table saw specifically designed for ripping. With the power and torque to tackle difficult cuts, bogging down is a thing of the past. The impressive 3-1/2 IN. depth of cut and 25 IN. rip capacity are big enough to rip plywood sheets in half. It also features our best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor and smooth startup for a saw that runs cooler and lasts longer. Without sacrificing legendary SKIL durability, you get a compact and portable saw that will be the talk of the jobsite. Welcome to the next chapter in the Worm Drive legacy.
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                10 IN. Portable Worm Drive Table Saw - SPT70WT-22


                
                    We’re bringing something to the table that pros have wanted for a while—the world’s first Worm Drive table saw specifically designed for ripping. With the power and torque to tackle difficult cuts, bogging down is a thing of the past. The impressive 3-1/2 IN. depth of cut and 25 IN. rip capacity are big enough to rip plywood sheets in half. It also features our best-in-class Dual-Field™ Motor and smooth startup for a saw that runs cooler and lasts longer. Without sacrificing legendary SKIL durability, you get a compact and portable saw that will be the talk of the jobsite. Welcome to the next chapter in the Worm Drive legacy.
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                7-1/4 IN. Worm Drive Skilsaw - SPT77W-01


                
                    The original Worm Drive Skilsaw, often called the saw that built America, just got better. At 1 lb. lighter than its predecessor, this saw combines the power and durability you expect from SKIL with jobsite-proven, pro-focused features. On top of our legendary Worm Drive, you get the best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, engineered specifically by SKIL for saws. You’ve got your hands on the next evolution of the saw famous for cutting truer and lasting longer. This model comes with a SKIL blade.
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                7-1/4 IN. Worm Drive Skilsaw - SPT77W-22


                
                    The original Worm Drive Skilsaw, often called the saw that built America, just got better. At 1 lb. lighter than its predecessor, this saw combines the power and durability you expect from SKIL with jobsite-proven, pro-focused features. On top of our legendary Worm Drive, you get the best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, engineered specifically by SKIL for saws. You’ve got your hands on the next evolution of the saw famous for cutting truer and lasting longer. This model even comes with a Diablo blade, just to make sure your Skilsaw is tough as nails right out of the box.
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                7-1/4 IN. Worm Drive Skilsaw With Twist Lock Plug - SPT77W-72


                
                    The original Worm Drive Skilsaw, often called the saw that built America, just got better. At 1 lb. lighter than its predecessor, this Skilsaw combines the power and durability you expect from SKIL with jobsite-proven, pro-focused features. On top of our legendary Worm Drive, you get the best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, engineered specifically by SKIL for saws. You’ve got your hands on the next evolution of the saw famous for cutting truer and lasting longer. This model even comes with a Diablo blade, just to make sure your Skilsaw is tough as nails right out of the box. The SPT77W-72 comes with a Twist Lock Plug.
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                7-1/4 IN. Magnesium Worm Drive Skilsaw - SPT77WM-22


                
                    The original Worm Drive, lighter and better than ever. At 3 lbs. lighter than the previous incarnation, this Skilsaw is built with rugged magnesium. Unstoppable durability meets lightweight ease for long days and a motor that stays cooler for years of heavy use. On top of our legendary Worm Drive, you get the best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, engineered specifically by SKIL for saws. Just bolt on the included Diablo blade, and even the toughest jobs don’t stand a chance.
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                7-1/4 IN. Lightweight Worm Drive Skilsaw - SPT77WML-01


                
                    The latest and lightest Worm Drive continues the long tradition of SKIL quality, rugged durability and consistently exceptional cutting performance. Weighing in at just 11.5 lbs., it’s 4 lbs. less than its predecessor and the lightest Worm Drive Skilsaw on the market. The rugged magnesium housing stays strong but keeps the motor cooler, giving you powerful performance job after job. Legendary SKIL Worm Drive technology meets our best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, invented specifically for saws. This model comes with a SKIL blade.
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                7-1/4 IN. Lightweight Magnesium Worm Drive Skilsaw - SPT77WML-22


                
                    The latest and lightest Worm Drive continues the long tradition of SKIL quality, rugged durability and consistently exceptional cutting performance. Weighing in at just 11.5 lbs., it’s 4 lbs. less than its predecessor and the lightest worm drive saw on the market. The rugged magnesium housing stays strong but keeps the motor cooler, giving you powerful performance job after job. Legendary SKIL Worm Drive technology meets our best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, invented specifically for Skilsaws.
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                7-1/4 IN. Lightweight Worm Drive Skilsaw With Twist Lock Plug - SPT77WML-72


                
                    The latest and lightest Worm Drive continues the long tradition of SKIL quality, rugged durability and consistently exceptional cutting performance. Weighing in at just 11.5 lbs., it’s 4 lbs. less than its predecessor and the lightest worm drive saw on the market. The rugged magnesium housing stays strong but keeps the motor cooler, giving you powerful performance job after job. Legendary SKIL Worm Drive technology meets our best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, invented specifically for Skilsaws. You get a Diablo blade, too, to round things out. After all, the best saw should get the best blade. This model has a Twist Lock plug.
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                8 IN. Worm Drive Skilsaw For Metal - SPT78MMC-01


                
                    The 8 IN. Worm Drive Skilsaw for Metal is the newest character in the SKIL legend that started nearly a century ago. It’s the Skilsaw made for those who rewrite the rules. This Worm Drive Skilsaw changes the game because it has the strength and guts to tackle whatever is thrown its way with its Worm Drive gearing customized for metal. Others settle, but this Worm Drive has the edge to see things others never will. The blade window gives you the visibility to make true cuts. This saw also comes with the largest available chip tray, so you can stay productive. And each pass of the saw with the SKIL carbide-tipped blade cuts quickly and virtually spark-free, with minimal burrs- showing metal no mercy.
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                8 IN. Worm Drive Skilsaw For Metal - SPT78MMC-22


                
                    The 8 IN. Worm Drive Skilsaw for Metal is the newest character in the SKIL legend that started nearly a century ago. It's the saw made for those who rewrite the rules. This Worm Drive Skilsaw changes the game because it has the strength and guts to tackle whatever is thrown its way with its Worm Drive gearing customized for metal. Others settle, but this Worm Drive Skilsaw has the edge to see things others never will. The blade window gives you the visibility to make true cuts. This Skilsaw also comes with the largest available chip tray, so you can stay productive. And each pass of this saw with the Diablo Cermet blade cuts quickly and virtually spark-free, with minimal burrs- showing metal no mercy.
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                8-1/4 IN. Worm Drive Skilsaw - SPT78W-01


                
                    Make amazing 60-degree bevel cuts with our 8-1/4 IN. SKIL Worm Drive Skilsaw model SPT78W-01. This Skilsaw is powered by our largest 15 amp Dual-Field™ high torque motor so you will make the last cut as precisely as you did the first cut. Exclusive 60-degree bevel. High torque Dual-Field™motor. Legendary SKIL durability.
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                8-1/4 IN. Aluminum Worm Drive Skilsaw - SPT78W-22


                
                    Make amazing 60-degree bevel cuts with our 8-1/4 IN. SKIL worm drive model SPT78W-22. This Skilsaw is powered by our largest 15 Amp Dual-Field™ high torque motor so you will make the last cut as precisely as you did the first cut. Exclusive 60-degree bevel. High torque Dual-Field™ motor. Legendary SKIL durability. And a Diablo blade is included in the box. What more could you ask for?
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                7 IN. Worm Drive Skilsaw for Concrete - SPT79-00


                
                    When there’s concrete to conquer, the concrete worm drive Skilsaw makes the job a whole lot easier. It’s the world’s first fully integrated saw designed specifically for scoring and cutting concrete accurately. Forget modifying an old saw. This one’s got our legendary SKIL worm drive power train, plus a unique Cut-Ready™ adjustable plunge lock and a pivoting pointer for unmatched precision and convenience. Used wet or dry, the dual integrated dust management system takes dust out of your way. And rust resistant brackets and fasteners resist corrosion for long life. Armed with Worm Drive gearing, you’ll power through the toughest concrete jobs. It’s all part of the performance legend that is SKIL.
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                7 IN. Walk Behind Worm Drive Skilsaw for Concrete - SPT79A-10


                
                    Stand up to big jobs with the only worm drive walk behind concrete saw. Cutting long control joints is simple with the new integrated handle that adjusts to your height and folds easily for transport and storage. Our legendary SKIL worm drive power and a pivoting pointer deliver unmatched precision and convenience. Used wet or dry, the integrated dust management system controls dust for cleaner cuts. A two-finger trigger reduces user fatigue and improves control. The all metal components featuring rust-resistant brackets and fasteners protect from corrosion for longer life. Armed with the Worm Drive gearing, you’ll power through the toughest concrete jobs standing up. You can always count on SKIL.
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                14 IN. Abrasive cut-off saw - SPT84-01


                
                    With the legendary strength and grit of a SKIL, this lean, mean chop saw for metal is a powerful ally to have in your corner. Our 14 IN. Abrasive Chop Saw weighs in at 33.9 lbs., so it goes from truck to jobsite and back without adding strain to your day. But being light doesn't mean it's any less tough. Designed with stability in mind, the large 11 x 18-1/2 IN. base makes sure that this machine stands its ground through whatever you throw at it. The versatile "D" handle gives you comfort and control cut after cut. From the name generations of pros already know, the 14 IN. SKILAbrasive Chop Saw has your back.
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                12 IN. Worm Drive Dual Bevel Sliding Miter Saw - SPT88-01


                
                    A mightier miter saw. Backed by legendary Worm Drive gearing, the 12 IN. Dual Bevel Sliding Miter Saw combines dependable quality and lightweight portability into one powerful tool. The time-tested Worm Drive provides relentless power with a 15 AMP Dual-Field™ motor that keeps cool on the job, increasing longevity and work efficiency. Dual bevel capabilities allow for both left and right cuts, paired with adjustable bevel stops and 4 IN. x 14 IN. cross cut capacities to let you handle any joints on the jobsite. This saw is the lightest in its class - making for easy transportation. Feel the might, with SKIL.
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                12 IN. Worm Drive Dual Bevel Sliding Miter Saw; Diablo blade - SPT88-02


                
                    A mightier miter saw. Backed by legendary Worm Drive gearing, the 12 IN. Dual Bevel Sliding Miter Saw combines dependable quality and lightweight portability into one powerful tool. The time-tested Worm Drive provides relentless power with a 15 AMP Dual-Field™ motor that keeps cool on the job, increasing longevity and work efficiency. Dual bevel capabilities allow for both left and right cuts, paired with adjustable bevel stops and 4 IN. x 14 IN. cross cut capacities to let you handle any joints on the jobsite. This saw is the lightest in its class - making for easy transportation. Feel the might, with SKIL.
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                10 IN. Heavy Duty Worm Drive Table Saw With Stand - SPT99-11


                
                    The 10 in. Heavy Duty Worm Drive Table Saw is the latest addition to SKIL’s table-saw lineup. SKIL’s legendary Worm Drive power train delivers superior torque, an aggressive 3-⅝ IN. depth of cut, and 30-½ IN. rip capacity. Tear through plywood and slice 4x with ease and precision. The rack and pinion system makes fence adjustments quickly and smoothly for accurate cuts. SKIL’s patented Dual-Field™ Motor runs cooler, so it can work harder, longer. The rugged stand delivers dependable stability, and the sixteen-inch wheels easily take stairs and roll over uneven surfaces to just about anywhere you need to set up and let it rip.
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                10 IN. Heavy Duty Worm Drive Table Saw With Stand - SPT99-12


                
                    The 10 IN. Heavy Duty Worm Drive Table Saw is the latest addition to SKIL’s table-saw lineup. SKIL’s legendary Worm Drive power train delivers superior torque, an aggressive 3-? IN. depth of cut, and 30-½ IN. rip capacity. Tear through plywood and slice 4x with ease and precision. The rack and pinion system makes fence adjustments quickly and smoothly for accurate cuts. SKIL’s patented Dual-Field™ Motor runs cooler, so it can work harder, longer. The rugged stand delivers dependable stability, and the sixteen-inch wheels easily take stairs and roll over uneven surfaces to just about anywhere you need to set up and let it rip.
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                8-1/4 IN. Portable Worm Drive Table Saw - SPT99T-01


                
                    The 8-1/4 IN. Portable Worm Drive Table Saw delivers our legendary Worm Drive power in a light, portable design. Created for jobsite productivity, this compact powerhouse features a 2-5/8 IN. depth of cut and 25 IN. rip capacity to tear through sheet goods and slice up to 3x. Durable, all-metal construction stands up to jobsite abuse. The rack and pinion system makes fast, smooth fence adjustments for precise cuts. Our patented Dual-Field™ Motor stays cooler, so it can work harder, longer. Now you don’t have to sacrifice power and torque to get a table saw that’s easy to transport.
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                8-1/4 IN. Portable Worm Drive Table Saw, Diablo Blade - SPT99T-02


                
                    The 8-1/4 IN. Portable Worm Drive Table Saw delivers our legendary Worm Drive power in a light, portable design. Created for jobsite productivity, this compact powerhouse features a 2-5/8 IN. depth of cut and 25 IN. rip capacity to tear through sheet goods and slice up to 3x. Durable, all-metal construction stands up to jobsite abuse. The rack and pinion system makes fast, smooth fence adjustments for precise cuts. Our patented Dual-Field™ Motor stays cooler, so it can work harder, longer. Now you don’t have to sacrifice power and torque to get a table saw that’s easy to transport.
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                Portable Jobsite Worm Drive Table Saw Stand - SPTA70WT-ST


                
                    The world’s first worm drive table saw needs a stand that can stand up to any job. Introducing the SPTA70WT-ST, the portable jobsite worm drive table saw stand made exclusively for the SPT70WT. Set-up for the job is quick and easy with tool-less latches to secure the table saw. Designed for portability, it only weighs 14 lbs. With your worm drive table saw and stand you’re ready to rip!
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                TRUEHVL™ LITHIUM ION BATTERY - SPTH15


                
                    TRUEHVL™ is the only battery technology that cuts it with Worm Drive. TRUEHVL™ is designed specifically to power Worm Drive and delivers the performance and power you demand. Patented Stay Cool™ technology wraps each cell with a temperature controlling material that keeps cells cool and provides better performance. Our intelligent power management system monitors and optimizes each cell. An innovative battery design evenly distributes heat to extend run time. Together, these technological advances create a battery that's powerful enough for our legendary Worm Drive.The next generation of Worm Drive power is here.
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                TRUEHVL™ QUICK CHARGER - SPTH14


                
                    Charge like a pro.The TRUEHVL™ Quick Charger goes from zero to full charge in only one hour, and features a fan to keep the battery cool while charging. LED indicators let you know the charging status and when the battery is fully charged and ready to go. Designed specifically for TRUEHVL™ batteries.
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                10-1/4 IN. TRUEHVL™ CORDLESS WORM DRIVE SKILSAW WITH SKIL BLADE, TOOL ONLY - SPTH70M-01


                
                    From the creators of the first ever cordless worm drive, comes the 10-1/4 IN. Cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw with legendary SKIL power to go anywhere. With a 3-11/16 IN. depth of cut, this cordless Skilsaw can cut 4x material in a single pass. Powered by the TRUEHVL™ battery, designed specifically for our legendary Worm Drive saw. The brushless motor responds to challenging applications by boosting power and torque, and all-magnesium construction makes it lightweight and tough. TRUEHVL™ features a unique battery design that maximizes heat dissipation, patented Stay Cool™ technology that wraps each cell in a temperature controlling material, and intelligent power management that monitors and optimizes each cell. Go from zero to full charge in only 1 hour. For optimal performance, recommended use with SKIL blade 76240. Get all the power you need, from the ONLY 10-1/4 IN. Cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw. SKIL has redefined power. Again.
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                10-1/4 IN. TRUEHVL™ CORDLESS WORM DRIVE SKILSAW - SPTH70M-11


                
                    From the creators of the first ever cordless worm drive, comes the 10-1/4” Cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw with legendary SKIL power to go anywhere. With a 3-11/16” depth of cut, this cordless Skilsaw can cut 4x material in a single pass. Powered by the TRUEHVL™ battery, designed specifically for our legendary Worm Drive saw. The brushless motor responds to challenging applications by boosting power and torque, and all-magnesium construction makes it lightweight and tough. TRUEHVL™ features a unique battery design that maximizes heat dissipation, patented Stay Cool™ technology that wraps each cell in a temperature controlling material, and intelligent power management that monitors and optimizes each cell. Go from zero to full charge in only 1 hour. Get all the power you need, from the ONLY 10-1/4” Cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw. For optimal performance, recommended use with blade 76240 from SKIL. This kit includes a 10-1/4" blade, 5.0Ah TRUEHVL™ lithium battery, and TRUEHVL™ Quick Charger. SKIL has redefined power. Again.
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                10-1/4 IN. TRUEHVL™ CORDLESS WORM DRIVE SKILSAW WITH 2 TRUEHVL™ BATTERIES, SKIL BLADE - SPTH70M-21


                
                    From the creators of the first ever cordless worm drive, comes the 10-1/4 IN. Cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw with legendary SKIL power to go anywhere. With a 3-11/16 IN. depth of cut, this cordless Skilsaw can cut 4x material in a single pass. Powered by the TRUEHVL™ battery, designed specifically for our legendary Worm Drive saw. The brushless motor responds to challenging applications by boosting power and torque, and all-magnesium construction makes it lightweight and tough. TRUEHVL™ features a unique battery design that maximizes heat dissipation, patented Stay Cool™ technology that wraps each cell in a temperature controlling material, and intelligent power management that monitors and optimizes each cell. Go from zero to full charge in only 1 hour. Get all the power you need, from the ONLY 10-1/4 IN. cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw. For optimal performance, recommended use with SKIL blade 76240. This kit includes a 10-1/4 IN. SKIL blade, Two 5.0Ah TRUEHVL™ lithium batteries, and TRUEHVL™ Quick Charger. SKIL has redefined power. Again.
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                7-1/4 IN. TRUEHVL™ CORDLESS WORM DRIVE SKILSAW, SKIL BLADE, TOOL ONLY - SPTH77M-01


                
                    The first and only cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw gives you legendary SKIL power to go anywhere. Powered by the TRUEHVL™ battery, designed specifically for our legendary Worm Drive saw. The brushless motor responds to challenging applications by boosting power and torque, and all-magnesium construction makes it lightweight and tough. TRUEHVL™ features a unique battery design that maximizes heat dissipation, patented Stay Cool™ technology that wraps each cell in a temperature controlling material, and intelligent power management that monitors and optimizes each cell. Together, these innovations deliver the ultimate in performance and 425 cuts per charge. Go from zero to full charge in only 1 hour. Get all the power you need, from the ONLY cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw. SKIL has redefined power. Again.
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                7-1/4 IN. TRUEHVL™ CORDLESS WORM DRIVE SKILSAW WITH DIABLO BLADE, TOOL ONLY - SPTH77M-02


                
                    The first and only cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw gives you legendary SKIL power to go anywhere. Powered by the TRUEHVL™ battery, designed specifically for our legendary Worm Drive saw. The brushless motor responds to challenging applications by boosting power and torque, and all-magnesium construction makes it lightweight and tough. TRUEHVL™ features a unique battery design that maximizes heat dissipation, patented Stay Cool™ technology that wraps each cell in a temperature controlling material, and intelligent power management that monitors and optimizes each cell. Together, these innovations deliver the ultimate in performance and 425 cuts per charge. Go from zero to full charge in only 1 hour. Get all the power you need, from the ONLY cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw. SKIL has redefined power. Again.
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                7-1/4 IN. TRUEHVL™ CORDLESS WORM DRIVE SKILSAW - SPTH77M-11


                
                    The first and only cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw gives you legendary SKIL power to go anywhere. Powered by the TRUEHVL™ battery, designed specifically for our legendary Worm Drive saw. The brushless motor responds to challenging applications by boosting power and torque, and all-magnesium construction makes it lightweight and tough. TRUEHVL™ features a unique battery design that maximizes heat dissipation, patented Stay Cool™ technology that wraps each cell in a temperature controlling material, and intelligent power management that monitors and optimizes each cell. Together, these innovations deliver the ultimate in performance and 425 cuts per charge. Go from zero to full charge in only 1 hour. Get all the power you need, from the ONLY cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw. SKIL has redefined power. Again.
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                7-1/4 IN. TRUEHVL™ CORDLESS WORM DRIVE SKILSAW WITH TRUEHVL™ BATTERY, DIABLO BLADE - SPTH77M-12


                
                    The first and only cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw gives you legendary SKIL power to go anywhere. Powered by the TRUEHVL™ battery, designed specifically for our legendary Worm Drive saw. The brushless motor responds to challenging applications by boosting power and torque, and all-magnesium construction makes it lightweight and tough. TRUEHVL™ features a unique battery design that maximizes heat dissipation, patented Stay Cool™ technology that wraps each cell in a temperature controlling material, and intelligent power management that monitors and optimizes each cell. Together, these innovations deliver the ultimate in performance and 425 cuts per charge. Go from zero to full charge in only 1 hour. Get all the power you need, from the ONLY cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw. SKIL has redefined power. Again.
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                7-1/4 IN. TRUEHVL™ CORDLESS WORM DRIVE SKILSAWSAW WITH 2 TRUEHVL™ BATTERIES, SKIL BLADE - SPTH77M-21


                
                    The first and only cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw gives you legendary SKIL power to go anywhere. Powered by the TRUEHVL™ battery, designed specifically for our legendary Worm Drive saw. The brushless motor responds to challenging applications by boosting power and torque, and all-magnesium construction makes it lightweight and tough. TRUEHVL™ features a unique battery design that maximizes heat dissipation, patented Stay Cool™ technology that wraps each cell in a temperature controlling material, and intelligent power management that monitors and optimizes each cell. Together, these innovations deliver the ultimate in performance and 425 cuts per charge. Go from zero to full charge in only 1 hour. Get all the power you need, from the ONLY cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw. SKIL has redefined power. Again.
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                7-1/4 IN. TRUEHVL™ CORDLESS WORM DRIVE SKILSAW WITH 2 TRUEHVL™ BATTERIES, DIABLO BLADE - SPTH77M-22


                
                    The first and only cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw gives you legendary SKIL power to go anywhere. Powered by the TRUEHVL™ battery, designed specifically for our legendary Worm Drive saw. The brushless motor responds to challenging applications by boosting power and torque, and all-magnesium construction makes it lightweight and tough. TRUEHVL™ features a unique battery design that maximizes heat dissipation, patented Stay Cool™ technology that wraps each cell in a temperature controlling material, and intelligent power management that monitors and optimizes each cell. Together, these innovations deliver the ultimate in performance and 425 cuts per charge. Go from zero to full charge in only 1 hour. Get all the power you need, from the ONLY cordless Worm Drive Skilsaw. SKIL has redefined power. Again.
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                7-1/4 In. SIDEWINDER™ SKILSAW - SPT67WE-01


                
                    Introducing the SKIL SPT67WE-01 from the company that invented circular saws. Legendary SKIL Worm Drive inspired technology joins our best-in-class Dual-Field motor, invented specifically for saws. The combination of the lightweight housing and Dual-Field motor lets you power through the toughest days on the jobsite, year after year. Add the 51° precision beveling capacity and true grip to the list of benefits and you’re set to get the job done.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8 IN. Ratchet Wrench Kit - RW5763A-10


                
                    Get industry-leading performance with a brushless cordless ratchet wrench powered by SKIL PWRCORE 12™ lithium technology. This 12V brushless ratchet brings power to the tightest of spaces with its low-profile head design and overpowering torque, allowing you to work in an engine bay without any issues. Whether you are in the garage or assembling furniture, look no further as this ratchet wrench will conquer nuts, bolts or fasteners thrown its way. This brushless cordless ratchet comes equipped with a variable speed trigger that delivers 0-220 RPMs while choosing 55ft-lbs. of max torque or 150ft-lbs of max manual torque. The built-in LED light allows for swift use in tight, dimly lit environments, such as under the hood or beneath the car. Backed by the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ lithium-ion battery technology, this wrench runs up to 25% longer and delivers 2X the battery life, while the PWRJUMP™ charger charges the battery 25% in just 5-minutes.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8 IN. Ratchet Wrench (Tool Only) - RW5763A-00


                
                    Get industry-leading performance with a brushless cordless ratchet wrench powered by SKIL PWRCORE 12™ lithium technology. This 12V brushless ratchet brings power to the tightest of spaces with its low-profile head design and overpowering torque, allowing you to work in an engine bay without any issues. Whether you are in the garage or assembling furniture, look no further as this ratchet wrench will conquer nuts, bolts or fasteners thrown its way. This brushless cordless ratchet comes equipped with a variable speed trigger that delivers 0-220 RPMs while choosing 55ft-lbs. of max torque or 150ft-lbs of max manual torque. The built-in LED light allows for swift use in tight, dimly lit environments, such as under the hood or beneath the car. Backed by the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ lithium-ion battery technology, this wrench runs up to 25% longer and delivers 2X the battery life, while the PWRJUMP™ charger charges the battery 25% in just 5-minutes.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 13 IN. String Trimmer Kit - LT4823B-10


                
                    Level up your lawn care game—without the hassle of gas— with a cordless string trimmer built for power and performance. The PWRCORE 20™ Brushless String Trimmer is made for efficiency and ease of use, from trimming to tackling the toughest grass. The Twist Load™ Head makes it easy to load the line, and with Dual-Line Bump Feed you can load more line hassle-free. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 20™ lithium-ion battery technology gives this cordless string trimmer the power to cut through thick grasses and weeds with ease. The String Trimmer Kit includes a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium-Ion Battery and Charger, plus an Easy Storage Bracket that allows you to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included battery and charger are compatible with all SKIL tools in the PWRCORE 20™ family.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 13 IN. String Trimmer (Tool Only) - LT4823B-00


                
                    Level up your lawn care game—without the hassle of gas— with a cordless string trimmer built for power and performance. The PWRCORE 20™ Brushless String Trimmer is made for efficiency and ease of use, from trimming to tackling the toughest grass. The Twist Load™ Head makes it easy to load the line, and with Dual-Line Bump Feed you can load more line hassle-free. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 20™ lithium-ion battery technology gives this cordless string trimmer the power to cut through thick grasses and weeds with ease. The String Trimmer Kit includes a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium-Ion Battery and Charger, plus an Easy Storage Bracket that allows you to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included battery and charger are compatible with all SKIL tools in the PWRCORE 20™ family.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 12 IN. Chain Saw Kit - CS4562B-10


                
                    Get power and performance in a compact lightweight cordless chainsaw powered by PWRCORE 20™ lithium technology. Industry-leading technology wraps each cell of the PWRCORE 20™ battery for longer run time and battery life. Power through tasks faster with tool-less chain tensioning and auto-lubrication and have peace of mind with the anti-kickback brake. This top handle chainsaw comes equipped with a brushless motor that delivers high cutting speeds to tackle the job at hand. The electric chainsaw kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah lithium-ion battery and charger, plus an Easy Storage Bracket that allows you to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included battery and charger are compatible with all SKIL tools in the PWRCORE 20™ family.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 12 IN. Chain Saw (Tool Only) - CS4562B-00


                
                    Get power and performance in a compact lightweight cordless chainsaw powered by PWRCORE 20™ lithium technology. Industry-leading technology wraps each cell of the PWRCORE 20™ battery for longer run time and battery life. Power through tasks faster with tool-less chain tensioning and auto-lubrication and have peace of mind with the anti-kickback brake. This top handle chainsaw comes equipped with a brushless motor that delivers high cutting speeds to tackle the job at hand. The electric chainsaw kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah lithium-ion battery and charger, plus an Easy Storage Bracket that allows you to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included battery and charger are compatible with all SKIL tools in the PWRCORE 20™ family.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 22 IN. Hedge Trimmer Kit - HT4222B-10


                
                    Get serious performance in an hedge trimmer powered by SKIL PWRCORE 20™ lithium-ion technology. Add more power and durability to your tool shed with a cordless hedge trimmer. Equipped with dual-action blades for clean and efficient cuts, hardened steel blades for longevity, and a motor to power through the job at hand. This Hedge Trimmer kit includes a 2.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ lithium-ion battery and charger, plus an Easy Storage Bracket that allows you to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included battery and charger are compatible with all SKIL tools in the PWRCORE 20™ family.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 22 IN. Hedge Trimmer (Tool Only) - HT4222B-00


                
                    Get industry-leading performance in an hedge trimmer powered by SKIL PWRCORE 20™ lithium-ion technology. Add more power and durability to your tool shed with a cordless electric hedge trimmer. Equipped with dual-action blades for clean and efficient cuts, hardened steel blades for longevity, and a motor to power through the job at hand. This Hedge Trimmer kit includes a 2.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ lithium-ion battery and charger, plus an Easy Storage Bracket that allows you to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included battery and charger are compatible with all SKIL tools in the PWRCORE 20™ family.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 400 CFM Leaf Blower Kit - BL4714B-10


                
                    Get performance and efficiency in a cordless blower powered by PWRCORE 20™ lithium technology. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 20™ lithium battery technology keep this cordless blower running longer, while its turbine fan design maximizes performance for up to 400 CFM of clearing power. This cordless blower kit includes a nozzle attachment, 4.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ lithium-ion battery with charger, plus an Easy Storage Bracket that allows you to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included battery and charger are compatible with all SKIL tools in the PWRCORE20™ family.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 400 CFM Leaf Blower (Tool Only) - BL4714B-00


                
                    Get performance and efficiency in a cordless blower powered by PWRCORE 20™ lithium technology. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 20™ lithium battery technology keep this cordless blower running longer, while its turbine fan design maximizes performance for up to 400 CFM of clearing power. This cordless blower kit includes a nozzle attachment, 4.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ lithium-ion battery with charger, plus an Easy Storage Bracket that allows you to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included battery and charger are compatible with all SKIL tools in the PWRCORE20™ family.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 18 IN. Lawn Mower Kit - PM4912B-20


                
                    Get reliable performance and power in a cordless mower powered by PWRCORE 20™ lithium technology. The digital brushless motor combined with two PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah lithium batteries provides unbelievable power and cutting performance. You’ll have control from start to finish with a push-button start, while the single-lever height adjustment delivers 6 different cutting heights for your desired grass length. The two 4.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ Lithium-Ion batteries deliver 40V performance and can be used across all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ devices. When the task is complete, the telescoping handle folds down completely allowing for vertical storage. This 18-inch cordless lawn mower kit includes two 4.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ lithium batteries for longer run time and a dual port charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 18 IN. Lawn Mower (Tool Only) - PM4912B-00


                
                    Get industry-leading performance and the power of gas in a cordless mower powered by PWRCORE 20™ lithium technology. The digital, brushless motor combined with two PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah lithium batteries provides unbelievable power and cutting performance. You’ll have control from start to finish with a push-button start, while the single-lever height adjustment delivers 6 different cutting heights for your desired grass length. The two 4.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ Lithium-Ion batteries charge 100% in less than 100-minutes, while delivering 40V performance and allowing for universal battery use across all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ devices. When the task is complete, the telescoping handle folds down completely allowing for vertical storage. This 18-inch cordless lawn mower kit includes two 4.0Ah PWRCORE 20™ lithium batteries for maximum run time, and a dual port charger. The included batteries and dual port charger are compatible with all SKIL tools in the PWRCORE 20™ family.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 10 IN. Pole Saw Kit - PS4561C-10


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get industry-leading performance with a cordless pole saw powered by SKIL PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. Add more power and durability to your tool shed with a telescopic electric pole saw powered by a digital brushless motor. The lightweight telescopic aluminum shaft extends from 7.5-10 feet in length, while the 10” bar & chain angled head provides greater control for the hardest to reach jobs. This tree pruner features an auto lubricating chain to reduce friction and enhance durability, while tool-less chain tensioning allows for hassle-free adjustments. This Pole Saw kit includes a PWRCORE 40™ 2.5Ah 40V Battery and an Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 10 IN. Pole Saw  (Tool Only) - PS4561C-00


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get industry-leading performance with a cordless pole saw powered by SKIL PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. Add more power and durability to your tool shed with a telescopic electric pole saw powered by a digital brushless motor. The lightweight telescopic aluminum shaft extends from 7.5-10 feet in length, while the 10” bar & chain angled head provides greater control for the hardest to reach jobs. This tree pruner features an auto lubricating chain to reduce friction and enhance durability, while tool-less chain tensioning allows for hassle-free adjustments. This Pole Saw kit includes a PWRCORE 40™ 2.5Ah 40V Battery and an Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 8 IN. Pole Saw Kit - PS4563B-10


                
                    Get dependable performance with a cordless pole saw powered by SKIL PWRCORE 20™ lithium technology. The saw comes equipped an 8-inch bar & chain pivoting head, along with a 3.5-foot extendable aluminum shaft, transforming the stock 6.5 ft pole saw to 10 feet with ease. Additionally, this saw comes equipped with a 135° pivoting head and 8 presets, providing greater control and convenience for tough to reach branches. The pole saw features an auto-lubricating chain for reduced friction and enhanced durability, while tool-less chain tensioning allows for hassle-free adjustments on the job. This pole saw kit includes a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah 20V Battery and Charger, plus an Easy Storage Bracket to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Battery and Charger are compatible with all SKIL PWRCORE 20™ tools.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 13 IN. String Trimmer and 400 CFM Leaf Blower Kit with 4.0Ah Battery and Charger - CB7542B-10


                
                    Level up your lawn care game—without the hassle of gas— with a cordless string trimmer and leaf blower combo set built for power and performance. Get performance and efficiency powered by PWRCORE 20™ lithium technology. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 20™ lithium battery technology keep this cordless blower running longer, while its turbine fan design maximizes performance for up to 400 CFM of clearing power. The PWRCORE 20™ Brushless String Trimmer is made for efficiency and ease of use, from trimming to tackling the toughest grass. Patented Twist Load™ Head makes it easy to load the line, and with Dual-Line Bump Feed you can load more line hassle-free. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 20™ lithium-ion battery technology gives this cordless string trimmer the power to cut through thick grasses and weeds with ease.

This Leaf Blower and String Trimmer Combo Kit includes a PWRCORE 20™ 4.0Ah Lithium-Ion Battery and Charger, Leaf Blower nozzle attachment, plus Easy Storage Brackets that allow you to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included battery and charger are compatible with all SKIL tools in the PWRCORE 20™ family.
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                Dado Insert Plate for Table Saw TS6307-00 - STA6307


                
                    The SKIL Dado Insert Plate is designed for the SKIL TS6307-00 10 In. Table Saw.
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                Router Table - SRT1039


                
                    Compatible with many major router brands, the SKIL SRT1039 Router Table brings convenience to the job. Get started with the quick and easy router clamp that attaches your router to the underside of the table. With the above table router lift, you'll get convenient access to adjust the height of the router bits without reaching underneath the table. This router table is also equipped with a dual-sided integrated router bit storage system to store all your bits in a central location. Guiding the workpiece is smooth with the smooth laminated MDF work surface and two featherboards that reduce kickback. The rigid aluminum router mounting plate includes an aluminum miter gauge slot, a router clamp, and a 24 in. fence to guide longer work pieces. Look no further as this all-inclusive SKIL Router Table will become your benchtop staple for everything routing.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Multi-Sander Kit  - SR6607B-10


                
                    Finish the job with the PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20v Compact Multi-Sander from SKIL. This cordless hand sander is built with a compact design and low profile that allows for serious control. And, unlike many other sanders for woodworking, this mouse sander minimizes vibration and maximizes comfort thanks to its unique counterweight balance feature and soft rubber grip. Plus, the digital brushless motor delivers max efficiency, high-performance power, and extended tool life. This 4-in-1 cordless palm sander for woodworking includes 3 additional detail attachments for fine finishing large surfaces, corners/edges, hard-to-reach areas, and contoured surfaces. This orbit sander kit comes with a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and Automatic PWRJUMP™ Charger, providing longer run time and battery life.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Auto Hammer - AH6552A-10


                
                    Whether the job is in a confined, overhead, or dimly lit space, this auto nailer brings big power and convenience to the job – hammering nails up to 3.5 in. long. This cordless auto nailer also has a digital brushless motor that delivers a powerful 4200 IPM for maximum efficiency in a lightweight design. The magnetic collet securely holds nails for convenient one-handed use and proper positioning. And its 3-position adjustable head (0°, 45°, and 90°) hammers at a variety of angles for greater versatility in tight areas. This 12v auto nailer kit includes a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah Lithium Battery and PWRJUMP™ Charger, providing longer run time and battery life.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Auto Hammer (Tool Only) - AH6552A-00


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V Auto Hammer is a compact and cordless auto hammer for hard-to-reach areas. Whether the job is in a confined, overhead, or dimly lit space, this auto nailer brings big power and convenience to the job – hammering nails up to 3.5 in. long.

This cordless auto nailer also has a digital brushless motor that delivers a powerful 4200 IPM for maximum efficiency in a lightweight design. The magnetic collet securely holds nails for convenient one-handed use and proper positioning. And its 3-position adjustable head (0°, 45°, and 90°) hammers at a variety of angles for greater versatility in tight areas. Its compact design includes a lock-off switch to prevent accidental startups on the job and a built-in LED light with after-glow illuminates dimly lit spaces.

This 12V auto nailer kit includes a PWRJUMP™ Charger with 5-minute charging and a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah Battery with a built-in USB port and industry-leading patented technology for 25% longer run time and 2X the battery life.

Try the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V Auto Hammer today and get an industry leading 5-year warranty with registration for complete confidence.
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                Router Table and Fixed Base Router Kit - RT1323-01


                
                    SKIL 10 AMP Fixed Base Router (RT1323-00)
Speed control dial provides the right speed for the material, and LED lights on the motor base illuminates the work area. Its ergonomic handles and tough die-cast motor housing makes this perfect for routing with both 1/2 in. and 1/4 in. shank router bits. The 10 Amp Fix Base Router's 1-3/4 HP motor cuts through soft and hard woods as well as plastic, and is also equipped with a live tool safety indicator, three LED lights, soft start with 6-speed variable control, quick-set screws for fixing the edge guide, and a built-in vacuum port.


SKIL Router Table (SRT1039)
Compatible with many major router brands, the SKIL SRT1039 Router Table brings convenience to the job. Get started with the quick and easy router clamp that attaches your router to the underside of the table. With the above table router lift, you'll get convenient access to adjust the height of the router bits without reaching underneath the table. This router table is also equipped with a dual-sided integrated router bit storage system to store all your bits in a central location.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 8 IN. Pole Saw (Tool Only) - PS4563B-00


                
                    Get industry-leading performance with a cordless pole saw powered by SKIL PWRCORE 20™ lithium technology. The saw comes equipped an 8-inch bar & chain pivoting head, along with a 3.5-foot extendable aluminum shaft, transforming the stock 6.5 ft pole saw to 10 feet with ease. Additionally, this saw comes equipped with a 135° pivoting head and 8 presets, providing greater control and convenience for tough to reach branches. The pole saw features an auto-lubricating chain for reduced friction and enhanced durability, while tool-less chain tensioning allows for hassle-free adjustments on the job. This pole saw kit includes a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah 20V Battery and Charger, plus an Easy Storage Bracket to conveniently store all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor equipment with ease. The included PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah Battery and Charger are compatible with all SKIL PWRCORE 20™ tools.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 2 x 20V 7-1/4 IN. Rear Handle Circular Saw - CR5429B-20


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 7-1/4 In. Rear Handle Circular Saw is packed with 40V power thanks to two PWRCORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium-ion batteries with patented technology that deliver 25% longer run time and up to 600* cuts per charge! Take on demanding jobs and rip through 3X lumber in one pass with the brushless motor’s intelligent power management system, which delivers 5,300 RPM for the extreme cutting performance. Plus, get smooth and accurate cuts with the included 24 Tooth 7-1/4 In. Carbide-Tipped Blade. Take advantage of versatile features including an adaptable dust port to direct sawdust away from the work area, an LED light, built-in rafter hook and tether notch, and 0–53° bevel capacity to cut a variety of angles. All this SKIL power and performance is backed by an industry leading 5-year warranty. So, go ahead, take it to the extreme.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Dual Port Auto PWR JUMP™ Charger - QC5359B-02


                
                    Simultaneous 5-Minute Charging. Charge any two SKIL PWRCORE 20™ lithium-ion batteries in a flash with the PWRCORE 20™ Dual Port Auto PWRJUMP™ Charger. Auto PWRJUMP™ starts automatically when the battery is placed on the charger, powering you from 0-25% in 5 minutes (based on 20V 2Ah battery). With clear LED indicator lights, you'll always know the charging status of both batteries. Faster charging time means less downtime, getting you back to the job faster. Quickly power up your tools with the SKIL 20V Dual Port Auto PWRJUMP™ Charger and nothing can stand between you and getting the job done.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 7-1/4 IN. Rear Handle Circular Saw (Tool Only) - CR5429B-00


                
                    Extreme POWER. Extreme PERFORMANCE. From the brand that invented the circular saw comes the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ XP Brushless 7-1/4 In. Rear Handle Circular Saw, the cordless circular saw that delivers up to 600 cuts per charge! *


This SKIL saw is packed with 40V power thanks to two PWRCORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium-ion batteries with patented technology that deliver 25% longer run time. Add the brushless motor’s intelligent power management system, which delivers 5,300 RPM for the extreme cutting performance. Take on demanding jobs and rip through 3X lumber in one pass.


This game-changing cordless saw is part of the PWRCORE 20™ system, a complete range of SKIL tools powered by the same battery. SKIL lithium-ion batteries charge 0-25% in only 15 minutes to keep the job moving (based on 5.0Ah Battery). Plus, get smooth and accurate cuts with the included 24 Tooth 7-1/4 In. Carbide-Tipped Blade.


Transition to a cordless jobsite with the lightweight convenience and portability of this cordless circular saw. Plus, take advantage of versatile features including an adaptable dust port to direct sawdust away from the work area, an LED light, Built-in Rafter Hook and Tether Notch, and 0-53° bevel capacity to cut a variety of angles.


Plus, SKIL power and performance is backed by an industry leading 5-year warranty. So, go ahead, take it to the extreme. It’s a SKILSAW.


*Based on lab testing, up to 600 crosscuts in 2x4 SPF lumber with two 5.0Ah batteries
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                Green Cut Early Entry Attachment - SPT5007-EA


                
                    The SKIL Green Cut Early Entry Attachment enables green cutting for the SPT79A-10 7 In. Walk Behind Worm Drive Saw. This 7 In. attachment has a 1-1/2 In. Cutting Depth and is built with stainless steel construction.
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                Green Cut Early Entry Replacement Kit - SPT5008-EA


                
                    The SKIL Green Cut Early Entry Replacement Kit contains: Concrete cutting blade & Skid plate, as replaceable components of SPT5007-EA SKIL Green Cut Early Entry Attachment, which enables Green Concrete Cutting for the SPT79A-10 7 In. Walk Behind Worm Drive Saw.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Compact Drill Driver Kit - DL6290A-10


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V ½-Inch Cordless Drill Driver packs big power into a compact design. At 1 inch shorter than its previous generation, this compact cordless electric drill driver is ideal for working overhead or in hard-to-reach spaces. Its digital brushless motor provides high-performance compact power with up to 350 inch-pounds of torque along with durability for extended tool life. Light up tough projects with the onboard LED light with pre-light and after-glow for maximum visibility. Enjoy precise control with its variable speed trigger and change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch single-sleeve keyless chuck. 
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                PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Drill Driver (Tool Only) - DL6290A-00


                
                    The SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V ½-Inch Cordless Drill Driver packs big power into a compact design. At 1 inch shorter than its previous generation, this compact cordless electric drill driver is ideal for working overhead or in hard-to-reach spaces. Its digital brushless motor provides high-performance compact power with up to 350 inch-pounds of torque along with durability for extended tool life. Light up tough projects with the onboard LED light with pre-light and after-glow for maximum visibility. Enjoy precise control with its variable speed trigger and change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch single-sleeve keyless chuck. This cordless drill set includes the 12V cordless drill driver, a PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, a PWR JUMP™ Charger, belt clip, screwdriving bit, and battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 IN. Hex Impact Driver Kit - ID6744A-10


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V ¼-Inch Hex Impact Driver packs 1,500 inch-pounds of torque into a compact design that is 1 inch shorter than its previous generation, making it the ideal compact cordless impact driver for working overhead or in hard-to-reach spaces. Its digital brushless motor provides high-performance compact power and durability for extended tool life. Control mode helps eliminate screw cam-out and cross-threading while its three-speed selection allows for precise control at lower speeds to maximum power at higher speeds. Light up your workspace with 5X more light than common LEDs with the Halo Light™ and enjoy fast and secure one-handed bit insertion with the one-handed collet. Complete your projects with confidence with the power and precision of this cordless impact driver. 
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                PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/4 IN. Hex Impact Driver Kit (Tool Only) - ID6744A-00


                
                    The SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V ¼-Inch Hex Impact Driver packs 1,500 inch-pounds of torque into a compact design that is 1 inch shorter than its previous generation, making it the ideal compact cordless impact driver for working overhead or in hard-to-reach spaces. Its digital brushless motor provides high-performance compact power and durability for extended tool life. Control mode helps eliminate screw cam-out and cross-threading while its three-speed selection allows for precise control at lower speeds to maximum power at higher speeds. Light up your workspace with 5X more light than common LEDs with the Halo Light™ and enjoy fast and secure one-handed bit insertion and release with the one-handed collet. Complete your projects with confidence with the power and precision of this cordless impact driver. This cordless impact driver kit includes the 12V cordless impact driver, a PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, a PWR JUMP™ charger, belt clip, 2-inch PH2 bit, and battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8 IN. Impact Wrench Kit - IW6744A-10


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8-inch Impact Wrench gives you big power in a compact, lightweight package with up to 125 foot-pounds of fastening torque, 200 foot-pounds of nut-busting torque, and up to 3400 IPM for driving tough nuts and bolts. At 1 inch shorter than its previous generation, it’s an ideal cordless impact wrench for working overhead in hard-to-reach spaces. The power tool features a 3/8-inch square anvil with a friction ring for easy socket changes, and its digital brushless motor combined with three-speed selection provides high-performance power and precise control. Its Halo Light™ provides 5X more light than common LEDs while reducing shadows—and lights up your workspace for up to 10 minutes. 
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                PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8 IN. Impact Wrench (Tool Only) - IW6744A-00


                
                    The SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 3/8-inch Impact Wrench gives you big power in a compact, lightweight package with up to 125 foot-pounds of fastening torque, 200 foot-pounds of nut-busting torque, and up to 3400 IPM for driving tough nuts and bolts. At 1 inch shorter than its previous generation, it’s an ideal cordless impact wrench for working overhead in hard-to-reach spaces. The power tool features a 3/8-inch square anvil with a friction ring for easy socket changes, and its digital brushless motor combined with three-speed selection provides high-performance power and precise control. Its Halo Light™ provides 5X more light than common LEDs while reducing shadows—and lights up your workspace for up to 10 minutes. This cordless impact wrench kit includes the cordless 3/8-inch impact wrench, a PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, a PWR JUMP™ charger, belt clip, 2-inch PH2 bit, and battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Hammer Drill Kit - HD6290A-10


                
                    Tackle tough jobs in tight spaces with the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V ½-Inch Hammer Drill Kit. This compact ½-inch cordless hammer drill is the perfect power tool for driving into brick-and-mortar surfaces with its digital brushless motor that delivers up to 350 inch-pounds of torque and 17 torque settings for various driving applications. Easily transition between hammer drilling, drilling, and screwdriver modes, and change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch keyless ratcheting chuck. Its variable speed trigger allows for precise speed control and the LED light with pre-light and after-glow provides maximum visibility of your workspace. 
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                PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 1/2 IN. Hammer Drill (Tool Only) - HD6290A-00


                
                    Tackle tough jobs in tight spaces with the SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V ½-Inch Hammer Drill Kit. This compact ½-inch cordless hammer drill is the perfect power tool for driving into brick-and-mortar surfaces with its digital brushless motor that delivers up to 350 inch-pounds of torque and 17 torque settings for various driving applications. Easily transition between hammer drilling, drilling, and screwdriver modes, and change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch keyless ratcheting chuck. Its variable speed trigger allows for precise speed control and the LED light with pre-light and after-glow provides maximum visibility of your workspace. This cordless electric hammer drill kit includes the cordless 12V hammer drill, a PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, a PWR JUMP™ charger, belt clip, PH2 bit, and battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Compact Detail Sander Kit - SR6608A-10


                
                    Finish the job with the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V Compact Detail Sander Kit. This cordless detail sander packs big power into a compact design with a digital brushless motor that delivers up to 12,000 OPM. The compact, transparent design of its integrated dust box improves balance, visibility, and maneuverability while avoiding contact with the battery—and it can be easily emptied without tools. Work comfortably and confidently with its low-profile, soft overmold that provides a comfortable, ergonomic grip and sealed dust switch that prevents switch failures. Change out sandpapers quickly and easily with the hook-and-loop pad. 
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                PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V Compact Detail Sander (Tool Only) - SR6608A-00


                
                    Finish the job with the SKIL PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Compact Detail Sander Kit. This cordless detail sander packs big power into a compact design with a digital brushless motor that delivers up to 12,000 OPM. The compact, transparent design of its integrated dust box improves balance, visibility, and maneuverability while avoiding contact with the battery—and it can be easily emptied without tools. Work comfortably and confidently with its low-profile, soft overmold that provides a comfortable, ergonomic grip and sealed dust switch that prevents switch failures. Change out sandpapers quickly and easily with the hook-and-loop pad. This cordless electric detail sander kit includes the cordless 12V compact detail sander a PWR CORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWR ASSIST™ mobile charging, a PWR JUMP™ charger, dust box, (10) 80-grit sandpapers, (10) 120-grit sandpapers, (10) 180-grit sandpapers, (10) 240-grit sandpapers, and a battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V Compact Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit - CB8429A-10


                
                    Tackle a variety of projects from light- to heavy-duty jobs with the compact cordless power in the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit. Both the cordless impact driver and cordless drill driver pack big power into compact designs ideal for working overhead or in hard-to-reach areas. Loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials with the impact driver’s 1,500 inch-pounds of torque. Enjoy precise control with the drill driver’s variable speed trigger and change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch single-sleeve keyless chuck. 
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                PWR CORE 12™ Brushless 12V 5-Tool Compact Combo Kit - CB8368A-20


                
                    Get the everyday project essentials you need with the SKIL PWRCORE 12™ Brushless 12V 5-Tool Compact Combo Kit. Loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials with Brushless 12V ¼-Inch Hex Impact Driver’s 1,500 inch-pounds of torque. Enjoy precise control with the Brushless 12V ½-Inch Drill Driver’s variable speed trigger and change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch single-sleeve keyless chuck. The Brushless 12V Oscillating Multi-Tool makes automatic adjustments based on your project with 6-Speed Auto Sensing™, and the 12V Area Light directs up to 400 lumens of light where you need it with its 120-degree pivoting head. Fill the workspace with quality sound and connect wirelessly to the 12V Bluetooth Speaker from up to 100 feet away.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Compact Drill Driver Kit - DL6293B-10


                
                    Drive through a variety of surfaces with power and precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 20V Brushless ½-Inch Drill Driver. This compact cordless drill’s digital brushless motor delivers up to 450 inch-pounds of torque in every drive, and its variable-speed trigger and 17 torque settings plus drill mode provide maximum control for every project. Change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch single-sleeve keyless ratcheting chuck, and light up your workspace for up to 10 minutes with the LED work light with pre-light and after-glow. 
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                PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Compact Drill Driver (Tool Only) - DL6293B-00


                
                    Drive through a variety of surfaces with power and precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 20V Brushless ½-Inch Drill Driver. This compact cordless drill’s digital brushless motor delivers up to 450 inch-pounds of torque in every drive, and its variable-speed trigger and 17 torque settings plus drill mode provide maximum control for every project. Change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch single-sleeve keyless chuck, and light up your workspace for up to 10 minutes with the LED work light with pre-light and after-glow. This cordless electric drill kit includes the 20V cordless drill driver, a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWRASSIST™ mobile charging, PWRJUMP™ charger, belt clip, screwdriving bit, and battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Compact Hammer Drill Kit - HD6294B-10


                
                    Whether you’re powering through hardwoods, stone, concrete, or bricks and mortar, the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V ½-Inch Compact Hammer Drill gives you the precision and compact power needed for any application. This compact cordless hammer drill’s digital brushless motor provides up to 450 inch-pounds of torque and 27,000 IPM, with 17 torque settings for various driving and drilling applications. Easily transition between hammer drill, drill, and screwdriver modes, and quickly change bits with the ½-inch single-sleeve keyless ratcheting chuck.
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                PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Compact Hammer Drill (Tool Only) - HD6294B-00


                
                    Whether you’re powering through hardwoods, stone, concrete, or bricks and mortar, the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V ½-Inch Compact Hammer Drill gives you the precision and compact power needed for any application. This compact cordless hammer drill’s digital brushless motor provides up to 450 inch-pounds of torque and 27,000 IPM, with 17 torque settings for various driving and drilling applications. Easily transition between hammer drill, drill, and screwdriver modes, and quickly change bits with the ½-inch single-sleeve keyless chuck. This cordless electric hammer drill kit includes the 20V compact hammer drill, a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWRASSIST™ mobile charging, PWRJUMP™ charger, belt clip, screwdriving bit, and battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/4 IN. Compact Hex Impact Driver Kit - ID6739B-10


                
                    From renovating kitchen cabinets to building a swing set in the back yard, drive through dense woods with power and precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V ¼-Inch Hex Compact Impact Driver. This compact yet powerful cordless impact driver can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials. Its digital brushless motor provides up to 1,800 inch-pounds of torque in every drive, and the advanced Control Mode senses when the fastener tightens, helping eliminate screw cam-out and cross-threading.  Its HALO LIGHT™ provides 5X more light than common LEDs and enjoy fast and secure one-handed bit insertion with the one-handed collet. 
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                PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/4 IN. Hex Compact Impact Driver (Tool Only) - ID6739B-00


                
                    From renovating kitchen cabinets to building a swing set in the back yard, drive through dense woods with power and precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V ¼-Inch Hex Compact Impact Driver. This compact yet powerful cordless impact driver can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials. Its digital brushless motor provides up to 1,800 inch-pounds of torque in every drive, and the advanced Control Mode senses when the fastener tightens, helping eliminate screw cam-out and cross-threading. Its HALO LIGHT™ provides 5X more light than common LEDs and reduces shadows for maximum visibility. This cordless electric impact driver kit includes the 20V compact impact driver, a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWRASSIST™ mobile charging, PWRJUMP™ Charger, belt clip, 2-inch PH2 bit, and battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 3/8 IN. Compact Impact Wrench Kit - IW6739B-10


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 3/8-inch Compact Impact Wrench gives you big power in a compact, lightweight package with up to 170 foot-pounds of fastening torque, 220 foot-pounds of nut-busting torque, and up to 3,950 IPM for driving tough nuts and bolts. At more than 1 inch shorter than its previous generation, this cordless impact wrench is an ideal power tool for working overhead or busting hard-to-reach car lug nuts and caliper bolts. Its 3/8-inch square anvil features a friction ring for easy socket changes, and its digital brushless motor combined with three-speed selection provides high-performance power and precise control. Its Halo Light™ provides 5X more light than common LEDs while reducing shadows—and it lights up your workspace for up to 10 minutes. 
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                PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 3/8 IN. Compact Impact Wrench (Tool Only) - IW6739B-00


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 3/8-inch Compact Impact Wrench gives you big power in a compact, lightweight package with up to 170 foot-pounds of fastening torque, 220 foot-pounds of nut-busting torque, and up to 3,950 IPM for driving tough nuts and bolts. At more than 1 inch shorter than its previous generation, this cordless impact wrench is an ideal power tool for working overhead or busting hard-to-reach car lug nuts and caliper bolts. Its 3/8-inch square anvil features a friction ring for easy socket changes, and its digital brushless motor combined with three-speed selection provides high-performance power and precise control. Its Halo Light™ provides 5X more light than common LEDs while reducing shadows—and it lights up your workspace for up to 10 minutes. This cordless electric impact wrench kit includes the 20V compact impact wrench, a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium-ion battery with PWRASSIST™ mobile, PWRJUMP™ charger, belt clip, and battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 4-1/2 IN. Compact Circular Saw Kit - CR5435B-10


                
                    Designed to provide big power in a lightweight, compact package, the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 4 ½-Inch Compact Circular Saw is made for working overhead or in hard-to-reach areas. This cordless SKIL saw cuts 2x material in a single pass at 90 degrees and 1x material at 45 degrees, and its integrated dust port directs sawdust away from the work area. 
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Drill Driver and Impact Driver Kit - CB8437B-10


                
                    Tackle a variety of projects from light to heavy-duty jobs with the compact cordless power in the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit. Both the cordless impact driver and cordless drill driver pack big power into compact designs ideal for working overhead or in hard-to-reach areas. Loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials with the impact driver’s 1,800 inch-pounds of torque. Enjoy precise control with the drill driver’s variable speed trigger and change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch single-sleeve keyless ratcheting chuck. 
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                Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver with 42 PC Bit Kit - SD5618-05


                
                    The SKIL 4V lithium-ion screwdriver is perfect for DIY projects around the house. Whether it’s putting together ready to assemble furniture (RTA), tightening hinges, or any task that gets thrown your way, the SKIL 4V screwdriver will do just that. The pistol grip handle delivers versatility with a simple twist to fit into tight spaces, while the LED light offers precision in dimly lit areas and the cam screw sleeve provides quick and easy support for furniture assembly. Every home needs a go-to rechargeable screwdriver, and this one checks all the boxes.
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                6.2 Amp 10 In. Benchtop Drill Press - DP9505-00


                
                    For woodworkers wanting greater precision than a handheld drill offers, the SKIL 6.2 Amp 10-Inch Benchtop Drill Press offers a powerful induction motor with a LASER alignment system to execute precise drilling maneuvers. Its five-speed system runs from 610 to 2,800 RPM for different material types and its adjustable depth stop and adjustable table height provide accurate depth control during drilling. 
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                2.8 Amp 9 In. 2-Speed Benchtop Band Saw - BW9501-00


                
                    For cutting irregular shapes and ripping lumber into thinner pieces, the SKIL 2.8 Amp 9-Inch 2-Speed Benchtop Band Saw is an essential piece for the woodshop. The band saw’s powerful 2.8 amp induction motor allows you to rip through a variety of wood materials while its precision ball bearing and lower blade guides ensure consistent tracking for accurate cutting performance. Rack and pinion table adjustments allow for quick angle adjustments and its two-speed drive system features tool-free belt tensioning. Other features of this SKIL saw include a dust port that accepts standard 2 ½-inch vacuum hoses to keep your work area dust-free and a miter gauge to guide the workpiece when making crosscuts. 
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                1.2 Amp 16 In. Variable Speed Scroll Saw - SS9503-00


                
                    The SKIL 1.2 Amp 16-Inch Variable Speed Scroll Saw is an ideal addition to any benchtop workshop for woodworkers looking to make intricate cuts and patterns. This SKIL saw features electronic variable speed control for cutting a variety of materials, and its foot pedal allows you to always keep both hands on the workpiece. An integrated LED work light provides greater visibility at a variety of angles while its integrated dust removal system keeps the line free of debris for accurate cuts. The scroll saw’s titling 16- x 10-inch worktable tilts 0 to 45 degrees for precise cuts. Keyless blade change provides fast and easy blade changes and on-tool blade storage gives you easy access to additional blades.
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                4.5 Amp Belt and Disc Combination Sander - BB9504-00


                
                    The SKIL 4.5 Amp Belt and Disc Combination Sander is a two-in-one sanding station for a variety of lengths and angles with a powerful 4.5 amp induction motor to power through the toughest jobs with consistent sanding. Its beveling tabletop allows for sanding from 0 to 45 degrees and the belt angle adjustment allows for 0 to 90-degree sanding. Changing sandpaper grits is easy thanks to a quick tension release lever. A miter gauge guides the workpiece when making crosscuts and a dust port that accepts standard 2 ½-inch vacuum hoses minimizes dust in the work area.
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                3.0 Amp 8 In. Benchtop Grinder - BI9502-00


                
                    From smoothing roughened chisel edges, drill bits, and knives to grinding down welded joints and rivets, or polishing surfaces, the SKIL 3.0 Amp 8-Inch Benchtop Grinder is a versatile addition to your workshop or garage. Its powerful 3.0 amp motor provides continuous speed for consistent grinding of a variety of materials with its medium and coarse wheels. Its built-in water-cooling tray provides convenient cooling. A built-in LED work light over both wheels improves visibility, and magnified eye shields protect your eyes from sparks and debris.
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                ZERO CLEARANCE TABLE SAW INSERT PLATE - STZ6307


                
                    Ideal for woodworkers with precise cutting needs, the SKIL Zero Clearance Insert Plate reduces kerf clearance to the thickness of the blade. It’s designed specifically to work with the SKIL 15-Amp 10 In. Table Saw (TS6307-00) for precise cuts at 90 degrees. This zero-clearance insert plate features a quick-release button for fast, easy table saw insert plate changes between cuts. Included hardware ensures the zero-clearance plate is flush with the table surface.
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                7-1/4 In. Lightweight Worm Drive Skil With Twist Lock Plug - SPT77WML-71


                
                    The latest and lightest Worm Drive continues the long tradition of SKIL quality, rugged durability and consistently exceptional cutting performance. Weighing in at just 11.5 lbs., it’s 4 lbs. less than its predecessor and the lightest worm drive saw on the market. The rugged magnesium housing stays strong but keeps the motor cooler, giving you powerful performance job after job. Legendary SKIL Worm Drive technology meets our best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, invented specifically for Skilsaws.
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                7-1/4 In. Worm Drive Skil With Twist Lock Plug - SPT77W-71


                
                    The original Worm Drive Skilsaw, often called the saw that built America, just got better. At 1 lb. lighter than its predecessor, this Skilsaw combines the power and durability you expect from SKIL with jobsite-proven, pro-focused features. On top of our legendary Worm Drive, you get the best-in-class Dual-Field™ motor, engineered specifically by SKIL for saws. You’ve got your hands on the next evolution of the saw famous for cutting truer and lasting longer. This model even comes with a Diablo blade, just to make sure your Skilsaw is tough as nails right out of the box. The SPT77W-72 comes with a Twist Lock Plug.
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                10-1/4 In. Magnesium Worm Drive Skil With Twist Lock - SPT70WM-71


                
                    If you cut 4x, there's nothing like cutting it in one pass with this 10-1/4 IN. SKIL Worm Drive Skilsaw. No matter what the material, this worm drive Skilsaw is built to be relentless with its 15 Amp dual field motor designed specifically for saws. It keeps the motor cooler, providing increased power and durability for the life of the saw. Only SKIL has it. Increase your productivity on the jobsite by making one clean cut the first time, every time. SKIL. True to the trade since 1924.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 20 In. Self-Propelled Mower Kit - SM4910C-11


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.


The SKIL PWRCORE 40™ Brushless 40V 20 In. Self-Propelled Mower combines a digital brushless motor with PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology for powerful cutting performance and convenient ease of use. You’ll have control from beginning to end with this cordless lawn mower thanks to its push-button start and self-propel with a variable speed control dial to pick your pace. The lawn mower delivers 2-in-1 cutting with your choice of bagging or mulching with the included grass bag and mulching plug. Easily adjust the cutting height across seven settings with a single lever. And when the task is complete, the telescoping handle folds down completely allowing for vertical storage. This electric lawn mower kit includes a 6.0Ah PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery and an Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 20 In. Self-Propelled Mower (Tool Only) - SM4910C-00


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.


The SKIL PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 20 In. Self-Propelled Mower combines a digital brushless motor with PWR CORE 40™ lithium technology for powerful cutting performance and convenient ease of use. You’ll have control from beginning to end with this cordless lawn mower thanks to its push-button start and self-propel with a variable speed control dial to pick your pace. The lawn mower delivers 2-in-1 cutting with your choice of bagging or mulching with the included grass bag and mulching plug. Easily adjust the cutting height across seven settings with a single lever. And when the task is complete, the telescoping handle folds down completely allowing for vertical storage. This electric lawn mower kit includes a 6.0Ah PWR CORE 40™ lithium battery for up to 40 minutes of runtime and an Auto PWR JUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 530 CFM Leaf Blower Kit - BL4713C-11


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

The SKIL PWRCORE 40™ 40V 530 CFM Leaf Blower features a digital brushless motor powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery technology that keeps this cordless blower running longer while its turbine fan design maximizes performance for up to 530 CFM of clearing power. Stay powered on for extended periods with the cordless blower’s cruise lever, and blast through heavy leaves and debris with the power boost feature. IPX4-rated water resistance provides added durability for use in tough weather conditions, and a quick-release tube ensures compact storage between uses. This electric leaf blower kit includes a 2.5Ah PWRCORE 40™ battery and Auto PWRJUMP charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 530 CFM Leaf Blower (Tool Only) - BL4713C-00


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Get performance and efficiency in a cordless blower powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery technology keep this cordless blower running longer, while its turbine fan design maximizes performance for up to 500 CFM of clearing power. And heavy leaves and debris are cleared with the Power boost feature. This cordless blower kit includes a 2.5AH PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 15 In. String Trimmer with Smart Load™ Kit - LT4832C-11


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Level up your lawn care game—without the hassle of gas—with a cordless string trimmer built for power and performance. The PWRCORE 40™ Brushless String Trimmer is made for efficiency and ease of use, from trimming to tackling the toughest grass. The Twist Load™ Head makes it easy to load the line, and with Dual-Line Bump Feed you can load more line hassle-free. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery technology gives this cordless string trimmer the power to cut through thick grasses and weeds with ease. String trimmer Kit includes a PWRCORE 40™ 2.5Ah Lithium Battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 15 In. String Trimmer with Smart Load™ (Tool Only) - LT4832C-00


                
                    Ditch the Gas. Keep the Power.

Level up your lawn care game—without the hassle of gas— with a cordless string trimmer built for power and performance. The PWRCORE 40™ Brushless String Trimmer is made for efficiency and ease of use, from trimming to tackling the toughest grass. The Twist Load™ Head makes it easy to load the line, and with Dual-Line Bump Feed you can load more line hassle-free. The digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery technology gives this cordless string trimmer the power to cut through thick grasses and weeds with ease. String trimmer Kit includes a PWRCORE 40™ 2.5Ah Lithium Battery and Auto PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 16 In. Power Head String Trimmer Kit - PLT1500C-10


                
                    Ditch the gas. Keep the power. 


Take lawn care to the next level with a cordless string trimmer built for performance, efficiency, ease of use—and much more. The SKIL PWRCORE 40™ Brushless 40V 16 In. Power Head String Trimmer Kit combines a digital brushless motor and PWRCORE 40™ lithium battery technology to deliver the power to cut through thick grasses and weeds with ease. The up to 16-inch cutting swath on this electric string trimmer ensures you can trim quickly and efficiently, and its two-speed selector allows you to choose between maximizing power or runtime. Simply tap the dual-line bump feed head on the ground to release more line and continue working. Reloading line is easy with its Twist Load™ head—just insert the line and twist to load. This cordless trimmer is powered by a 40V power head that is attachment-ready and designed for use with a variety of SKIL attachments within the SKIL Multi-Head System, allowing you to level up your lawn care game. This string trimmer kit includes the PWRCORE 40™ Power Head, string trimmer attachment, PWRCORE 40™ 4.0Ah battery, and Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ 40V 4.0Ah Lithium Battery - BY8708C-01


                
                    Ditch the gas, keep the power with SKIL PWRCORE 40™ lithium. The PWRCORE 40™ 4.0Ah lithium battery uses patented technology that results in longer runtime and extended battery life. Each cell is surrounded by temperature management material to keep the battery cool and powering on. Use the 40V lithium battery to power up all SKIL 40V tools.
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                PWR CORE 40™ 40V 6.0Ah Lithium Battery - BY8723C-00


                
                    Ditch the gas, keep the power with SKIL PWRCORE 40™ lithium. The PWRCORE 40™ 6.0Ah lithium battery uses patented technology that results in longer runtime and extended battery life. Each cell is surrounded by temperature management material to keep the battery cool and powering on. Use the 40V lithium battery to power up all SKIL 40V tools.
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                PWR CORE 40™ 9 In. Edger Attachment - PED0900


                
                    Enhance your lawn care game with crisp, clean edges using the SKIL PWRCORE 40™ 9 In. Edger Attachment. This universal attachment for the SKIL Multi-Head system includes a 9-inch blade with up to 3 inches of cutting depth for edge work along sidewalks and flower beds. An adjustable depth guide wheel delivers precision while a debris shield keeps you safe and reduces the mess from flying grass clippings, mulch, and dirt.
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                12V/20V Brushless 4 In. Clamp Fan, Tool Only - FN0400D-00


                
                    The SKIL 12V/20V Brushless 4 In. Clamp Fan can be powered by either PWRCORE 12™ or PWRCORE 20™ batteries. It also offers a hybrid AC option to be powered via USB-C. This convenient, compact clamp fan delivers powerful airflow up to 200 CFM with airspeeds up to 11 MPH. Its industrial threaded clamp provides strong holding capacity. This cordless fan is built for tight spaces or easy on-the-go use, and its multidirectional pivoting and swiveling head can send air where you need it. It runs up to 14 hours on low when powered by a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah 20-volt battery or up to 8.5 hours on low with a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah 12-volt battery (batteries sold separately).
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                2 x 27.5 IN. TRACK GUIDE - CRT0702


                
                    The SKIL 2 x 27.5 In. Track Guide is a 55-inch-long track ideal for ripping sheet materials at 90 degrees and 45 degrees. When used with the PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 7-1/4 In. Circular Saw it will deliver smooth, dead-on straight or bevel cuts. Its professional-grade, rust-resistant build provides durability while an anti-slip, splinter prevention strip holds the track in place without clamps to deliver precise cuts while preventing chips and splinters.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 7-1/4 In. Circular Saw Kit - CR5440B-10


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 7-1/4 In. Circular Saw delivers powerful cutting performance with up to 350 cuts in 2x4 pine on a single charge when used with a PWRCORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium battery. Take on demanding jobs and rip through 3X lumber in one pass with the saw’s powerful digital brushless motor, which delivers 5,300 RPM for the extreme cutting performance. Get smooth and accurate cuts with the included 24-tooth 7-1/4-inch circular saw blade. This SKIL saw features durable construction including cast aluminum guards and shoe. The cast aluminum shoe is compatible with the SKIL 2 x 27.5 In. Track Guide (sold separately) to deliver quick, accurate cuts when ripping long panels. Safety features include an electric brake that stops the blade quickly between cuts. Additional versatile features include an adaptable dust port to direct sawdust away from the work area, an LED light, built-in rafter hook, and 0 to 56-degree bevel capacity to cut a variety of angles. This cordless circular saw kit includes the 20V cordless circular saw, vacuum adapter, hex key, and 7-1/4 inch 24-tooth circular saw blade. And it’s all backed by an industry-leading 5-year warranty.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 7-1/4 In. Circular Saw (Tool Only) - CR5440B-00


                
                    Extreme POWER. Extreme PERFORMANCE. The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ XP Brushless 20V 7-1/4 In. Circular Saw delivers class-leading cutting performance with up to 350 cuts in 2x4 pine on a single charge when used with a PWRCORE 20™ 5.0Ah lithium battery. Take on demanding jobs and rip through 3X lumber in one pass with the saw’s powerful digital brushless motor, which delivers 5,500 RPM for the extreme cutting performance. Get smooth and accurate cuts with the included 24-tooth 7-1/4-inch circular saw blade. This SKIL saw features durable construction including cast aluminum guards and shoe. The cast aluminum shoe is compatible with the SKIL 2 x 27.5 In. Track Guide (sold separately) to deliver quick, accurate cuts when ripping long panels. Safety features include an electric brake that stops the blade quickly between cuts. Additional versatile features include an adaptable dust port to direct sawdust away from the work area, an LED light, built-in rafter hook and tether notch, and 0 to 56-degree bevel capacity to cut a variety of angles. This cordless circular saw kit includes the 20V cordless circular saw, vacuum adapter, hex key, and 7-1/4 inch 24-tooth circular saw blade. And it’s all backed by an industry-leading 5-year warranty.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Battery and Charger Starter Kit - CB5196B-11


                
                    What Powers You? The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 20V Battery and Charger Starter Kit is a good place to begin. This battery and charger combo kit includes one 20V 4.0Ah battery and one 20V Standard Charger. The 20V Standard Charger and 20V 4.0Ah battery are compatible with all SKIL 20V products. With SKIL PWRCORE 20™ lithium, industry-leading technology keeps the battery cool and powering on for 25% longer runtime. This patented battery technology also extends the battery life 2X longer. Green LEDs light up to show charge status, so you’ll always know how much charge remains. 
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                PWR CORE 20™ 2X2.0Ah Battery and Charger Starter Kit - CB5197B-21


                
                    What Powers You? The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 20V Battery and Charger Starter Kit is a good place to begin. This battery and charger combo kit includes two 20V 2.0Ah batteries and one 20V Standard Charger. The 20V Standard Charger and 20V 2.0Ah batteries are compatible with all SKIL 20V products. With SKIL PWRCORE 20™ lithium, industry-leading technology keeps the battery cool and powering on for 25% longer runtime. This patented battery technology also extends the battery life 2X longer. Green LEDs light up to show charge status, so you’ll always know how much charge remains. 
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 In. Mid-Torque Impact Wrench Kit - IW5761B-10


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2-inch Mid-Torque Impact Wrench packs 480 foot-pounds of fastening torque, 800 foot-pounds of breakaway torque in Nut Busting Mode to remove rusted nuts and bolts, and up to 2,600 IPM for tough driving applications. This cordless impact wrench features a 1/2-inch square anvil with a friction ring for quick and easy socket changes, and its digital brushless motor combined with three-speed selection provides high-performance power and precise control. Use Reverse Control Mode to stop rotation and impact in seconds once a fastener is loosened. This electric impact wrench features a Halo Light™ that provides 5X more light than common LEDs and reduces shadows. The kit includes the 20V 1/2-inch impact wrench, a PWRCORE™ 20 4.0Ah lithium-ion battery, and an auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 In. Mid-Torque Impact Wrench (Tool Only) - IW5761B-00


                
                    The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2-inch Mid-Torque Impact Wrench packs 480 foot-pounds of fastening torque, 800 foot-pounds of breakaway torque in Nut Busting Mode to remove rusted nuts and bolts, and up to 2,600 IPM for tough driving applications. This cordless impact wrench features a 1/2-inch square anvil with a friction ring for quick and easy socket changes, and its digital brushless motor combined with three-speed selection provides high-performance power and precise control. Use Reverse Control Mode to stop rotation and impact in seconds once a fastener is loosened. This electric impact wrench features a Halo Light™ that provides 5X more light than common LEDs and reduces shadows. The kit includes the 20V 1/2-inch impact wrench, a PWRCORE™ 20 4.0Ah lithium-ion battery, and an auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 12 In. Power Head Snow Shovel Kit - PSS1200C-10


                
                    Easily clear driveways, sidewalks, and decks with the SKIL PWR CORE 40™ 12 In. Snow Shovel Attachment. Powered by the SKIL 40V Multi-Head System Power Head, this cordless snow shovel clears a 12-inch-wide path and throws snow up to 20 feet away. The power head’s digital brushless motor provides efficient, high-performance power for longer tool life without the hassle of gas. The power head features a two-speed selector so you can choose between maximizing power or runtime. IPX4 weather resistance provides added durability in inclement weather. This electric snow shovel attachment features a plastic auger, making it ideal for use on deck and patio surfaces for effortless snow removal. This electric shovel kit includes the PWRCORE 40™ Power Head, snow shovel attachment, PWRCORE 40™ 4.0Ah battery, and Auto PWRJUMP™ Charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 20 In. Single Stage Snow Blower Kit - SB2001C-10


                
                    Throw snow up to 30 feet out of your way with the SKIL PWRCORE 40™ 20 In. Single Stage Snow Blower. This cordless snow blower features a digital brushless motor that delivers efficient, high-performance power for longer tool life without the hassle of gas. Rear crank chute control allows for quick and easy 180-degree chute direction changes. This battery-powered snow blower features a rubber-tipped steel auger for improved pavement cleaning and an LED headlight improves visibility in low light conditions. Its quick-fold steel handle allows for easy, compact storage when not in use and between seasons. This cordless snow blower kit includes the 40V single stage snow blower, PWRCORE 40™ 6.0Ah battery, and a PWRCORE 40™ Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                12V/20V Brushless 7 In. Fan, Tool Only - FN0700D-00


                
                    The SKIL 12V/20V Brushless 7 In. Fan can be powered by either PWRCORE 12™ or PWRCORE 20™ batteries. It also offers a hybrid AC option to be powered via USB-C for continuous operation. This portable area fan delivers powerful airflow up to 600 CFM with a 180-degree pivoting head to send air where you need it, and includes a built-in rafter hook for versatile mounting. This 7-inch cordless fan runs up to 3 hours on high when powered by a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah 20-volt battery or up to 1.5 hours on high with a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah 12-volt battery (batteries sold separately).
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                12V/20V Compact Tower Light, Tool Only - LH2500D-00


                
                    Direct light where you need it quickly and easily with the SKIL 12V/20V Compact Tower Light, powered by either PWRCORE 12™ or PWRCORE 20™ batteries (sold separately). This compact tower light sets up quickly and easily without tools—simply flip out the legs, extend the pole, and get to work. Activate and adjust brightness across three settings—200, 1,000, or 2,500 lumens—with the foot control switch, and direct light where you need it with more control across a 270-degree pivot and swivel. When your work is done, the light collapses and folds for a compact footprint for easy storage and transport.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 20 In. Single Stage Snow Blower (Tool Only) - SB2001C-00


                
                    Throw snow up to 30 feet out of your way with the SKIL PWRCORE 40™ 20 In. Single Stage Snow Blower. This cordless snow blower features a digital brushless motor that delivers efficient, high-performance power for longer tool life without the hassle of gas. Rear crank chute control allows for quick and easy 180-degree chute direction changes. This battery-powered snow blower features a rubber-tipped steel auger for improved pavement cleaning and an LED headlight improves visibility in low light conditions. Its quick-fold steel handle allows for easy, compact storage when not in use and between seasons. This cordless snow blower kit includes the 40V single stage snow blower, PWRCORE 40™ 6.0Ah battery, and a PWRCORE 40™ Auto PWRJUMP™ charger.
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                Twist 2.0 Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver with 2 PC Bit Kit - SD5619-01


                
                    From assembling furniture and toys to tightening screws in hard-to-reach cabinets, get small jobs and repairs done quickly and comfortably with the SKIL Twist 2.0 Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver. This ergonomic electric screwdriver features a patent-pending pivoting head that locks between three positions — 0, 22.5, and 45 degrees — for improved comfort in tight spaces. It features three torque settings that allow you to adapt to the application at hand. Its trigger button is conveniently located for easy one-finger use, and its bright LED lights up dark spaces. The cordless screwdriver’s integrated battery features a USB-C charging port with included cable for convenient recharging.
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                Twist 2.0 Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver with 28 PC Bit Kit - SD5619-02


                
                    From assembling furniture and toys to tightening screws in hard-to-reach cabinets, get small jobs and repairs done quickly and comfortably with the SKIL Twist 2.0 4V Rechargeable Screwdriver. This ergonomic electric screwdriver features a patent-pending pivoting head that locks between three positions — 0, 22.5, and 45 degrees — for improved comfort in tight spaces. It features three torque settings that allow you to adapt to the application at hand. Its trigger button is conveniently located for easy one-finger use, and its bright LED lights up dark spaces. The cordless screwdriver’s integrated battery features a USB-C charging port with included cable for convenient recharging.
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                Twist 2.0 Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver with 35 PC Bit Kit - SD5619-03


                
                    From assembling furniture and toys to tightening screws in hard-to-reach cabinets, get small jobs and repairs done quickly and comfortably with the SKIL Twist 2.0 4V Rechargeable Screwdriver. This ergonomic electric screwdriver features a patent-pending pivoting head that locks between three positions — 0, 22.5, and 45 degrees — for improved comfort in tight spaces. It features three torque settings that allow you to adapt to the application at hand. Its trigger button is conveniently located for easy one-finger use, and its bright LED lights up dark spaces. The cordless screwdriver’s integrated battery features a USB-C charging port with included cable for convenient recharging.
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                Twist 2.0 Rechargeable 4V Screwdriver with 33 PC Bit Kit - SD5619-04


                
                    From assembling furniture and toys to tightening screws in hard-to-reach cabinets, get small jobs and repairs done quickly and comfortably with the SKIL Twist 2.0 4V Rechargeable Screwdriver. This ergonomic electric screwdriver features a patent-pending pivoting head that locks between three positions — 0, 22.5, and 45 degrees — for improved comfort in tight spaces. It features three torque settings that allow you to adapt to the application at hand. Its trigger button is conveniently located for easy one-finger use, and its bright LED lights up dark spaces. The cordless screwdriver’s integrated battery features a USB-C charging port with included cable for convenient recharging.
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                Power Snake Drain Cleaner 12V Kit - AU0225D-11


                
                    Clear tough clogs and keep bathtub, shower, and sink drains flowing freely with the SKIL MULTIVOLT Power Snake Drain Cleaner. This cordless power snake features a ¼-inch by 25-foot carbon steel cable for extended reach and maximum durability around elbow joints and curves to clear drains from ¾-inch to 2 inches in diameter. Its variable speed trigger delivers precise control while its auto feed cable extends and retracts with the press of a paddle lever. A foot base offers sturdy support while the drain auger is in use, and a cleaning port drains excess water after clearing a clog and retracting the cable from a drainpipe. Featuring SKIL MULTIVOLT technology, this drain snake is compatible with either SKIL 12V batteries for a compact, lightweight tool or SKIL 20V batteries for more power and longer runtime. This 12V cordless drain cleaner kit includes a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and PWRCORE 12™ charger.
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                Power Snake Drain Cleaner 20V Kit - AU0225D-12


                
                    Clear tough clogs and keep bathtub, shower, and sink drains flowing freely with the SKIL 12V/20V Power Snake Drain Cleaner. This cordless power snake features a ¼-inch by 25-foot carbon steel cable for extended reach and maximum durability around elbow joints and curves to clear drains from ¾-inch to 2 inches in diameter. Its variable speed trigger delivers precise control while its auto feed cable extends and retracts with the press of a paddle lever. A foot base offers sturdy support while the drain auger is in use, and a cleaning port drains excess water after clearing a clog and retracting the cable from a drainpipe. This drain snake is compatible with either SKIL 12V batteries for a compact, lightweight tool or SKIL 20V batteries for more power and longer runtime. This 20V cordless drain cleaner kit includes a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and PWRCORE 20™ 30W charger.
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                Power Snake Drain Cleaner Tool only - AU0225D-00


                
                    Clear tough clogs and keep bathtub, shower, and sink drains flowing freely with the SKIL MULTIVOLT Power Snake Drain Cleaner. This cordless power snake features a ¼-inch by 25-foot carbon steel cable for extended reach and maximum durability around elbow joints and curves to clear drains from ¾-inch to 2 inches in diameter. Its variable speed trigger delivers precise control while its auto feed cable extends and retracts with the press of a paddle lever. A foot base offers sturdy support while the drain auger is in use, and a cleaning port drains excess water after clearing a clog and retracting the cable from a drainpipe. Featuring SKIL MULTIVOLT technology, this drain snake is compatible with either SKIL 12V batteries for a compact, lightweight tool or SKIL 20V batteries for more power and longer runtime. This 12V cordless drain cleaner kit includes a PWRCORE 12™ 2.0Ah lithium battery and PWRCORE 12™ charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Lithium 2.0Ah 20V USB-C Battery - BY5100B-00


                
                    More Power for More Projects. The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Lithium 2.0Ah 20V USB-C Battery is backed by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer runtime and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery cool and powering through any project. The battery features two-way rapid charging via USB-C, allowing you to charge the battery or personal devices with its integrated USB-C port. Pulsing USB-C port LED lights indicate charging and discharging status, so you can quickly see if your USB-C port is active. The battery is 20 percent smaller than SKIL batteries with a USB-A port, and it powers any SKIL 20V tool in the PWRCORE 20™ lineup.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 18Ga Brad Nailer Kit - NA1800B-10


                
                    Ditch the hoses and compressors with the cordless SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 18Ga Brad Nailer Kit. This 20V cordless nailer delivers best-in-class runtime by driving up to 1,000 nails on a single charge with the included 2.0Ah battery. It features a powerful brushless motor that drives up to two nails per second with minimal ramp-up time. Dual LED lights help increase visibility when working with the nail gun in dimly lit work areas. Its quick depth adjustment wheel allows you to easily set the ideal nailing depth when driving fasteners, and the battery-powered nail gun is compact and lightweight for working in tight spaces with minimal fatigue. Choose between sequential and bump modes with the mode select switch. Dry fire lockout eliminates blank firing and prevents damage to work surfaces, while tool-free jam clearance offers easy access to clear nails in case of a jam. The finish nailer accepts 5/8-inch to 2-1/8-inch 18-gauge fasteners.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 2.0Ah 20V USB-C Battery and Charger Starter Kit - CB5100B-11


                
                    More Power for More Projects. The SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Lithium 2.0Ah 20V USB-C Battery is backed by an innovative temperature management system that results in longer runtime and battery life. Each cell is surrounded by revolutionary phase change materials to keep the battery cool and powering through any project. The battery features two-way rapid charging via USB-C, allowing you to charge the battery or personal devices with its integrated USB-C port. Pulsing USB-C port LED lights indicate charging and discharging status, so you can quickly see if your USB-C port is active. The battery is 20 percent smaller than SKIL batteries with a USB-A port, and it powers any SKIL 20V tool in the PWRCORE 20™ lineup. The included multifunctional 45W Power Delivery charger charges both USB-C compatible SKIL batteries and personal devices, and will charge the 2.0Ah USB-C battery in 55 minutes.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 6 In. Pruning Saw Kit - PR0600B-11


                
                    Reach for the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 6 In. Pruning Saw for light-duty pruning needs. The cordless pruning saw is equipped with a 6-inch bar and chain, and its compact and lightweight profile is ideal for precision cutting with one hand. Its powerful brushless motor delivers up to 115 cuts per charge with the included PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah battery. Tool-free chain tensioning allows chain adjustments with the simple twist of a dial. Its chain auto lubricates for reduced friction and enhanced durability. IPX4 water resistance adds durability for use in inclement weather. It comes with an EASYSTORAGE bracket to conveniently store and organize all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor power equipment. The kit includes the 6-inch cordless pruning saw, PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah battery, and PWRCORE 20™ 20V Standard Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 6 In. Pruning Saw (Tool Only) - PR0600B-00


                
                    Reach for the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 6 In. Pruning Saw for light-duty pruning needs. The cordless pruning saw is equipped with a 6-inch bar and chain, and its compact and lightweight profile is ideal for precision cutting with one hand. Its powerful brushless motor delivers up to 115 cuts per charge with the included PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah battery. Tool-free chain tensioning allows chain adjustments with the simple twist of a dial. Its chain auto lubricates for reduced friction and enhanced durability. IPX4 water resistance adds durability for use in inclement weather. It comes with an EASYSTORAGE bracket to conveniently store and organize all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor power equipment. The kit includes the 6-inch cordless pruning saw, PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah battery, and PWRCORE 20™ 20V Standard Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 6 In. Telescoping Pruning Saw Kit - PR0601B-11


                
                    Reach for the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 6 In. Telescopic Pruning Saw for light-duty pruning needs. The cordless pruning saw is equipped with a 6-inch bar and chain, and its pole extends up to 2.8 feet in total length for up to 7 feet of cutting reach. Its compact and lightweight profile delivers maximum cutting versatility. Its powerful brushless motor delivers up to 115 cuts per charge with the included PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah battery. Tool-free chain tensioning allows chain adjustments with the simple twist of a dial. Its chain auto lubricates for reduced friction and enhanced durability. IPX4 water resistance adds durability for use in inclement weather. It comes with an EASYSTORAGE bracket to conveniently store and organize all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor power equipment. The kit includes the 6-inch cordless telescopic pruning saw, PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah battery, and PWRCORE 20™ 20V Standard Charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 6 In. Telescoping Pruning Saw (Tool Only) - PR0601B-00


                
                    Reach for the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V 6 In. Telescopic Pruning Saw for light-duty pruning needs. The cordless pruning saw is equipped with a 6-inch bar and chain, and its pole extends up to 3 feet in total length for up to 7 feet of cutting reach. Its compact and lightweight profile delivers maximum cutting versatility. Its powerful brushless motor delivers up to 115 cuts per charge with the included PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah battery. Tool-free chain tensioning allows chain adjustments with the simple twist of a dial. Its chain auto lubricates for reduced friction and enhanced durability. IPX4 water resistance adds durability for use in inclement weather. It comes with an EASYSTORAGE bracket to conveniently store and organize all your SKIL PWRCORE 20™ outdoor power equipment. The kit includes the 6-inch cordless telescopic pruning saw, PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah battery, and PWRCORE 20™ 20V Standard Charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 18 In. Chainsaw Kit - CS1800C-15


                
                    Ditch the gas, keep the power with the SKIL PWRCORE 40™ Brushless 40V 18 In. Chainsaw Kit. This cordless chainsaw is powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology and delivers the equivalent of a 40cc gas chainsaw without the hassle. The 18-inch bar and chain on this electric chainsaw delivers an up to 32-inch cut capacity for limbing and felling. It makes up to 210 cuts in 4x4 pine with the included PWRCORE 40™ 6.0Ah battery, and the battery can recharge from 0 to 100% in just one hour with the included 40V 320W Charger. Its auto-lubricating chain provides longer chain life, and the chainsaw has IPX4 water resistance for added durability in inclement weather. The kit includes the 40V chainsaw, PWRCORE 40™ 6.0Ah battery, and 40V 320W charger.
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                PWR CORE 40™ Brushless 40V 18 In. Chainsaw (Tool Only) - CS1800C-00


                
                    Ditch the gas, keep the power with the SKIL PWRCORE 40™ Brushless 40V 18 In. Chainsaw Kit. This cordless chainsaw is powered by PWRCORE 40™ lithium technology and delivers the equivalent of a 40cc gas chainsaw without the hassle. The 18-inch bar and chain on this electric chainsaw delivers an up to 32-inch cut capacity for limbing and felling. It makes up to 210 cuts in 4x4 pine with the included PWRCORE 40™ 6.0Ah battery, and the battery can recharge from 0 to 100% in just one hour with the included 40V 320W Charger. Its auto-lubricating chain provides longer chain life, and the chainsaw has IPX4 water resistance for added durability in inclement weather. The kit includes the 40V chainsaw, PWRCORE 40™ 6.0Ah battery, and 40V 320W charger.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Shear & Shrub 2-in-1 Kit - GH1000B-11


                
                    Maintain and shape small hedges, and easily cut back hostas, decorative grasses, and other perennials at the end of the season with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Shear & Shrub 2-in-1. The cordless 20V electric shears feature a compact design for easy one-handed operation and working in tight spaces between plants. Its 2-in-1 design allows multiple types of cutting from trimming back grasses to pruning hedges with its interchangeable dual-action blades. Tool-free blade changes allow quick and easy swaps between its 5-inch grass blade and 8-inch shrub shears blade. Each set of blades feature a 5/16-inch cut capacity for efficient grass trimming and shrub shearing. An EASYSTORAGE bracket allows convenient storage and organization between use. The kit includes the Shear & Shrub 2-in-1 tool, PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah battery, PWRCORE 20™ 20V Standard Charger, and EASYSTORAGE bracket.
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                PWR CORE 20™ 20V Shear & Shrub 2-in-1 - GH1000B-00


                
                    Maintain and shape small hedges, and easily cut back hostas, decorative grasses, and other perennials at the end of the season with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Shear & Shrub 2-in-1. The cordless 20V electric shears feature a compact design for easy one-handed operation and working in tight spaces between plants. Its 2-in-1 design allows multiple types of cutting from trimming back grasses to pruning hedges with its interchangeable dual-action blades. Tool-free blade changes allow quick and easy swaps between its 5-inch grass blade and 8-inch shrub shears blade. Each set of blades feature a 5/16-inch cut capacity for efficient grass trimming and shrub shearing. An EASYSTORAGE bracket allows convenient storage and organization between use. The kit includes the Shear & Shrub 2-in-1 tool, PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah battery, PWRCORE 20™ 20V Standard Charger, and EASYSTORAGE bracket.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Drill Driver and Impact Driver Kit - CB8437B-1C


                
                    Tackle a variety of projects from light to heavy-duty jobs with the compact cordless power in the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V Compact Drill Driver & Impact Driver Kit. Both the cordless impact driver and cordless drill driver pack big power into compact designs ideal for working overhead or in hard-to-reach areas. Loosen large bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials with the impact driver’s 1,800 inch-pounds of torque. Enjoy precise control with the drill driver’s variable speed trigger and change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch single-sleeve keyless ratcheting chuck. The tool set comes with a PWRCORE™ 2.0Ah 20V USB-C Battery featuring two-way rapid charging to charge the battery or personal devices with its integrated USB-C port. This cordless electric power tool combo kit includes the 20V compact drill driver, cordless 20V compact impact driver, a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah 20V USB-C lithium battery, 45W USB-C PD charger, two PH2 bits, two belt clips, and a battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/2 IN. Compact Drill Driver Kit - DL6293B-1C


                
                    Drive through a variety of surfaces with power and precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ 20V Brushless ½-Inch Drill Driver. This compact cordless drill’s digital brushless motor delivers up to 450 inch-pounds of torque in every drive, and its variable-speed trigger and 17 torque settings plus drill mode provide maximum control for every project. Change bits quickly and easily with its ½-inch single-sleeve keyless ratcheting chuck, and light up your workspace for up to 10 minutes with the LED light strip with pre-light and after-glow. The drill driver comes with a PWRCORE™ 2.0Ah 20V USB-C Battery featuring two-way rapid charging to charge the battery or personal devices with its integrated USB-C port. This cordless electric drill kit includes the 20V cordless drill driver, a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah 20V USB-C lithium battery, 100W USB-C PD charger and charging cable, belt clip, screwdriving bit, and battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 20™ Brushless 20V 1/4 IN. Compact Hex Impact Driver Kit - ID6739B-1C


                
                    From renovating kitchen cabinets to building a swing set in the back yard, drive through dense woods with power and precision with the SKIL PWRCORE 20™ Brushless 20V ¼-Inch Hex Compact Impact Driver. This compact yet powerful cordless impact driver can loosen larger bolts, drive screws through thick surfaces, and take on the toughest materials. Its digital brushless motor provides up to 1,800 inch-pounds of torque in every drive, and the advanced Control Mode senses when the fastener tightens, helping eliminate screw cam-out and cross-threading. Its HALO LIGHT™ provides 5X more light than common LEDs and enjoy fast and secure one-handed bit insertion with the one-handed collet. The impact driver comes with a PWRCORE™ 2.0Ah 20V USB-C Battery featuring two-way rapid charging to charge the battery or personal devices with its integrated USB-C port. This cordless electric impact driver kit includes the 20V compact impact driver, a PWRCORE 20™ 2.0Ah 20V USB-C lithium battery, 100W USB-C PD charger, belt clip, 2-inch PH2 bit, and battery jacket.
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                PWR CORE 40™ 40V 300W Inverter - PI0300C-00


                
                    Bring power anywhere with the SKIL PWRCORE 40™ 40V 300W Inverter. The cordless power inverter delivers 300 watts of continuous power with up to 500 watts of peak power. The 300W inverter simultaneously powers up to four devices via its standard 120V outlet or USB-A, USB-C, and 65W USB-C PD out ports. Pure sine wave delivers high-quality, clean power to sensitive electronics. An LED with two brightness settings is built into the convenient carrying handle for bringing power anywhere. Prop up small devices with the power inverter’s onboard stand or store a mobile device in the phone pocket. The inverter is compatible with all SKIL PWRCORE 40™ batteries (sold separately).
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